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ABSTRACT 
 
SPIRITUAL FORMATION 
 
AND SOUTHERN BAPTIST CLERGY 
 
by 
 
Candace Kay Hardin 
 
In the Southern Baptist denomination, the term “spiritual formation” can be 
suspect at worst and unknown at best. Baptist clergy generally deem spiritual formation 
secondary compared to 1) the importance of promoting evangelism and missions in their 
lives and ministries and 2) the urgency of meeting the emergencies and immediacies of 
each day. 
 This ministry intervention utilized a sample group of Baptist clergy—
pastors/church staff/evangelist, chaplains, denominational leaders, and Baptist campus 
ministers—in order to define and assess their knowledge, attitudes, and practices of 
spiritual formation.  
Therefore, the purpose of this delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study 
identified the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation in the lives and 
ministries of Southern Baptist clergy in central Arkansas utilizing a four-step spiritual 
formational design including, (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) 
formational friendship, and (4) formational limits.
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
 
Beginning Scenario—A Showdown at Seminary 
 
During the spring of 1981, I was in the third quarter of my first year at New 
Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary. At the age of twenty-six, I knew what hurt felt 
like. As a result, I had grown into a spiritually passionate young woman wanting to make 
a significant difference in the hurting lives of people for Christ.  
By the time I had arrived at the New Orleans campus, I had been through multiple 
stepparents, numerous family conflicts, a variety of family alcohol-and-gambling 
financial crises, and several of my own personal failures. I was hot on the trail for 
change—changing myself and changing the world—all for God.  
I approached seminary with very strong opinions about the tepidness of the church. First, 
I believed Christ-driven change most effectively happened through any means other than 
the church. Second, at all costs I avoided a vocation within the institution of the church 
and steered Spirit-filled others into missions and away from church vocations as much as 
possible. I truly believed the church, its leadership, and its denominationalism were 
symbols of dead-end spirituality, hindering others from either coming to Christ or 
growing in Christ. Within the institution of the church tenets, such as cultural isolation, 
narcissism, antiquation, politics, traditionalism, and authoritarianism had ruined whatever 
God wanted to accomplish through his people.  
The words Paul Tillich used in his address to graduating students at Union 
Theological Seminary challenge this tepidness of Christians and of clergy:  
In many expressions of our secular culture, especially in the present 
decades, the awareness of man’s sickness is great. Is it only because of 
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prejudice that these people, who powerfully express the demonic bondage 
of man, do not look to the church or to you, the ministers, for healing and 
for casting out demons? Or is it because of the lack of healing power in 
the church, sick in its fear of sickness? (62)  
 
As Tillich aptly suggested, the church compromises its powers by its fears and 
weaknesses. 
I paid my tithes to the church; otherwise, I wanted no investment in its sickness. 
Sadly, I watched some members of my family, some high school friends, some college 
friends, and some professional work associates struggle and strangulate in the mud and 
mishaps of life while the middle-class, white, churched people and clergy perpetuated 
their usual programs and agenda.  
Those nice, large, and beautiful sanctuaries resounded and pounded against 
divorce, drugs, alcohol, and sex while the surrounding communities of the quiet divorced, 
drug-addicted, alcohol-dependent, sex-obsessed, and suicidally lonely people were 
“circling the drain” personally and spiritually. Why fool with the church when missions 
offered the cutting edge of true, effective outreach? As one pastor’s wife declared, “The 
church is no longer life for me. It is death” (Scazzero 21). I, the seminarian, also wanted 
no part of a denominationally dead-end institution, its leaders, or its adherents.  
One of my classes at New Orleans Seminary involved tracing God’s chosen 
people—the Church—through the Old and New Testaments. My professor used the then-
popular overhead projector and projected reams of notes on the yellow-painted cement 
brick walls while we feverishly copied everything down word-for-word. As he talked and 
we copied, he expounded on the glory and virtue of the golden thread of the Church 
woven throughout the Bible. This entire Church-throughout-the-Bible lecture was his 
main theme for the whole course. I mostly turned a deaf ear and kept a keen eye on the 
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yellow bricks and overheads as I pressed pen to paper. I did not believe in the class, but it 
was required, so I dutifully attended.  
The professor gave no tests except the Big One, the final exam. I did not bother to 
read over my notes until the night before the exam. On that evening I begrudgingly went 
to the seminary’s library, found an open study room, locked myself in, and spread all my 
notes out on the carpet so that I could see an aerial view of this linear “golden thread” of 
the Church throughout the Bible. I launched into my duteous rote memorization.  
In the midst of that scene, I protested to God about the whole farce of the 
monotonous class, the inconsequential content, and the flaccid church. I criticized the 
church and all the traditionalists who operate it. “It is weak and powerless, God! It is 
ineffective in meeting real needs of real people! It is irrelevant to society and to 
individuals! It is boring and absolutely inadequate! No relevance, no help, no answers!” 
As I took a breath and started to go for a second round, I sensed the Spirit of God 
respond: “But it is my idea.”  
In that instant, God—in his mercy, kindness, and authority—impressed upon me 
that he still had plans for his Church. Implied in that one impression from God were 
several thoughts that demanded my attention. I had to choose between getting on board 
with God about his idea of the Church or just going ahead and throwing out the 
proverbial baby with the bath water. I had to choose between justifiable and easy 
criticism or constructively dream a new dream for the Church, the body of Christ. I had to 
decide if I would join God and others who longed for the healing and wholeness of the 
Church, so that the body of Christ could carry his mission, his love, and his plan into the 
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lives of people all over the world. The showdown was over as I asked for God’s 
forgiveness. I said a quiet “Yes” to his idea of the Church, whatever that could be.  
Now, twenty-eight years later, I have a new crusade—that of recovering the 
Church to God’s idea, to God’s vision, and to God’s desire and mission as portrayed in 
Scripture. This crusade involves renewal, reformation, and healing in leaders and laity 
alike. If the body of Christ is to reach the culture, then deep, personal inner healing, inner 
growth, confession, and Spirit-filling must transpire before any outreach is effective and 
lasting. 
One possible way to meet the Church’s need for renewal and reformation (in 
some instances, resuscitation) is to recommend intentional, personal spiritual formation 
for those who are most influential and powerful within the body of Christ—the clergy.   
The Fallen Righteous 
Christians and Christianity have come under all kinds of scrutiny. Secular society 
and sacred sectarians watch to see if the church’s piety matches its polity and politics. 
Both the churched and the unchurched watch to see if Christian leaders are ministering to 
the marginalized as much as to those who are moneyed. Whether the church appropriates 
judgment or offers tolerance and inclusion regarding abortion, homosexual marriage, 
and/or the ordination of homosexual ministers, secular and sacred bystanders are judging 
according to their own personal stance and lean:  
The unbelieving world quietly observes the social patterns of the church. 
Though they may not fully comprehend the gospel message, they are 
astute enough to know that Christians proclaim a higher order of 
compassion and relationships than the world…. Yet these same neopagans 
often discount the validity of the church because they see little difference 
in their socioeconomic patterns than the civic club. (Dorrell 83) 
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In other words, the words and the “walk” of the Church do not match in the eyes of those 
who are watching. 
Reggie McNeal, director of leadership development for the South Carolina 
Baptist Convention, opens the first chapter of his book, The Present Future:  Six Tough 
Questions for the Church, with an alarming pronouncement:  
The current church culture in North America is on life support.… This 
church culture has become confused with biblical Christianity, both inside 
the church and out. In reality, the church culture in North America is a 
vestige of the original movement, an institutional expression of religion 
that is in part a civil religion and in part a club where religious people can 
hang out with other people whose politics, worldview, and lifestyle match 
theirs. (1)  
 
“Civil religion” and “club” are old terms describing the antithesis of the church. “Life 
support” is a newer descriptor adequately conveying a dramatic picture of just how 
unwell the church has become. 
Camps and factions have formed in the Christian church. The Democratic 
Christians and the Republican Christians barely stomach each other. The charismata 
Christians look down on the traditionalists and vice versa. Some Christians do not 
understand or appreciate those who “live by faith” (Rom.1:17; Gal.3:11; Heb.10:38) by 
going off to plant churches or pursue missions. Believers of biblical inerrancy and 
believers of the historical critical method of biblical interpretation continue to throw 
rocks at each other’s windows. As one student pastor reported to his seminary professor, 
“My congregation is divided into opposing camps. Meetings of the council are a 
battlefield. Everyone is trying to get the pastor to take sides” (Guder 149). 
The sins of the secular have become the sins of the saints. Pornography, 
alcoholism, emotional and sexual attachment, abuse of children, abuse of spouses, and 
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financial fraud are some of the sins Christian leaders and laity have accommodated. Some 
leaders, such as Jimmy Swaggart, are defiant; some are defamed, such as Ted Haggard. 
Others, such as numerous Catholic priests, are personally and professionally damaged or 
even destroyed. A few recover and reform as did the unflappable Gordon MacDonald 
who has been pastor and author for more than forty years in addition to editor-at-large for 
Leadership Journal and chairperson for World Relief. The numbers of fallen Christian 
leaders seem to add up weekly. What should not be is. What could not happen has. As 
Drs. James B. Scott and Molly Davis Scott recount, “We have become dangerously 
satisfied with casual Christianity” (26). 
 Dr. Kenneth J. Collins, faculty member at Asbury Theological Seminary, draws 
the contrast of this fallen state of righteousness to the lethal effects of carbon monoxide 
poisoning: 
Death by carbon monoxide, as any physician will tell you, is subtle. The 
gas sneaks up on you, so to speak, replaces the oxygen in your blood, 
disorients you, mars your judgment, and then it renders you unconscious 
until death finally takes over. In a similar fashion, the kingdom of self … 
seeps into the life, the very marrow, of a person with remarkable stealth 
and with devastating effects. Many people don’t even realize that it is 
present. Like carbon monoxide it disorients and confuses; it pollutes 
judgment, and in the end, it prevents people from seeing their true 
condition. One poison leads to physical death; the other to spiritual death. 
(57) 
 
This drastic comparison is nothing in contrast to Jesus’ words to the religious leaders of 
his day. Jesus said succinctly in John 9:  
Some Pharisees who were with him heard him say,… “For judgment I 
have come into this world, so that the blind will see and those who see will 
become blind;…” and asked, “What? Are we blind too?” Jesus said, “If 
you were blind, you would not be guilty of sin; but now that you claim 
you can see, your guilt remains.”(vv. 39-41, NIV) 
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The point of this laundry list is frighteningly simple: Christian leaders are neither 
inoculated nor immune from sin of any kind. 
Blessed Out and Stressed Out 
Statistics are astounding regarding depression and stress among clergy. Dr. 
Donald E. Demaray, emeritus Professor of Preaching at Asbury Theological Seminary, 
and Kenneth W. Pickerill, Professor of Physical Education at Asbury College, quote 
some eye-opening statistics regarding “the destitute feelings of clergy”: 
? 90% (of clergy) work over 46 hours per week. 
? 80% perceive negative influences on their families and a third of the 
pastors in the study believe the ministry downright hazardous to their 
families. 
? 75% experience a stress-related crisis at least once in the course of their 
ministry. 
? 50% see themselves as not meeting the needs of their parish. 
? 40% indicate conflict with a church member at least once a month. (14) 
 
Stress and conflict have a stranglehold on clergy. This stranglehold can too often lead to a 
stronghold of sinful dimensions. 
A study of job satisfaction among chaplains reveals, “that they, in general, 
enjoyed their vocations” (Doolittle 32). However, a study done in 2002 by Weaver, 
Flannelly, Larson, Stapleton, and Koenig shows that Protestant chaplain clergy reported 
“higher levels of occupational stress,… which has a negative impact on family stress and 
sexual misconduct” (Doolittle 32). An additional study of chaplain burnout and 
compassion fatigue reported “greater exposure to trauma victims is associated with 
higher Compassion Fatigue. Other personal factors also contribute to fatigue. Among the 
personal variables we tested, being a woman and being divorced were associated with 
increased Compassion Fatigue” (Taylor and Weaver 40). Chaplains are inundated with 
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the mundane and miraculous. Keith Knauf, director of pastor care services at California 
Medical Facility, paints an explicit picture of the compassion fatigue chaplains face: 
Marv was one of our patients suffering from metastatic colon cancer. His 
cancer caused him to experience great pain, discomfort, and personal 
embarrassment. However, Marv also had a strong religious faith.… The 
Medical team quickly initiated a regimen of various enemas and stool 
softeners. However, all the medical efforts brought no relief. His abdomen 
swelled, and the pain level became excruciating…. Marv and I prayed for 
relief. We prayed for his bowels to move. We prayed for, in his words, “a 
good poop.” Our pastoral care … volunteers joined in the prayers. Our 
prayers were soaking prayers lasting through the day and night. Finally, 
Marv’s impaction moved. He not only had one good poop, but three others 
as well!… Seminary training does not prepare chaplains for such visceral 
and earthly experiences. Prayer is never spoken of in the context of basic 
bodily functions…. Marv taught me what they didn’t teach in seminary. 
The teaching is that the sacred and the secular are one and the same. 
Everything is sacred. (139-40) 
 
As somatically portrayed in this excerpt of a day in the life of a chaplain, stress and 
eustress are both equally a part of the chaplain’s personal and professional life. 
 For pastors, denominational leaders, and campus ministers, long hours week in 
and month out gnaw away at their physical and emotional stamina. Long hours also chip 
away valuable time with family, in addition to personal study, reflection, and devotion. 
Time and personal perimeters often become blurred and erased. John A. Sanford, a 
psychoanalyst and Episcopal priest, suggests multiple reasons for clergy collapsing under 
stress and burnout: 
? The job of the ministering person is never finished. 
? The ministering person cannot always tell if his or her work is having 
any results. 
? The work of the ministering person is repetitive. 
? The ministering person is dealing constantly with people’s expectations. 
? The ministering person must work with the same people year in and year 
out. 
? Because the clergyperson works with people in need, there is a great 
drain on the energy of the ministering person. 
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? The ministering person deals with many people who come not for solid 
spiritual food but for “strokes.” 
? The ministering person must function a great deal of the time on his or 
her persona. 
? The ministering person often feels exhausted by failure. (5-16) 
 
Clergy are fatigued because pleasing people is a never-ending pressure.  
For some pastors insufficient pay is an additional load on them and on their 
families. Funds dwindle while living costs go up. If the pastor should receive a raise, 
invariably someone asks the question, “Where’s all the money’s going?” requiring a solid 
defense and account for every penny received. Meanwhile another child is added to the 
family or another medical concern arises or a teen requires tuition, books, and food for 
college. If the spouse works outside the home, possibly additional scrutiny and 
complaints are incurred—all requiring personal, emotional, and spiritual justification if 
not financial justification as well. 
 While this cursory analysis of the problem could fit any cleric from any 
denomination, this paper takes a researchable look at problems, perspectives, and 
practices regarding spiritual formation among Southern Baptist clergy, specifically those 
in the Arkansas Baptist State Convention. The relationship between Southern Baptists 
and spiritual formation has been estranged at worst and civil at best. Before the scriptural 
edict of Isaiah 62:10 can be followed—“Pass through, pass through the gates! Prepare the 
way for the people. Build up, build up the highway! Remove the stones. Raise a banner 
for the nations”—the decree of Hebrews 12:13 needs to be applied first: “Make level 
paths for your feet, so that the lame may not be disabled, but rather healed.” Intentional 
personal spiritual formation may be that level path on which Baptist clergy rediscover the 
vitality and power of God’s Holy Spirit in a vocation fraught with messes and stresses. 
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First, maybe the call is to “make a straight, clear path for the Holy Spirit,… 
begin[ning] with an assessment of the road, scan[ning] it for where it is open and where it 
is blocked, where it is smooth and where it is choked with weeds” (Scott and Scott 240). 
Maybe the time is now for Southern Baptist clergy to “prepare the way of the Lord; make 
his paths straight” (Mark 1:3) for our own lives.  
Purpose 
The purpose of this delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study was to 
identify the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation in the lives and 
ministries of Southern Baptist clergy in central Arkansas utilizing a four-step spiritual 
formational design including, (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) 
formational friendship, and (4) formational limits. 
For Southern Baptists spiritual formation can be suspect because it has the sound 
of being new age, the reverberations of Catholicism, and the impression of mysticism. 
Therefore, spiritual formation needs defining, even redefining, in order for some 
Southern Baptist clergy to consider and accept its validity and substance. 
Research Questions 
This study addresses the following three research questions. 
Research Question #1 
What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do Southern Baptist clergy have 
regarding spiritual formation prior to the ministry intervention? 
 Research Question #2 
What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do Southern Baptist clergy have 
regarding spiritual formation after the ministry intervention? 
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Research Question #3 
 What aspect(s) of the ministry intervention was (were) most effective in 
producing change? 
Definition of Terms 
 In this project several terms require explanation. 
Southern Baptist Clergy 
For the purpose of this paper, Southern Baptist clergy are defined as professional 
Christian ministers who (1) serve in a prescribed and designated ministry position within 
a Southern Baptist church, a denominational organization, or an institution of service 
and/or (2) have been ordained by a Southern Baptist church and/or (3) have been 
endorsed by a church-affiliated organization within the Southern Baptist Convention. For 
this dissertation, Southern Baptist clergy come from the ministry positions of 
pastor/church staff/evangelist, chaplain, denominational leader, and Baptist campus 
minister.  
Spiritual Formation 
Spiritual formation is a lifelong process of knowing and loving Jesus and 
becoming more like Jesus in one’s inward and outward life. David G. Benner, director of 
the Institute for Psychospiritual Health, defines spiritual formation in terms of love, 
God’s love. Believing and receiving God’s love is what truly brings about genuine 
transformation:  
[T]he root of Christian love is not the will to love but the faith to believe 
that one is deeply loved by God. Returning to that great love—a love that 
was there for us before we experienced a rejection and that will be there 
for us after all other rejections take place—is our true spiritual work. 
(Sacred Companions 34)  
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Jesus demonstrated and taught that love is the number-one powerful agent in the process 
and journey of spiritual formation. When teaching about the Great Commandment—
“Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 
mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your 
neighbor as yourself.” (Matt. 22:37-39)—and when giving his disciples a new 
commandment—“A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so 
you must love one another” (John 13:34), Jesus gave the reason for spiritual formation, 
the way of spiritual formation, and the outcome to expect regarding spiritual formation. A 
grave danger lurks if clergy and laity run on any other substitutional track for their 
spiritual formation in Christ as Dr. Susan Annette Muto expounds: 
The greatest mistake we can make, spiritually speaking is to remain at a 
distance form God, content to engage in a few routine exercises of piety 
and to avoid sin as a matter of moral duty. We respect God as our maker, 
but our hearts do not belong wholly to him. We are still absorbed in our 
own ambitions, troubles, comforts, anxieties, interests, and fears. When 
we do turn to God, it is usually because we want him to sort out 
difficulties or dispense rewards, but the thought of passionate, committed 
love embarrasses us. (144) 
 
Spiritual formation, or being spiritually formed, is a matter of drawing closer and closer 
to Jesus who, in turn, draws closer to those who seek him (Jas. 4:8).  
For this project, the definition of spiritual formation breaks out in four descriptive 
areas: formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational friendship, and 
formational limits. 
Formational Reading and Prayer 
The action of reading requires putting into operation a set of preconditioned 
principles and dynamics that influence perception and intake of the material (Mulholland 
21). Readers are in control of what they read using their education, experience, and skills 
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cognitively consuming, digesting, assimilating, and eliminating according to their 
discretion. This type of reading skill is excellent for study, research, and basic acquisition 
of information, but it can be detrimental to the role of Scripture and devotional reading 
for spiritual formation. In spiritual formation readers read to be formed rather than to be 
solely informed. When reading for spiritual formation, the priority lies in listening to God 
with the heart rather than solely assimilating information with the mind (22).  
The activity of praying can also be just as cognitive, becoming busy work in 
telling God about the numerous precarious situations and numerous sick and afflicted. 
Spiritually formative prayer lets go of the busy, of the list, and even of the words. 
Formational prayer involves the human spirit listening to and relating to the Spirit of God 
(John 4:23-24; Phil. 3:3), especially listening in combination with God’s Word.  
Therefore, formational prayer and reading involves holding Scripture in the heart 
as well as memorizing Scripture with the head. The inner and outer verbiage must stop 
long enough so that the Spirit of God, the true Word of God in Christ Jesus, may be 
heard. 
Formational Rest  
The culture is a hurried, calendared, harried, techno-barraged muddle of 
Blackberries, Daytimers, and personal secretaries that are consulted before any 
commitment can be made. If someone is in too much of a hurry, he or she can substitute 
face-to-face time by dashing to MySpace, Facebook, or personal blogs for a few minutes 
of conversation.  
An article in The Tennessean reported the evolution of the act of conversation:  
 
In the 1950s, multiple generations lived if not with each other then 
certainly in the same town. Today, that model is dead, and sites such as 
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Facebook are essentially a replacement for that nuclear family” says Peter 
Sealey, a longtime tech-industry marketing adviser and founder of The 
Sausalito Group. “Adults will turn to these sites to ask three questions of 
their loved ones: How are you? Where are you? And what are you 
doing?…” Sealey says the increasing pace of everyday life makes the once 
simple act of picking up a phone to see what book a friend has read seem 
time-consuming. (Cava 5D)  
 
Christianity has succumbed to the cultural god called busyness, leaving clergy more tired, 
stressed, and depleted than ever before.  
Formational rest speaks three phrases of instruction to those who live with 
exhaustion and strain—(1) stop, (2) step away, and (3) be still. God promises in Psalm 
46:10 that those who pause as previously delineated will become better acquainted with 
him. For Baptists, evangelism and missions have always been two major driving forces 
identifying who they are and what they do. Interestingly Psalm 46:10a is a prerequisite to 
their evangelization of the world—“Be still and know that I am God. I will be exalted 
among the nations. I will be exalted in the earth [emphasis mine].” Intentional rest 
involving retreat, stillness, cessation of work, and quietness is a rest where God can more 
easily and quickly encounter, enliven, and form his servants, making them ready for 
missions, evangelism, worship, and service. 
Formational Friendship 
Unlike in Mark 6:7 where Jesus sent out his disciples two by two, Southern 
Baptist ministers often work solo when ministering to humanity stuck in the trenches of 
life. The example of God being in relationship with himself—the Trinity—is a vivid 
picture of what is intended for his followers. Paul’s picture of the body of Christ—the 
Church—is another example of God’s will and way for his followers. The body, the 
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Church, cannot act alone. Believers are vitally connected to each other while doing their 
own assigned ministries.  
Embarrassingly counter to this consummate connection and community within the 
body of Christ, the essence of vital relationship for clergy usually falls to the lone spouse 
and children to supply. The connectiveness of friendship, of relationship, of one-on-one 
accountability is foreign, forgotten, and frightening to many clergy, leaving, in Paul’s 
ideology, the toes to operate without the feet and the fingers to operate without the hands 
and the pupils to operate without the retinas, and so on. This dangerous place out of 
which so many clergy minister and work calls for a radical change in approach and 
application—thus the spiritual discipline of formational friendship. 
Formational friendship involves building a support and accountability network of 
trusted friends in order to enhance (1) a closer relationship with God, (2) a closer 
relationship with family, and (3) a healthier connection with those to whom the clergy 
ministers and serves. Jesus taught and exemplified this model as he ministered with his 
twelve disciples. Maybe Jesus was remembering Ecclesiastes 4:9: “Two are better than 
one.” 
Formational Limits 
Church planter and author Peter Scazzero believes, “The link between emotional 
health and spiritual maturity is a large, unexplored area of discipleship” (18). In his book, 
he prescribes six principles for Christian leaders and laity to embrace. One of those 
principles involves acknowledging and understanding limits as gifts from God from 
which clergy live and minister.  
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Scazzero proposes clergy will have a deeper, more authentic, more energetic love 
for God and love for others when they live and minister within their God-ordained limits. 
“Understanding and respecting our boundaries and limits is one of the most important 
character qualities and skills leaders need in order to be long-term lovers of God and 
others” (136). This prized principle assists in a clergy’s spiritual formation through 
acknowledging personal limits, drawing boundaries, honoring places of weakness, and 
trusting God to use all of these perceived weaknesses for God’s glory.  
Knowledge 
 Knowledge is defined as the information, understanding, and awareness clergy 
have about spiritual formation.  
Attitude 
 Attitude is defined as the feelings, mind-set, perceptions, and/or preconceived 
notions clergy have about spiritual formation. 
Practice 
 Practice is defined as the results, conclusions, and outcomes clergy show and 
demonstrate as a result of their experiences with the spiritual formation ministry 
intervention. 
Ministry Intervention 
The purpose of this delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study was to 
identify the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation in the lives and 
ministries of Southern Baptist clergy in central Arkansas, utilizing a four-step spiritual 
formational design, including (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) 
formational friendship, and (4) formational limits. The voluntary sample group of twenty-
five Southern Baptist clergy attended two sessions before and after a six-week period. 
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They then submitted to individual semi-formal interviews that I conducted. The first 
session was a spiritual formation class held at the beginning of the six weeks of their 
spiritual formational experiment. This initial class involved the following: 
? each participant briefly sharing information about himself or herself,  
? a review of what to expect for the class session, 
? a clergy demographic questionnaire, 
? discussion about spiritual formation and what it involves, 
? a didactic time on formational reading and prayer, formational rest, 
formational friendship, and formational limits, 
? explanation of handouts and homework, and 
? question and answer time. 
 During the ensuing six weeks, the participants individually worked with the 
spiritual formation handout (see Appendix F) containing twenty-two exercises from 
which to choose. 
The group reconvened after six weeks for the concluding focus group session. 
The hour and a half focus group session involved a question-directed time enlisting the 
participants’ thoughts about their experiences and observations for their six weeks of 
practicing some of the spiritual formational exercises.  
The opening spiritual formation class and the concluding focus group were held in 
a conference room at my place of work—Baptist Health Medical Center-North Little 
Rock, Arkansas. 
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Researcher-Designed Clergy Demographic Questions 
Each participant answered fourteen demographic questions that provided statistics 
on ministry and other contextual factors (see Appendix A). The Demographic 
Questionnaire was pilot tested in order to improve the intentionality of the questions. 
Feedback from this fieldtesting guided into the final instrument revision. 
Focus Group 
The focus group met on the afternoon of 21 October 2008 in the Lakeside 
conference room at Baptist Health Medical Center-North Little Rock, Arkansas. The 
group received the following questions in order to help participants engage in discussion: 
1. Regarding the four aspects of spiritual formation (reading and prayer, rest, 
friendship, and limits) what worked (energized, refreshed, quickened, etc.) for you? 
How? Why? 
2. What did not work (felt awkward, simply left you cold, etc.) for you? Why? 
3. Did you struggle philosophically, theologically, biblically, “Baptistly,” and/or 
just personally with anything?  
4. Did you learn anything new about spiritual formation or God or yourself?  
5. Have you come away from this time with: 
? An answer for a pending question? 
? New light on the path regarding a need for direction? 
? A heightened sense of being loved? 
? An awakening towards humility and repentance? 
? Renewed strength for this particular time and place in your life? 
? A much-needed yet unexplainable loving touch of God in your soul? 
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? A new revelation of God? 
? Any negativity (self-blame, guilt, frustration, anger, etc.)? 
? Other? Please explain. 
Semiformal Interview 
Each participant participated in semiformal interviews after the focus group. The 
following questions were asked of each participant:  
? Regarding your experience with formational reading and prayer, formational 
rest, formational friendship, and formational limits, which was the most enjoyable or 
fulfilling for you? 
? Out of those four tenets of spiritual formation, which was the least enjoyable 
or enriching for you? 
? Do you think spiritual formation would work with laity in the Southern 
Baptist Church? Why or why not? How? 
? Do you think spiritual formation is appropriate to promote within clergy of the 
Southern Baptist Church? Why or why not? How? 
? Has this experience caused you to deepen your walk with Christ?  
? Is there a particular issue in your life this time of spiritual formation has 
revealed?  
? What is the biggest hindrance for clergy and laity regarding spiritual 
formation? 
Context 
The idea of practicing and teaching about spiritual formation has been an anomaly 
for many Baptist clergy. One Southern Baptist pastor asked, “Isn’t spiritual formation just 
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a new way for talking about discipleship?” While spiritual formation and discipleship are 
related, the two terms of spiritual development are distinctly unique. They serve different 
functions, utilize different methods, and often result in different outcomes.  
Historically most Southern Baptist churches and pastors have talked in terms of 
discipleship when teaching about the spiritual formation of believers. To be true and 
growing Christians, believers are encouraged to grow along the following principles of 
discipleship, which align with The Baptist Faith and Message: 
• Believe the Bible as God’s divinely inspired revelation of himself to 
humankind (I.). 
• Believe in Jesus as the eternal Son of God (II.B.). 
• Believe that the Holy Spirit enlightens and empowers the believer and 
the church in worship, evangelism, and service (II.C.). 
• Believe that salvation is sure and solid, even if the Christian should 
fall into a time of sin. God’s grace secures the initial act of redemption 
no matter what (V.). 
• Participate in the Lord’s Supper as an act of obedience in 
memorializing the death of Jesus Christ (VII.). 
• Endeavor to make disciples of all nations (XI.). 
• Christians are “under obligation” to serve God with their time, talents, 
and material possessions. “According to the Scriptures, Christians 
should contribute of their means cheerfully, regularly, systematically, 
proportionately, and liberally for the advancement of the Redeemer’s 
cause on earth” (XIII.). 
• Christians should oppose racism, every form of greed, selfishness, and 
vice, and all forms of sexual immorality, including adultery, 
homosexuality, and pornography. We should work to provide for the 
orphaned, the needy, the abused, the aged, the helpless, and the sick. 
We should speak on behalf of the unborn and contend for the sanctity 
of all human life from conception to natural death. Every Christian 
should seek to bring industry, government, and society as a whole 
under the sway of the principles of righteousness, truth, and brotherly 
love (XV.). 
• The family unit is God’s chosen foundational institution of society. In 
this family format, the husband has the responsibility to love his wife 
as God loved the church. The wife is “to submit herself graciously to 
the servant leadership of her husband even as the church willingly 
submits to the headship of Christ. She, being in the image of God as is 
her husband and thus equal to him, has the God-given responsibility to 
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respect her husband and to serve as his helper in managing the 
household and nurturing the next generation” (XVIII.). 
 
Although these declarations of belief and discipleship are not systematically taught 
verbatim, they are implicitly taught in the education and programming of Baptist 
churches. The doctrine of the Baptist Faith and Message is clearly instruction of 
discipleship for Southern Baptists. 
Nevertheless, the differentiation between discipleship and spiritual formation is 
profound. Discipleship is what one does. Spiritual formation is about who one becomes. 
Discipleship is an outward expression of a believer’s identity in and with Christ. Spiritual 
formation is an inward growth of becoming more like Christ as a believer draws nearer to 
him through confession, repentance, and worship.  
If Southern Baptist clergy can lay aside their predispositions regarding spiritual 
formation, they may be more easily able to implement an effective and fulfilling plan of 
spiritual formation for their lives and, subsequently, to help those in their ministries and 
churches do the same. Should Southern Baptist clergy embrace the idea and 
implementation of personal spiritual formation, the trickle-down effect could be 
markedly positive for the church, the campus, the clinical setting, or the denominational 
environment. A symbolic picture representing this trickle-down effect could be the 
dropping of a pebble in a pond producing concentric circles. One movement in one place 
in the pond makes for significant impact in the places around it. In other words, as clergy 
are continually transformed by the intervention, infilling, and involvement of the Holy 
Spirit, so the environments of their denominational staff or their collegiate students or 
their pastoral care staff or their hospital patients and employees or their church members 
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cannot help but feel and possibly replicate that same transformational renewal and 
reformation.  
Methodology 
This research was a delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study in the 
descriptive mode. The goal of this project was to identify knowledge, attitudes, and 
practices of spiritual formation in the lives and ministries of Baptist clergy who 
participated in a four-step spiritual formation ministry intervention designed for Christian 
leaders. 
 The attending subject group attended a three-hour class for instruction in a four-
step spiritual formation program consisting of (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) 
formational rest, (3) formational friendship, and (4) formational limits. 
Invitational letters went to the following categories of Southern Baptist 
Convention clergy: chaplains, pastors and church staff, part-time evangelist, 
denominational leaders, and campus ministers (see Appendix B). The letter included a 
description of the design of the intervention along with an explanation of the time and 
involvement requirements. Included was a self-addressed postcard to send back to me 
indicating their interest or decline. 
Participants 
The population of this study came from several fields of Southern Baptist clergy: 
pastors, church staff, chaplains, denominational leaders, and collegiate campus ministers. 
Twenty-five Southern Baptist clergy, male and female, with a diversity of ages were 
involved in this intervention.  
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Instrumentation 
This project was a delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study in 
descriptive mode that utilizing the data from (1) a clergy demographic survey, (2) a 
beginners didactic class on spiritual formation, (3) a focus group session, and (4) a 
semiformal interview. These processes of collecting data assisted in assessing the 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of the twenty-five Southern Baptist clergy who 
participated in the six-week, four-tenet spiritual formation design for Christian leaders.  
Variables 
 The independent variable is the four-step ministry intervention for Southern 
Baptist clergy. The dependent variables are the reported changes in knowledge, attitudes, 
and practices of spiritual formation within the participants’ lives and/or ministries. 
Data Collection 
 The data was collected through (1) a clergy demographic survey, (2) a focus 
group, and (3) semiformal interviews. These processes of collecting data assisted in 
interpreting the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of the twenty-five Southern Baptist 
clergy who participated in the six-week, four-tenet spiritual formation design. 
Data Analysis 
 Data analysis in qualitative research coincides with the data collection. Data was 
categorized, simplified, and coded into specific categories that emerged from the clergy 
demographic survey, the focus group, and the semiformal interviews. I watched for 
“patterns of thinking or behavior,” “words or phrases,” and/or “events that appear with 
regularity” (Wiersma and Jurs 207). 
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Generalizability 
This study focused on a convenient sampling of a variety of Southern Baptist 
clergy within central Arkansas. Additionally this research was dependent on the 
voluntary participation of pastors, church staff, chaplains, campus ministers, and 
denominational ministers. The project was, therefore, limited to the generalized findings 
restricted to those pastors, church staff, chaplains, campus ministers, and denominational 
leaders who participated. 
  This research adds to the existing studies and provides an additional baseline of 
measurement regarding the meaning of maintaining spiritually healthy ministers within 
the auspices of the Southern Baptist denomination. These findings have implications for 
the Southern Baptist Convention as it seeks to nurture and grow spiritually healthy 
missional churches, campus ministries, and institutional ministries through spiritually 
healthy clergy. The research employed and implications assessed may also apply to other 
Christian denominational and nondenominational clergy outside of the Southern Baptist 
denomination.  
Biblical and Theological Foundation 
In Jesus’ prayer prior to his imminent crucifixion, he emphasized, “Now this is 
eternal life: that they may know you [emphasis mine], the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ [emphasis mine], whom you have sent” (John 17:3). One way to answer this 
loving prayer of Jesus is to practice an intentional, personal, and church-corporate 
spiritual formation. Spiritual formation simplified means getting to know Jesus more, to 
know God more as Jesus said in John 17:3. Spiritual formation is a lifelong process of 
knowing and loving Jesus and becoming more like Jesus in one’s inward and outward 
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life. MacDonald drives this point home in questioning the idea of traditional evangelical 
evangelism and discipleship: 
Nowhere can I find in the four Gospels any instance of our modern 
version of evangelism. No one was asked to pray a prayer and then told he 
was “in.” Anthropologists have pointed out that various cultures define 
alignment in two different ways. Imagine a circle that is defined by its 
outer circumference. In this scheme one is either in or out of the circle. 
And those inside the circle define what it will take for those outside to get 
in. 
This, I’m afraid, is not much different from the modern concept of 
organization that most of us have known in the past few hundred years…. 
We want to know that boundary line and what it takes to get in. 
The second alternative for alignment is not concerned about the 
circumference of the circle and who is in or out. Rather, the important 
matter is what (or who) is at the center. In this case the question … 
becomes, Are you moving toward the center or away from it?  
The start of character transformation is movement toward the center 
point of Christ. There is little, if anything, in the concept of a circle that 
compels people to deepen in character. Once they are over the line and 
inside the circle, what does it profit to be concerned about the hidden life 
any longer? 
But if Jesus is the center point, and He bids us come closer and closer, 
then there is incentive each day to reengage in increasing transformation. 
The closer we move to the center, the more like the One at the center we 
become. Moving closer … becomes one’s personal mission over the 
course of a lifetime. (Mid-Course Correction 161-62) 
 
Without salvation, sanctification cannot exist, but without sanctification salvation 
becomes a contractual experience instead of a loving and growing connection with the 
one true God of all creation. 
 Figure 2.1 portrays MacDonald’s warning not to be content in barely making it 
just over the outer line of the circle; rather, believers are called to move deeper and closer 
through spiritual formation to Jesus who abides in the center of all believers do, of all 
believers are, and in all that defines life. The hearts outside the outer line of the circle 
represent seekers who are not yet believers. The hearts inside the circles represent 
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believers, some content to be “in” and “over the line” and others deepening in their 
sanctification as they move closer to Jesus. 
 
 
   
                                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
Figure 1.1. The circle of salvation and sanctification. 
 
 
 
 If salvation was only a matter of crossing the line, then all the hearts inside the 
largest outer circle are “saved.” However, if salvation is that and more—meaning 
growing closer and deeper towards Jesus (sanctification) who loves and longs to impart 
his healing and renewing love—then only to cross the line and then stay there is an 
atrocity. That flagrancy hits the mark and misses the point all at the same time. James 4:8 
admonishes believers, “Come near to God and he will come near to you.” Spiritual 
formation is a matter of drawing closer and closer to Jesus who, in turn, draws closer to 
those who seek him. 
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In 1 Corinthians chapter 2, Paul addressed this issue of knowing Jesus with a 
young church grappling with its focus. The focus, as Paul demonstrates, is making all 
efforts to get to know Jesus Christ—“When I came to you, … I did not come with 
eloquence or superior wisdom as I proclaimed to you the testimony about God. For I 
resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and him crucified” 
(vv.1-2). Paul echoes that again in Philippians 3:10 when he says, “I want to know Christ 
and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his sufferings.” 
Spiritual formation is not a matter of crossing a line; it is a matter of lining up closer and 
closer to Jesus and his cross. 
Jesus demonstrated spiritual formation when he chose twelve “that they might be 
with him [emphasis mine]” (Mark 3:14). Being with Jesus is the practice of spiritual 
formation in its most simple, pure, and dynamic description. To be with Jesus is to be 
spiritually formed. Mark 12:29-31 sums up how to practice being with Jesus—to love 
him with one’s heart, soul, mind, and body. Spiritual formation involves practicing 
spiritual disciplines that position believers to know Jesus more, to know God more, 
which means spiritual formation is a lifelong process of knowing and loving Jesus and 
becoming more like Jesus in their inward and outward lives. How to grow closer and 
deeper in loving Jesus with all one’s being can be actualized through formational prayer 
and reading, formational rest, formational friendship, and formational limits. 
Overview of the Study 
This study contributes to the understanding of how Southern Baptist Convention 
pastors, church staff, and denominational leaders can and do develop their spiritual 
formation practices throughout their ministry. 
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 Chapter 2 reviews current and classical authors of Christian spiritual formation as 
well as relative biblical passages and addresses spiritual problems that plague clergy.  
 Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the project’s design, research 
methods, and methods of analysis. 
 Chapter 4 presents the findings of this study. 
 Chapter 5 reports assessments of SBC and spiritual formation practices, practical 
applications for SBC leadership, and suggestions for further inquiry and research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
 
Introduction 
 
Years ago when traveling with another Southern Baptist minister, I mentioned 
becoming more intentional about my spiritual formation and shared that I visited with a 
spiritual director once a month to assist my spiritual growth. The minister was unusually 
quiet in the car and finally asked rather hesitantly, “Is this spiritual formation and 
spiritual direction something like New Age?” I explained that actually it was very “Old 
Age,” dating to the developing centuries in the church. 
This delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study identified the knowledge, 
attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation in the lives and ministries of Southern 
Baptist clergy in central Arkansas, utilizing a four-step spiritual formational design 
including, (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) formational 
friendship, and (4) formational limits. 
The selected literature review looks at some challenges the church and church 
leaders encounter. Further review highlights some spiritual difficulties beleaguering the 
Southern Baptist denomination. In addition, this study takes a new look at an old path 
called spiritual formation, featuring biblical and ecclesiastical response especially relating 
to formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational friendship, and 
formational limits as four avenues of spiritual formation for Christian leaders today. 
A Crisis in Christianity 
Julia Duin acknowledges in her own critique of Christianity and the Church, “I’m 
aware that criticizing church has become quite the fashion” (169). This trend of church 
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lamenting to church bashing is popular for several reasons. The religion section of the 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette reports, “Almost three-quarters of Americans who haven’t 
darkened the door of a church in the last six months think it is ‘full of hypocrites.’ Almost 
half those surveyed—44 percent—agreed that ‘Christians get on my nerves’” (“Survey: 
Christianity ‘Full of Hypocrites’” 4B). This statement is based on research conducted by 
LifeWay Research in partnership with the North American Mission Board’s Center for 
Missional Research of the Southern Baptist Convention.  
Mark Kelly summarizes this research in which he reports the survey’s ominous 
findings: “While 63 percent of the respondents think ‘the Christian religion is a relevant 
and viable religion for today,’ 79 percent think Christianity is more about organized 
religion than about loving God and loving people.” Scott McConnell, associate director 
of LifeWay Research, adds, “The belief that church attendance isn’t necessary for 
spiritual well-being is just as common among adults who grew up in church as it is 
among those who attended church less often as children” (Kelly). Ed Stetzer, director of 
LifeWay Research, explains, “There will always be the stumbling block of the cross. Yet 
our study shows that many are tripping over the church before they hear the message of 
the cross” (Kelly). The reflection from the research that society bogs down at the 
crossroads of the Church before the cross of Christ is ever reached or realized is alarming 
and frightening. 
 The hard-hitting indictment is further served when PhilipYancey, prolific author 
and editor-at-large for Christianity Today, gives the reason for his spiritual struggle as a 
young man: “I now recognize that a harsh church, full of fierce condemnation and empty 
of humility and any sense of mystery, stunted my faith for many years. In short, 
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Christianity kept me from Christ” (19). It gets more personal—from the church to 
Christianity to Christians—as LifeWay’s research and Yancey’s personal journey reveal 
what intercepts people’s progress towards Christ. 
In a December 2007 study, the Barna Group, a surveying subsidiary of the Barna 
Research Group, discovered that Christians themselves are leery of the traditional venue 
of Christianity: 
People are reframing not just faith in general, but Christianity in 
particular. While slightly fewer adults—and many fewer teens—are 
identifying themselves as Christians these days, the image of the Christian 
faith has taken a beating. This battered image is the result of a 
combination of factors: harsh media criticism, “unchristian” behavior by 
church people, bad personal experiences with churches, ineffective 
Christian leadership amid social crises, and the like. The result is that 
those who choose to remain Christian—however they define it—are also 
reformulating the popular notion of what “Christian” and the Christian life 
mean. (“Barna Finds Four Mega-Themes ”) 
 
Barna Research shows that a definite paradigm shift is occurring for Christian leadership 
and laity. 
Yancey is not the only one concerned about his well-being in the context of the 
church. R. R. Reno is an Episcopalian and theology professor who writes about his 
distress regarding his faith and faith institution. “I am not blind.… I worry about my own 
faithfulness, both to the gospel of Jesus Christ and to the church that has brought me to 
him” (13). Although Reno speaks from his Episcopalian faith tradition, he projects the 
problems of the Episcopal church onto the church as a whole. He believes the church of 
the modern West is in ruins. He alleges it is broken, and his answer to this brokenness is 
almost frightening: 
To be in the church is to endure a broken form of life…. We need to draw 
ever nearer to the reality of Christian faith and witness in our time, 
however burdensome, however heavy with failure, limitation, and 
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disappointment. The reason is simple. Our Lord Jesus Christ comes to us 
in the flesh. We can draw near to him only in his body, the church. 
Loyalty to him requires us to dwell within the ruins of the church. (14)  
 
Reno goes on to say that the only proper response to the ruination of the church is 
redemptive suffering. “We suffer the failures and weaknesses of our churches. Yet such 
afflictions are none other than the suffering that shapes the church into the body of our 
Lord, so that it might share in his suffering” (175-76).  
Jimmy Dorrell is a Baptist minister who founded Church Under the Bridge, an 
interdenominational church that meets for worship under the I-30 overpass in Waco, 
Texas. His ministry is to the down-and-out, the overlooked, the underserved, and the 
underdogs of society. He reaches out to the homeless and to those imprisoned in poverty. 
As Dorrell has invested decades of service and compassion for the least, the poorest, and 
the marginalized of society, he has, in turn, gained fresh insight into the brokenness 
within the body of Christ. “The church in America is in trouble,” Dorrell claims. 
“Believing that the church is God’s primary sign of His kingdom on earth, one cannot 
read the Book of Acts about the early church and realize how far we have strayed from 
that organic expression of being the viable and visible witness of the body of Christ” 
(15). Pointing to the extravagance and materialism of the modern church, Dorrell exposes 
why the church has strayed from its calling: 
Isolated in gated communities and gentrified neighborhoods, most affluent 
Christians have been anesthetized by pretty words and pretty people and 
follow a distorted gospel…. The often-rejected ones become our mentors, 
for they recognize words are cheap and the church has adorned itself with 
costume jewelry instead of the pearl of great price…. In many cases, they 
have rejected the church today because of its insincerity and duplicity. (27, 
35-36) 
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Dorrell sees only one way for the church to become a meaningful messenger within 
society as well as within its own structure—renewal. “The renewal of the church is 
critical as an agent of change in society…. For a radical gospel (the biblical kind) we 
need a radical church (the biblical kind)” (213). Dorrell’s alarming declaration to follow 
Christ radically seems to implicate the church in its casual neutrality. 
After reading Yancey’s testimony or Dorrell’s prophet-like observations or even 
watching a few minutes of most any TV newscast, evidently the church’s old wineskins 
appear to fail meeting the intense need and pain of society. Except for Christian special-
interest groups and special-interest persons, the church seems mute and powerless outside 
of its Sunday morning eleven o’clock hour to address the needs and hurts of the people 
nationally and internationally. The church appears broken while trying to preach, heal, 
and evangelize the world into a new place of wholeness.  
Collins asserts the church laity and leadership’s individualism has escalated into 
blind self-centeredness and sick self-absorption, which can be summed up in one word—
sin:  
Tell self-absorbed people that God loves them and they will hardly thank 
you for your trouble…. If contemporary preaching in some denominations 
is any indication of the health of a church, then we must conclude that the 
patient is ill but doesn’t know it. (40)  
 
In other words, the modern church has preached the love of God to a fault:  
Preaching the love of God without also preaching the law of God first can 
have the miserable result of comforting people in their sins and leaving 
their own sense of righteousness hardly shaken. Preaching the love of God 
without also calling for fundamental reform of the human heart can 
reaffirm the soul’s presumptuous self-indulgence, leaving the kingdom of 
self undisturbed. (40) 
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The church seems to be applying the healing “balm of Gilead” without first diagnosing 
the sickness. 
In Mid-Course Correction, MacDonald recognizes the church hears “incessantly 
about how they are to participate in changing the world, but they know that they haven’t 
begun to see deep life-change in themselves” (233). The question he poses and seeks to 
address is, “How does a person experience deep change?” (231). His question promotes 
awareness and an urgency for the church’s need to experience deep change. Just as a 
person cannot lead a full life under the constant vestige of chronic pain, fatigue, and/or 
depletion, nor can the church, the very body of Christ, lead an abundant life full of 
Christ’s power, passion, and joy unless a radical healing takes place. 
Crusty Clergy 
Over lattes and green tea, my dissertation advisory group—three clergy and two 
laypersons—and I were discussing the plight of clergy. They were insightful in observing 
that most clergy are keeping themselves morally pure, faithful in their devotions to God, 
and committed to their place and people of service. One of the group’s members 
observed, “It’s the crusty clergy who need the offerings of spiritual formation. We get 
crusty as we keep on doing the grind of ministry. We get crusty because the ruts start to 
feel comfortable. So how can crusty clergy be encouraged, strengthened, and renewed 
spiritually?” (Russell).  
Dr. Steve Harper, vice president at the Florida campus of Asbury Theological 
Seminary, relates an “SOS” message he heard loudly and clearly when he met with a 
minister at a pastor’s conference:  
He wasted no time in describing a mounting discouragement in his life and 
work. The tone of his story was familiar, as were a number of details. But 
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he took me by surprise when he described his dilemma in these words, 
“Steve, I know what to do; I just don’t want to do it anymore.” (qtd. in 
Willimon et al. 7) 
 
Harper went on to relate that the Holy Spirit stirred his heart with the understanding that 
this man’s story and desperation were a microcosm of the ministerial crisis taking place 
in thousands of clergy today: 
Right before my eyes was a young man in ordained ministry, moving just 
beyond a decade of faithful service, describing a downward spiral of 
passion regarding his call. He was telling me that the crisis is not 
essentially one of skill; it is one of spirit [emphasis mine]. We know what 
to do; we just don’t want to do it anymore. (qtd. in Willimon et al. 7) 
 
One way to bring about healing to the brokenness in the body of Christ is through 
intentional spiritual formation—starting with the denominational leaders, chaplains, 
campus ministers, and pastors.  
 Other problems exist for the clergyperson who seeks to love God and love others. 
The need for significance can be agonizing for the person living from a platform of 
ministry. Historically the church and parson were held in high esteem, even feared by 
some. Clergy could assume to have power and persuasion in the community and beyond: 
[T]oday there are far more people at shopping malls than at church on a 
Sunday morning.… Churches are perceived by some as benign but 
insignificant, by others as throwbacks to an unliberated age, by others as 
relics of an irrelevant past, by others as antithetical to progress, by others 
as an opiate, and only by a small minority as a vital center for healing, 
justice, and meaning. (Pappas 134) 
 
Whereas clergy used to be accorded places of respect within the community, even put on 
a pedestal, “now we have been relegated to the Pumpkin Patch, with other Charlie 
Browns, waiting for the never appearing Great Pumpkin! Try to speak words of 
significance from a pumpkin patch” (135). Honor and respect can be rare commodities in 
today’s market of ministry. 
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 Eugene H. Peterson affirms this struggle for significance, but he points to clergy 
themselves as the culprit: 
The pastoral vocation in America is embarrassingly banal. It is banal 
because it is pursued under the canons of job efficiency and career 
management. It is banal because it is reduced to the dimensions of a job 
description. It is banal because it is an idol—a call from God exchanged 
for an offer by the devil for work that can be measured and manipulated at 
the convenience of the worker. Holiness is not banal. Holiness is blazing. 
(Under the Predictable Plant 5) 
 
The patronage of efficiency and manageability can neutralize this great call of God . The 
descriptors of “crusty” and “blazing” simply do not go together when living out the 
pastoral vocation. 
Clergy Stumbling on the Straight and Narrow 
Holiness was definitely blazing as Jesus went from the baptismal waters to the 
wilderness event. The wilderness temptation of Jesus, as described in Matthew 4:1-11, 
implies that clergy are, in all probability, targeted for the greatest of enticements and 
tests. During the forty days and nights in the wilderness experience, Jesus encountered 
Satan who sought to distort the Lord’s mission. Satan tried to twist Jesus’ love of God 
into a love of self and love of others placed before God, which would be idolatry. The 
Matthew 4 passage gives fair warning: The minister’s physical, emotional, relational, and 
spiritual life arenas are major targets for Satan.  
The Alban Institute developed a study of clergy and their spouses seeking to 
address “the malaise felt by many clergy over declining membership in their churches 
and a general feeling of discouragement” (Oswald 33): 
A large percentage of the clergy tested high on the Clergy Burnout 
Inventory. Marital crises and substance abuse were two other symptoms of 
low clergy morale. Difficulties with professional mobility and the clergy’s 
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resultant feeling of being stuck also contributed to the negative energy. 
(33)  
 
Depletion, depression, and discouragement can become major means by which clergy are 
beaten down. 
Before Susan Howatch became a Christian in the Anglican church, she was a 
prolific fictional writer in the secular arena. After her Christian turnaround, she began to 
write extraordinary novels such as Glittering Images, Glamorous Powers, Ultimate 
Prizes, and Scandalous Risks about the innermost life of the Church of England, its 
priests, and leaders. Using the ecclesiastical world of clergy and spiritual directors, she 
delved into the complex and complicated lives of men and women who loved God and 
loved the church yet who also struggled with other-than-godly attractions, affections, and 
attachments. For example, in Glittering Images, Howatch unfolds the “glittering image” 
façade of Charles, a struggling pastor climbing the ecclesiological ladder of the church. 
At a significant breaking point, which becomes a learning point, a friend of Charles 
confronts him about his persona: 
The glittering image insists that the right people won’t like and approve of 
you unless you give him (the image, the persona) a luxurious home right 
in the forefront of your personality, and for some reason you’re so 
addicted to liking and approval that you’re willing to give in to this 
demand in order to satisfy your addiction. (237)  
 
Howatch richly blends a fictionalized weaving of theology, spiritual angst, passion, and 
power to expose the reality of what happens to Christian leaders who deny they could 
have the proverbial chink in their armor.  
Howatch’s ecclesiastical fiction is fascinating to read except when those types of 
stories show up in the newspapers as fact. The indictment stings in headlines such as the 
New York Times’ “Scandals Aside, TV Preachers Thrive” (Applebome) or U. S. News 
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and World Report’s “Investigating Televangelist Finances—Does Preacher 
Compensation Violate Non-profit Tax Laws?” (Garber) or, as the cover of Texas Monthly 
screamed, “Did This Baptist Preacher Kill His Wife?” (Hollandsworth). This thirty-
seven-year-old Southern Baptist pastor, Matt Dee Baker, was indicted March 25, 2009, 
Waco, Texas, on a charge that he murdered his wife three years ago. These headlines give 
the appearance that some clergy are not credible and even criminal.   
Jesus clarified that no one is in a position to throw rocks at others’ failures (John 
8:7). The following Christian personalities and situations are not listed as a judgment but, 
rather, are cited to support the problem presented in this dissertation. 
Ted Haggard built a Christian nondenominational Protestant megachurch of 
fourteen thousand members, was president of the National Association of Evangelicals, 
had access to the White House, and was a consultant to Bush-presidential adviser Karl 
Rove. All those titles and responsibilities caved in like a house of cards when Haggard 
was forced to resign as pastor and NAE president after being accused of homosexual 
trysts and drug use (“Off the Pedestal”).  
Jim Bakker and his rendezvous with a company secretary, Jimmy Swaggart 
paying a prostitute to pose nude, and Oral Roberts University’s ex-president Richard 
Roberts and his financial indiscretions are a few of the more popular Christian television 
personalities who have been accused of wrongdoing. Some trend-watchers might say 
that, other than these very public scandals, no alarm is necessary regarding clergy 
stumbling on the straight-and-narrow. Belaboring these few fallen pastors unjustly 
reflects negatively on those many upstanding Christian leaders dredging on in their 
ministries for the glory of God. The tragic truth is that too many Christian leaders—
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pastors, denominational leaders, campus ministers, and chaplains—are dogged by the 
same temptations and sins that have devoured the previously listed ministers. Too many 
ministers are battling depression, depletion, and disillusionment, which make them 
unsuspecting targets. 
These types of problems within clergy are not just among the isolated few. Mark 
Davies’ article reports Leadership journal (1988) conducted a poll that rendered 24 
percent of their respondents admitted to having sexual practices outside of marriage 
(100). In 2002 Leadership polled their readership and found that 21 percent of their 
respondents had viewed pornography (Davies 99). In a separate study conducted by Mark 
R. Laaser, he found that clergy sex addicts display a number of common characteristics: 
?  Hope that their ordination would reduce the shame they feel in their 
lives; 
?  Are codependents, who seek approval from others, and get their needs 
met by gaining widespread approval by pleasing parishioners; 
?  Are in significant denial. Because the consequences for clergy are 
profound when it comes to sexual indiscretion, denial becomes an 
even more significant problem; 
?  Often have well entrenched rigid judgmental thinking that is 
buttressed by their theology; and 
?  Often have a great deal of unexpressed anger. (qtd. in Davies 100)  
 
Most clergy have jobs with high-demand expectations. They and their family are 
scrutinized in word, in deed, and in attitude, often leaving clergy, as Davies conveys, in a 
“goldfish bowl” syndrome: 
[T]hey feel they cannot truly be who they are. Little room is allowed for 
them to express their own struggles, their own needs, or even their own 
humanity. They become isolated and compartmentalize their lives. Sex 
can become a way of meeting their unmet emotional needs. (101)  
 
Furthermore, people expect clergy to be caregivers extraordinaire, meaning they are on 
call 24-7 to offer care, yet reciprocal care is often nonexistent or feels awkward for clergy 
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to receive. “This leads to the conditions of poor self-care, depletion, over-extension, and 
stress, which have all been positively related to sexual addiction” (101). As with many 
care-giving professions, the work of ministry comes loaded with traps, temptations, and 
entanglements for the clergyperson.  
A Crisis in Southern Baptist Clergy 
Difficulties and dysfunctionalism can be found in clergy from most all 
denominations. Southern Baptists are no exception. On Friday evening, 13 April 2007, 
several Southern Baptist clergy were spotlighted nationally and internationally as 
“Preacher Predators” on the ABC show 20/20. 
 One account told of Ken Ward, a Southern Baptist pastor, who admitted to 
molesting over forty boys (“Preacher Predators”). Reporter Jim Avila showed that 
Southern Baptists’ foundational beliefs—the priesthood of every believer and the 
autonomy of the church—created a murky pool of unaccountability where perpetrators 
could hide. One example was that of Baptist pastor Shawn Davies who abused children in 
Kentucky and then moved to another church in Missouri where he abused more children. 
He was finally caught and sent to prison (“Preachers Accused of Sins”).  
Christa Brown, abused by a Baptist pastor when she was sixteen, has organized a 
Web site called StopBaptistPredators.org, which advocates shining a light on Baptist 
clergy sex abuse. The Web page compiles information “on dozens of cases of Southern 
Baptist ministers who have confessed, been convicted of, or been ‘credibly accused’ of 
sex abuse of children” (“Southern Baptists Face Sexual Abuse” 10-11). 
Even Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary President Paige Patterson has 
come under fire as one who “covered” for one of his protégés, Darrell Gilyard, a Florida 
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Baptist pastor arrested on charges of lewd conduct with a fourteen-year-old. 
EthicsDaily.com reports that “The Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests” 
(known as SNAP) has asked that Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary board 
suspend President Patterson (Allen). SNAP is also asking the seminary to investigate 
newspaper reports from 1991, accusing that Patterson ignored earlier allegations of 
sexual misconduct of his protégé Gilyard:
Dallas Morning News … indicated that Patterson, at the time president of 
Criswell College in Dallas, “knew of reports that a high-profile African-
American pastor had sexually assaulted and exploited female college 
students and church members, but that he kept quiet about it and instructed 
the students ‘to refrain from speaking’ about it,” SNAP said in the letter to 
trustees. 
SNAP said the stories indicated a “profound failure of moral 
judgment” by Patterson in responding to allegations about Gilyard. 
Patterson refused “to protect students who were under his charge,” the 
letter to trustees alleged, and failed “to warn others at risk about a reported 
sexual predator.” (Allen) 
 
From Baptist preachers to Baptist seminary presidents, the accusations and indictments 
are flying.  
More and more Southern Baptist clergy and leaders are tangled and mangled in a 
sinfully problematic web of their own making. “It is clearly a widespread and growing 
problem,” says Richard Land, president of the Southern Baptist Convention's Ethics and 
Religious Liberty Commission. “We do not live in a vacuum as Christians and churches. 
We live in a society in which infidelity is more and more rampant” (Dooley).  
Most Baptist clergy of all stripes and types are decent, dedicated, and devoted 
men and women. Baptist clergy abide by the law and by the Scriptures. Southern Baptist 
clergy seek to abide by Matthew 22:37-39, striving to love God, love people, and love 
their families with pure hearts and minds. Still the troubles previously mentioned cannot 
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be dismissed. The clergy’s problems are obviously only symptoms of a much deeper 
crisis. 
Addressing the Clergy Crisis: Personal Spiritual Formation 
This deeper, root problem, as Harper observes, “is one of spirit” (qtd. Willimon et 
al. 7). One can wonder how this pastoral crisis of spirit is addressed. MacDonald—writer, 
pastor, and survivor of his own personal failure—adamantly believes that growth and 
deepening of the spirit, better known as spiritual formation, is tantamount to anything 
else a clergyperson might do for and in the kingdom of God. “The forming of the soul 
that it might be a dwelling place for God is the primary work of the Christian leader” 
(“Cultivating the Soul”).  
 MacDonald tells a story that illustrates the importance, significance, and 
magnitude of intentional spiritual formation for clergy: 
Thirty years ago when real estate in … New Hampshire was cheap, my 
wife, Gail, and I purchased an old farm and called it Peace Lodge. During 
the 1800s the land’s valuable timber had been clear-cut and transformed 
into pasture where enormous workhorses could be bred and raised. Then 
around 1900 the farm went belly-up, was abandoned, and, after seventy 
years, became a forest again. 
Occasionally, Gail and I select a small piece of this woodland and 
clear it. We eliminate unhealthy trees. We rip out the kind of ground 
vegetation that makes for fire danger. And we dig away the ubiquitous 
boulders (the gift of ancient glaciers) that might create havoc with the 
blades of our tractor mower…. 
This refreshing of our land is a lifelong task. And when we die, our 
descendents, presumably, will continue the job. 
For me this outdoor labor mirrors the discipline of spiritual formation, 
for just as one cultivates the land, so one must regularly, systematically 
even, cultivate the deepest parts of the interior life where God is most 
likely to whisper (not shout) the everlasting promises into one’s life…. 
When a piece of our land is renewed, Gail and I are always surprised 
at the beauty that occurs almost overnight. Wild flowers appear; forest 
animals visit; good trees mature. The virtues of creation just seem to 
appear. And when the soul is similarly attended to, there appear the virtues 
of godly character. (“Cultivating the Soul”) 
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The cultivation of the spirit sounds a lot like digging for the pearl of great price (Matt. 
13:46), something that takes one’s energy, time, and attention.   
Spiritual formation is an old praxis Protestants are reviewing and reviving for 
their own heart transformation. Benner writes about this new interest in the old spiritual 
formation ways of the Church:  
In large sectors of the church few would have ever even heard of the 
concepts of spiritual formation …until recently. And yet the seminaries 
and colleges of many of those traditions are now busy refashioning 
departments of Christian education into programs in spiritual formation. 
(“Nurturing Spiritual Growth” 355)  
 
Although younger Baptist pastors may be arriving at their first church with some 
significant doses of spiritual formation as taught in their seminaries, they may find that 
their church is neither ready for nor interested in this new direction of growth in God. 
Spirituality/Spiritual Formation for Southern Baptists: A Potential Problem 
After reviewing literature on spirituality, Bruce W. Speck, provost at Austin Peay 
State University, cites a “cacophony of definitions” he discovered for spirituality: 
? Living out the organizing story of one’s life. 
? The experience of the transcendent, something that welcomes but does 
not require religious beliefs. 
? The ability to experience connections and to create meaning in one’s 
life. 
? The inner experience of the individual when he or she senses a 
beyond. 
? A sense of compassion, nonviolence, and living a simple, peaceful, 
harmonious life. 
? The eternal human yearning to be connected with something larger 
than our own egos. (4) 
 
These multiple and diverse definitions support why Southern Baptist clergy tend to shy 
away from the spirituality and spiritual formation terms. 
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Peterson, former pastor of Christ Our King Presbyterian Church in Bel Air, 
Maryland, writes, “Christian spirituality means … taking all the elements of your life—
children, spouse, job, weather, possessions, relationships—and experiencing them as an 
act of faith. God wants all the material of our lives” (Contemplative Pastor 4). True 
Christian spirituality means offering God everything that is of substance in one’s life. 
Mark McMinn and Todd Hall, writers for the Journal of Psychology and 
Theology, observe the capriciousness of culture’s spirituality:  
The contemporary postmodern views of spirituality that surround us are 
often based on amorphous notions of self-discovery, actualization, and 
moral relativism. Christian spirituality, in contrast, is deeply rooted in a 
particular historical tradition and set of epistemological assumptions that 
defy moral relativism. (3)  
 
Today’s culture may yawn at the Church’s premium on historical tradition, 
epistemological assumptions, and moral truth, but true Christian spirituality cannot be 
absent to these great three assertions of faith. 
Peterson warns about the varied leagues of spirituality:  
Spirituality is like a net that, when thrown into the sea of contemporary 
culture, pulls in a vast quantity of spiritual fish. In our times spirituality 
has become a major business for entrepreneurs, a recreational sport for the 
bored, and for some … a serious and disciplined commitment to live 
deeply and fully in relation to God. (“Why Spirituality Needs Jesus” 30)  
 
In this religiously pluralistic culture, all sorts of popular personalities—Oprah, Deepak 
Chopra, and Tom Cruise, to name a few—weigh in to define their brand of popular and 
marketable spirituality. While they, as well as others, have worked to make spirituality 
palatable to their partakers and stockholders, the spirituality this paper promotes is 
submission to a Savior—Jesus Christ, God’s Son.  
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Although Baptists keep a discerning eye on spirituality, they sometimes keep a 
more suspicious eye on spiritual formation. Some see spiritual formation as a cultural-
wide phenomenon-type fad that is denominationally dangerous. J. J. M. Roberts, 
professor of Old Testament literature (emeritus) at Princeton Theological Seminary, 
claims that “many of the fixes to the need for ‘spirituality’ and for ‘spiritual formation…’ 
have been incoherent, and in some cases even flaky” (44). The ideas of spiritual 
formation and spirituality, “contrary to being all the rave, are undercutting the theological 
identity of many participants’ denominational ties” (44-45).  
Additionally, Roberts (46-47) and Peterson (“Why Spirituality Needs Jesus” 30) 
point out that the words spirituality and spiritual formation are not even biblical words: 
One of the slogans of our (Christian) tradition has been “to call scriptural 
things by scriptural names….” A subtle shift in language can disguise a far 
more profound shift in the understanding of the reality to which that 
language originally pointed, and this is particularly true when the new 
language is vague, amorphous, and indefinable. (47) 
 
This spirituality fad can weaken and dilute the true language and definition of the Bible’s 
spirituality—namely Christ formed in believers (Gal. 4:19).  
Some Baptist clergy might agree with the view of Bob DeWaay, senior pastor of 
Twin City Fellowship church, lambastes leading adherents of spiritual formation as 
erroneously misled and gravely misleading:  
To hear evangelicals like Dallas Willard and Richard Foster tell us that we 
need practices that were never spelled out in the Bible to become more 
like Christ or to get closer to God is astonishing. What is more astonishing 
is that evangelical colleges and seminaries are requiring their students to 
study practices that are relics of Medieval Rome, not found in the Bible, 
and closely akin to the practices of many pagan societies. (4)  
 
DeWaay’s accusations such as, “practices that were never spelled out in the Bible,” or 
“practices that are relics of Medieval Rome,” and “akin to practices of many pagan 
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societies” are phrases that paralyze Southern Baptist clergy and laity from adopting and 
adapting spiritual formation in their lives and churches. 
 Another complaint against spiritual formation concerns the individualistic nature 
of one’s participation in spiritual disciplines. Formation of Christian identity and maturity 
“is by definition a communal activity” as found in the church:  
It is in that community of the redeemed where we should learn what it 
means to be a Christian. It is the local church in its life together, in its 
Bible reading, preaching, teaching, singing, and praying, in its concern for 
the sick and the poor, and in its encouragement of family and private 
devotions, that is the primary shaper of Christian identity. (Roberts 48) 
 
Inner, personal spiritual formation seems to be in conflict and even antithetical to the 
Church as the primary form of spiritual growth and development. 
 Peterson also agrees that spiritual formation must take place in relationship with 
God and with others. “We live in the Trinity. Everything we do has to be in the context of 
the Trinity, which means personally, relationally. The minute you start doing things 
personally, functionally … you deny the gospel” (Galli 46). 
For Southern Baptists an additional problem with spiritual formation is its 
Catholic roots. Within the Catholic Church, the need for a specialized form of becoming 
more Christlike came about ironically when peace replaced persecution of Christians in 
the fourth century. In AD 313, the Edict of Milan led by newly baptized Constantine 
ended the persecution of Christians and returned all the properties of the church 
(Gonzalez 107). Overcome with gratitude for the favors Constantine showered on 
Christianity, obliging church leaders “sought to show that Constantine was chosen by 
God to bring the history of both the church and Empire to its culmination” (124). In other 
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words Christian theology and behavior was fast becoming politicized and patronizing 
towards the state. 
Some did not agree with this union of church and state. They saw the gratuitous 
indulgences mutually lavished in both directions of the ecclesia and the Empire as the 
number one enemy of Christianity (Gonzalez 108, 136-37):  
How could one be a true Christian in such circumstances? When the 
church joins the powers of the world, when luxury and ostentation take 
hold of Christian altars, when the whole of society is intent on turning the 
narrow path into a wide avenue, how is one to resist the enormous 
temptations of the times? How is one to witness to the Crucified Lord, to 
the One nowhere to lay his head, at a time when many leaders of the 
church live in costly homes, and when the ultimate witness of martyrdom 
is no longer possible? How to overcome Satan, who is constantly tempting 
the faithful with the new honors that society offers? (136-37) 
 
The reaction of some earnestly searching Christians was to move out of the middle of that 
church-and-state union and away from the enticements of the comfortable life into the 
desert in order to concentrate more fully upon the Lord Jesus Christ, to commit their lives 
in worship and service to him: 
Some … withdrew to the desert, there to lead a life of meditation and 
asceticism. Since martyrdom was no longer possible, these people 
believed that the true athlete of Christ must continue training, if no longer 
for martyrdom, then for monastic life. The fourth century thus witnessed a 
massive exodus of devoted Christians to the desert of Egypt and Syria. 
(124) 
 
In essence, the monasteries became a refuge for those who wanted more of God and less 
of their political church, but over time some of the monasteries veered off path just as the 
political church had veered off path.  
The fourteenth century monastic teacher of German mysticism, Eckhart von 
Hochheim, generally known as Meister Eckhart, adopted and practiced Neoplatonic 
mysticism—a philosophical system founded in the third century AD by Plotinus, 
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originated chiefly on Platonic doctrine and Oriental mysticism, including later influences 
from Christianity. This philosophy holds that all existence consists of emanations from 
the One with whom the soul may be reunited (“Neoplationism”). Eckhart taught that God 
cannot be known through rational, knowledgeable pursuit; rather, God is intuitive, which 
requires coming to him “by mystical contemplation in which one is finally lost in the 
divine” (Gonzalez 356). This type of “contemplation” is partly what has given spiritual 
formation and spiritual discipline a bad name. Southern Baptists, when considering 
spiritual formation, have long seen this kinship of Eastern practices and Catholic 
influences as a suspicious and precarious union. Fortunately, Bernard of Clairvaux and 
Francis of Assisi established Christocentric mysticism—that of “contemplation of Jesus 
as a historical human being, as God incarnate in a particular time and place” (357)—
providing a Christ-centered point of worship for believers. 
Mr. J. M. Frost, founding president of the Baptist Sunday School Board of the 
Southern Baptist Convention, writes, “Baptists say that in matters of religion,… God’s 
Word is the supreme and infallible rule for our guidance” (27). In other words, Baptists 
do not rely upon monasteries, monks, or messages from a papal authority. Instead, 
Baptists are rooted in the living Word of God and no other for their substance and 
growth: 
This is the ground on which the Protestants of the sixteenth century 
planted themselves, the ground on which Luther stood in his great struggle 
against the Church of Rome. When he stood at the Diet of Worms in the 
presence of the emperor and the dignitaries of the Church and State and 
was called on to recant, his reply was, “I am bound by the Holy Scriptures: 
my conscience is held by the Word of God. Here I stand; I can not do 
otherwise. God help me. Amen.” In accord with this is the justly 
celebrated saying of Chillingworth: “The Bible, the whole Bible and 
nothing but the Bible is the religion of Protestants.” Baptists say that the 
decrees of Popes, Councils, Assemblies, Conventions, or what not are of 
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no authority save as they are sanctioned by the Word of God. Traditions 
are worthless save for their historical or probative value. (27) 
 
With that symbolic wave of the hand, Frost opened the door for suspicion, judgment, and 
condemnation of anything that embraced past practices of the historical Catholic Church, 
even if for spiritual edification. Outside the guidance of the Holy Word of God, anything 
else was suspect and contestable for Baptists.  
 In the early 1980s the message of spiritual formation surfaced somewhat 
incognito in the works of Avery T. Willis, Jr. and Kay Moore’s MasterLife, T. W. Hunt 
and Catherine Walker’s Disciple’s Prayer Life: Walking in Fellowship with God, and 
Henry T. Blackaby and Claude V. King’s Experiencing God, Knowing and Doing the 
Will of God. More recent influential spiritual formational Southern Baptist authors are 
Beth Moore—author of numerous books and Bible studies as well as a national and 
international speaker and teacher—and Dr. Donald S. Whitney, author of six books on 
Christian spirituality and formation. 
 Whitney is Associate Professor of Biblical Spirituality at the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, where he is also president of the Center 
for Biblical Spirituality. In Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, Whitney lists why 
practicing spiritual disciplines towards spiritual formation is necessary: 
? Spiritual disciplines are a means to godliness,… 
? God expects his followers to practice spiritual disciplines,… 
? There is danger in neglecting spiritual disciplines,… 
? There is freedom in embracing spiritual disciplines, and … 
? All Christians are invited to enjoy spiritual disciplines—“All in whom 
the Spirit of God dwells are invited to taste the joy of a Spiritual 
Disciplines lifestyle” (17, 20, 22, 23, 24). 
 
Interestingly enough, Whitney wrote his reasons for spiritual disciplines seventeen years 
ago, a time when spiritual formation was not all the hype. 
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 Eighteen years ago Blackaby and King emphasized that a love relationship and 
intimate fellowship with God were essential to experience God’s presence fully:  
Continuing in fellowship with God does not happen by accident…. You 
must encounter God firsthand; or you will become passive, apathetic, or 
just drop out all together. You must continually encounter God firsthand 
or your fellowship with God will grow cold. You will quit caring about the 
concerns of God for His church, for the Kingdom, or for the lost world. 
(207, 209) 
 
Without using the words of “spiritual formation,” Blackaby and King taught Southern 
Baptists (and many other Christians of other persuasions) the essentiality of spiritual 
formation in place of accruing only spiritual information: 
Spiritual truths and realities that already have been experienced by others 
must not be taught just for the sake of knowledge. Instead, persons must 
be led to experiences where God reveals the same spiritual truth or reality 
in a personal way to the individual believer. (210) 
 
Blackaby, King, and Whitney, staunch Baptist leaders and teachers, have paved the way 
for Southern Baptist clergy to welcome spiritual formation to take seed in the lives of 
laity and leaders alike. 
Interestingly enough, the Holy Word of God offers explicit and implicit passages 
on the work of spiritual formation. More specifically the life and ministry of Christ offers 
many silhouettes regarding formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational 
friendship, and formational limits.
Jesus Modeled Formational Prayer and Reading 
Jesus modeled formational prayer when frequently he secluded himself for 
intimate, listening prayer. Luke 4:42-44 implies this type of listening prayer when, after a 
solitary morning time of prayer, Jesus returns and ends a healing session to the 
bafflement of many needy people: “[T]hey tried to keep him from leaving them. But he 
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said, ‘I must preach the good news of the kingdom of God to the other towns also.’” 
While Jesus was away during his early morning time, surely he heard from God about 
going to other towns to preach the good news. Surely he sensed from the Spirit of God 
how others were also in desperate need of his healing touch. Luke 6:12 shows Jesus 
spending the night praying on a mountainside prior to choosing the number and names of 
his disciples. If Jesus had been all talk and no listening, he may have struggled with 
whom to choose out of the multitude that followed him.  
Formational prayer involves “listening for what God wants us to do and then 
following through on the ideas that he gives to us” (Demaray and Johnson 6). Dr. E. 
Stanley Jones, Methodist missionary to India, “set aside time each day for his ‘listening 
post.’ He asked, ‘Lord, what do you have to say to me?’ This interaction and dialogue 
proved to be crucial for creativity, inspiration, and a sense of direction” (16). Petitional 
and intercessional prayer work is important, but listening prayer is personally formational 
and absolutely necessary for the work of ministry. 
Luke 9:18 explains that after Jesus had been praying in private, he then opened 
for discussion the topic of his messiahship to his disciples. One can deduct that after 
Jesus’ prayerful time of listening to his Heavenly Father, he was enlightened regarding 
the timing on when to breech such a delicate subject. Luke 9:28-36 tells where Jesus 
“took Peter, John, and James with him and went up onto a mountain to pray” (v. 28). As 
Jesus prayed, his face and the place turned dazzling, “as bright as a flash of lightning” (v. 
29). Moses and Elijah appeared also “in glorious splendor” (v. 30). Peter’s reaction to all 
of this wonder was to start talking about building homes for these heroes, yet “a voice 
came from the cloud, saying, ‘This is my Son, whom I have chosen; listen to him 
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[emphasis mine]’” (v. 35). That day on the mountain, listening prayer had transfigured 
Jesus and was set as a precedent to transform Peter, John, and James.   
M. Robert Mulholland, Jr.—nationally known biblical scholar, writer, and 
seminary professor—believes that listening prayer and listening to the Scriptures go 
hand-in-hand. He believes that the secret to hearing God as one reads and ruminates on 
the Scriptures “is to keep coming back to those passages, to sit before them in receptivity, 
and to listen. Even when we don’t hear anything, just the act of adopting that posture is 
spiritually forming” (115). The spiritually formational act of reading Scripture and 
listening to God “must be an activity that we offer up to God consistently as a loving 
discipline released to God for God’s use, on God’s terms, in God’s time” (143). On the 
road to Emmaus, Jesus used the Scriptures for the spiritual enlightenment and formation 
of two followers. Minutes later, he was revealed in their prayer time at the dinner table 
(Luke 24:13-35). In his janitorial rampage at the temple, Jesus quoted Isaiah 56:7 as he 
returned the temple area back into a place fit for prayer (Matt. 21:12-13). The Word was 
not something Jesus only preached in sermons, only memorized for witnessing, or only 
used for motivational or political speeches. The Word had become spiritual life to Jesus 
and in Jesus. 
 Luke 22:39-46 tells of Jesus’ great prayer of angst and anguish on the Mount of 
Olives where he went “as usual” (v. 39). During this time of prayer, Jesus pleaded with 
God to “take this cup from me” (v. 42). With such a request, surely Jesus listened 
attentively and hopefully for God’s will and yet with abandon regarding his own will. 
Obviously, Jesus’ spiritual ear was finely tuned towards heaven, listening for help, for 
hope, and for strength from his heavenly Father.  
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Jesus Modeled Formational Rest 
Jesus exhibited formational rest by retreating away from all who clamored around 
him. He is the epitome of someone withdrawing and being prepared in the hidden places 
of his heart and soul because he did not make an appearance until he was approximately 
thirty years old. Much speculation subsists regarding what Jesus did during those quiet 
years. Possibly, God used those years of rest, awayness, and containment to prepare 
Jesus—to infuse him, strengthen him, and envision him—for his rigorous ministry that 
lay ahead. In all probability Jesus grew to know God so intimately and deeply during 
those years of listening, waiting, and not ministering (at least publicly) that he was 
readied to fight spiritual forces and face life’s storms.  
When the disciples were confounded at not being able to deliver the demonized 
and dumb boy, Jesus replied that kind of deliverance can only happen through prayer and 
fasting (Mark 9:17-29). Those busy disciples of the past (and the present) did not have 
time for that kind of formational rest and prayer. The need was immediate. Jesus focused 
on the important, not necessarily the immediate. When Jesus instructed the disciples that 
this kind of power only comes via prayer and fasting, he very well could have been 
implying a lifestyle of God-focused retreat and rest involving prayer and fasting. Only 
through this type of lifestyle can clergy meet the needs and face the ministerial challenges 
the world tosses at their feet.  
Jesus Modeled Formational Friendship 
Jesus implies the necessity of formational friendship for effective spiritual growth 
and outreach as recorded in Matthew 10:1-4, Mark 3:13-19, and Luke 6:12-16 where 
Jesus chose and formed a group of followers to be spiritually matured, equipped, and 
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commissioned for great works of ministry. Mark 6:7 indicates that Jesus sent the twelve 
out “two by two”—not one by one—when going to preach, heal, and drive out demons. 
The necessity of togetherness for ministry implicates multiple benefits in the disciples’ 
personal growth in God, between each other, and to those to whom they ministered. Dr. 
Marc Gellman, rabbi of Temple Beth Torah in Melville, New York, wrote modern 
midrashim, stories about the stories in the Bible, that support and promote God’s idea of 
people needing people to achieve personal, inner growth as well as to accomplish God’s 
plans. 
In Matthew 18:20, Jesus announced that he is present when two or more believers 
gather together in his name. Because spiritual formation is all about being with Jesus, one 
of the ways to “be with” (Mark 3:14) Jesus is for believers to come together for mutual 
accountability, sharing, insights, and prayer with each other. Once again, Jesus is present 
in that kind of community/accountability setting. Stephen P. Greggo, associate professor 
and department chair in the department of pastoral counseling and psychology at Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity School, purports that Jesus taught the essentiality and necessity of 
vital spiritual friendships: 
When Jesus summarizes the law in the great commandment, it is evident 
that he greatly values human relationships. “Love the Lord your God with 
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all 
your strength;” and “Love your neighbor as yourself” (Mark 12:30-31, 
NIV). The expression of love refers to ongoing, vibrant relationship 
between and within the divine and human plane. (156)  
 
True Christian spirituality must involve not only the vertical tie between God and 
humankind but also the horizontal tie between human beings, a tie that loves intimately, 
honestly, and sacrificially. 
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 Greggo further points to the Apostle John’s statement: “But if we walk in the 
light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus, 
his Son, purifies us from all sin” (1 John 1:7). This powerful verse carries an incredible 
insight into the influence of formational friendships: 
Fellowship facilitates the sanctification process by bringing “light” to life 
through the power of the Cross. Human connections and communication 
under grace provide the eye opening revelation regarding righteous living 
and the affective motivation to pursue it. (158) 
 
Using Greggo’s observation, formational friendship is not about casual social fun times. 
Rather, formational friendship is a vital part of what will help leaders and laity grow in 
honest, deep, and true sanctification.  
 Yvonne Bissnnette Tale and Stephen Parker believe that this kind of formational 
friendship as commissioned by Jesus and communicated by the Apostle John involves 
Erik Erikson’s concept of intimacy of “giving oneself to another while at the same time 
finding oneself in a new dimension in the process of shared intimacy” (224): 
Intimacy is multidimensional and involves the kind of vulnerability 
implied in James 5:16 where Christians are told to “confess your faults to 
one another and pray for one another that you may be healed….” 
Reflecting this relational “image” comprises vulnerability toward God and 
other, and continually finding one’s spiritual self in new dimensions in the 
process of shared spiritual intimacy. (224) 
 
Without confessional, accountable, honest spiritual intimacy with trusted others, clergy 
may find themselves spiritually lonely and empty. 
Paul, in Philippians 4:13, shows his strong, personal, singular trust in Jesus: “I can 
do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me” (KJV). Without missing a beat, 
though, Paul, in his next sentence, emphasizes the significance of God’s gift of spiritual 
friendship: “Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles” (v. 14). Apart from these two 
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verses separated by numeric markings, this message is clear—believers need Christ the 
Savior and each other. 
Jesus Modeled Formational Limits 
Jesus “apparently joyfully embraced the limits given him by his Father in heaven” 
(Scazzero 138). He demonstrated formational limits in that he conducted his ministry 
within a small region and with a small band of followers. He did not travel about the 
country, or continent, or world to gain exposure; rather, he believed God to accomplish 
what remained and to carry out his mission through his disciples in God’s way and in 
God’s time (Matt. 28:18-20; John 17:18). After John baptized Jesus, he was driven into 
the desert where he was tempted by the devil. “The essence of the temptation was to 
transgress or cross over the limits God had placed around him. This continues to be a 
central spiritual warfare issue for most of us who are actively seeking to do God’s work 
with our lives” (Scazzero 139).  
He was not rushed by others’ expectations or hopes, even when he returned to his 
close friend, Lazarus who was dying (John 11:3-6, 21, 32). He told family and friends it 
was not his time yet when they called on him to perform miracles (John 2:4; 7:6; Matt. 
26:18). He was not pressured by emergencies or expectations. He kept himself focused 
on first, being God centered, second, being people centered, and third, fulfilling tasks as 
needed.  
Arriving home from the synagogue, Jesus found Simon Peter’s mother-in-law 
agonizing in bed from a high fever. Jesus healed her and then proceeded to heal the sick 
and demon possessed who crowded the back door. At daybreak, Jesus slipped out to a 
solitary place to seek God. When the disciples and people located him, he explained why 
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he could not come back to heal the sick (Mark 1:30-38). Trusting God with a difficult 
situation, Jesus left a lot of people with dashed expectations and great needs so that he 
could move on to another village (Mark 1:30-38; Luke 4:38-44): 
Jesus did not heal every sick and demonized person in the hospital. He did 
not build a great church in Capernaum when he was begged to remain in 
that city…. Jesus did not go in person to meet the needs of everyone in 
Europe, Africa, Asia, or the Americas. Yet he prayed at the end of his life, 
“I have … [completed] the work you gave me to do (John 17:4).” 
(Scazzero 140) 
 
Jesus worked within his God-sketched boundaries, ministering to a small band of 
disciples, in a small section of the country, for a short time. He abided within his God-
given limits and yet provided salvation for all people in all places for all time.  
Summary 
 A summary of the main areas of this literature review indicates the following: 
? Christianity is experiencing a crisis of validity. Secular and sacred people 
question the validation of the modern, Western-world Christianity and church institution. 
? Christian leaders are experiencing more discontent within their vocations. 
? Christian leaders are succumbing to devastating sin. 
? Because of the proliferation of Internet and TV, the sins of Christian leaders 
are publicized and editorialized. 
? Some Baptist clergy are exposed and indicted for their sexual abuse against 
children and women. 
? Spiritual formation is a lifelong process of knowing and loving Jesus and 
becoming more like Jesus in one’s inward and outward lives.  
? The discipline of spiritual formation is one way to counter this landslide of 
temptation and sin among clergy 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Problem and Purpose  
In the Southern Baptist denomination, the term spiritual formation can be suspect 
at worst and unknown at best. In the lives and ministries of Baptist clergy, spiritual 
formation is often marginal compared to the elevation and promotion of evangelism and 
missions, as well as to meeting the emergencies and immediacies of each day. Due to the 
problem of brokenness found within the church—in the character, behavior, and soul of 
laity and leaders—the call to embrace spiritual formation through “the surpassing 
greatness of knowing Christ Jesus” (Phil. 3:8) is urgent. 
The purpose of this delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study was to 
identify the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation in the lives and 
ministries of Southern Baptist clergy in central Arkansas utilizing a four-step spiritual 
formational design including, (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) 
formational friendship, and (4) formational limits. 
Research Questions 
Three primary research questions guided the scope of this project. 
Research Question #1 
What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do Southern Baptist clergy have 
regarding spiritual formation prior to the ministry intervention? 
The answer to this question provided the starting point for this study. Spiritual 
formation is not a familiar table topic for Southern Baptist clergy. Determining this 
sample group of Southern Baptist clergy’s present knowledge base, present attitudes or 
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perspectives, and present practices of spiritual disciplines was essential in knowing how 
to influence Southern Baptist clergy in the practices of spiritual formation for the future. 
This sample group of clergy was assessed at their entry point, which was the beginning 
class session prior to the six-week spiritual formation experiment. This assessment 
established a group profile based on their answers to fourteen demographic questions. 
Research Question #2 
What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do Southern Baptist clergy have 
regarding spiritual formation after the ministry intervention?  
 This question was utilized to assess any marked change in the clergy’s 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation after their spiritual formation 
class and their six-week experimentation time with the spiritual formation exercises.  
Because spiritual formation has not been the center of Southern Baptists’ 
discipleship, it was essential to gauge whether this ministry intervention’s spiritual 
formation class and six-week experiences improved or deteriorated the clergy’s 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation. Verbatim discussion from the 
focus group as well as from each semiformal interview provided answers for this 
question.  
Research Question #3   
 What aspect(s) of the ministry intervention was (were) most effective in 
producing change? 
 Two assumptions drove the research of this question. One assumption is that 
spiritually healthy clergy practice intentional spiritual formation for their lives and 
ministries. The second assumption is the opposite—spiritually, maritally, emotionally, 
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vocationally, and/or morally unhealthy clergy ignore, forego, or discount personal 
intentional spiritual formation. Because this ministry intervention catered to the first 
assumption, this third research question sought to uncover any improvement or 
enrichment the clergy experienced resulting from their six-week spiritual formational 
experience.  
Participants 
This study focused on a convenient sampling of twenty-five volunteer Southern 
Baptist clergy within central Arkansas. The final number made up the sample group of 
Baptist clergy in order to define and assess their knowledge, ideology, practice, and 
outcomes of participating in spiritual formation for Christian leaders.  
The population of this study drew from several fields of Southern Baptist clergy: 
pastors, church staff, chaplains, collegiate campus ministers, and denominational 
ministers. They were male and female, ages 23 to 70. The observable demographics of 
these groups included 
? 24 percent pastors/church staff/evangelists, 
? 40 percent chaplains, 
? 28 percent denominational ministers, 
? 8 percent campus ministers, 
? 0 percent ethnic, 
? 48 percent female, 
? 52 percent male,  
? 8 percent 18-24 years old, 
? 16 percent 25-44 years old, 
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? 56 percent 45-64 years old, and 
? 20 percent 65 years old and up. 
Design of the Study 
 The ministry intervention consisted of (1) an initial afternoon didactic class on the 
definition of spiritual formation and on the four tenets of spiritual formation for this 
intervention, (2) a six-week experimentation time with the formational tenets, (3) a focus 
group at the conclusion of the six-week trial time, and (4) a semiformal interview held 
with each ministry intervention participant. 
An Afternoon Class on Spiritual Formation 
 The twenty-five participating members met for an afternoon three-hour class 
where the following four tenets of spiritual formation for Christian leaders were 
addressed: spiritually formational reading and prayer, spiritually formational friendship, 
spiritually formational rest, and spiritually formational limits. The teaching/learning notes 
handout (see Appendix E) contributed to the participants’ learning experience. This 
gathering will be held on Tuesday, 9 September, 1:00-4:00 p.m. at Baptist Health Medical 
Center in North Little Rock, Arkansas, in Conference Room 1. 
Six-Week Trial Time 
 After the class, the clergy participants then left with directions in hand regarding 
how to apply the tenets of spiritual formation in their lives. Each participant took six 
weeks to experiment with these spiritual disciplines.  
Reconvene for Concluding Focus Group 
After the six weeks of trying the spiritual formation exercises, the participating 
clergy reconvened in a short, concluding focus group on 21 October 2008 in Lakeside 
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conference room at Baptist Health Medical Center in North Little Rock, Arkansas. The 
participants shared their insights and observations with each other regarding their 
experiences with spiritual formation.  
Semiformal Interviews 
  The Southern Baptist clergy participated in a follow-up semiformal interview 
within the weeks that followed the focus group. For that interview, I visited the clergy 
participants in person at their location of choice. Seven interview questions provided a 
stimulus for conversation and observations.  
Instrumentation 
This project was an evaluative, delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study 
in descriptive mode that utilized the data from (1) a demographic survey, (2) a focus 
group session, and (3) semiformal interviews. These processes of collecting data helped 
to assess and interpret the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of the twenty-five Southern 
Baptist clergy who participated in the six-week, four-tenet spiritual formation design for 
Christian leaders.  
Researcher-Designed Clergy Demographic Questions  
In order to gather statistics on ministry and other contextual factors, each 
participant answered fourteen demographic questions. The clergy demographic survey 
was pilot tested in order to improve the questions’ intentionality.  
Focus Group 
 This focus group convened on 21 October 2008, after the six-week formational 
experience. Some opening questions stimulated the group towards discussion, but mostly 
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the group was invited to speak on whatever they thought was pertinent to their experience 
while participating in this ministry intervention. 
Semiformal Interviews 
 The Southern Baptist clergy participated in follow-up semiformal interviews 
within the weeks that followed the focus group. The semiformal interviews utilized the 
following questions:  
? Regarding your experience with formational reading and prayer, formational 
rest, formational friendship, and formational limits, which was the most enjoyable or 
fulfilling for you? 
? Out of those four tenets of spiritual formation which was the least enjoyable 
or enriching for you? 
? Do you think this would work with laity in the Southern Baptist church? 
How? 
? Do you think this is appropriate to promote within clergy of the Southern 
Baptist Convention? How? 
? Has this experience deepened your walk with Christ?  
? Is there a particular issue in your life that this had brought up that you will 
continue to deal with?  
? What do you think is the biggest hindrance regarding spiritual formation for 
clergy and laity? 
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Variables 
 The independent variable is the four-tenet ministry intervention for Southern 
Baptist clergy. The dependent variable is the reported changes in knowledge, attitudes, 
and practices of spiritual formation within the participants’ lives and/or ministries. 
A number of incidental variables could have influenced the outcomes of data 
collected through the assessment instruments. These were kept in mind as the project 
proceeded. Additional consideration was given to these variables not only in the 
interpretation of the outcomes but also in the development of elements within the 
instruments used. Among these incidental variables is the subjective nature of spiritual 
and personal formation. Current, ongoing life experiences (family, work, ministry) of 
each participant were considered when presuming to correlate findings from the 
questionnaire instruments.  
 The variety of ministries and ministry settings may have impacted the findings. 
The group consisted of clergy of the Southern Baptist denomination who served in four 
very different ministry arenas—chaplain, pastor/evangelist, church staff, denominational 
leader, and college campus minister. The dynamics of the group’s different ministry 
settings may have also affected the project’s findings. 
Another variable could be some of the male’s struggles with the twelve clergy 
women within this test group of Southern Baptist clergy. Southern Baptists are known for 
their adamant teaching about women not filling ministerial roles (except for being 
women’s or children’s ministers/directors). Women are not considered ordination 
material because of the Scripture interpretational barriers Southern Baptist Convention 
clergy cite (1 Cor. 11:3; 14:35; 1 Tim. 2:11-12). However, more and more Southern 
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Baptist clergy are quietly accepting women in ministerial roles (with the exception of 
pastor), but these clergy will not outwardly profess or teach that position due to the 
highly charged political atmosphere within the national convention and within most 
Southern Baptist state conventions.  
 A significant variable to consider was the semi-controlled nature and time 
element of a six-week limitation for spiritual formation, which can impact the 
effectiveness of the assessment. The small number of clergy participants and the 
regionalization (central Arkansas) are elements that also contribute to limiting the 
generalizability of the findings. 
Validity and Reliability 
 Validity of the ministry intervention findings was actualized through the 
systematic examination of the class demographic questionnaire items, the focus group 
items, and the semi-formal interview items utilizing a group of individuals who critiqued 
the instruments for soundness, accuracy, and ministerial relevancy. Final instruments’ 
revision included the feedback from this field testing. 
 The face validity of this ministry intervention comes from showing and 
explaining my demographic survey, my spiritual formation exercises instrument, and my 
focus group and semiformal interview concepts to my local dissertation team. They, in 
turn, authorized and confirmed this intervention’s research ability. Of course, these 
observers are not expert in testing methodologies, but they did affirm the research 
questions and ensuing informational gathering instruments. 
 Reliability is impossible to calculate exactly. The reliability of this qualitative 
intervention is questionable due to the subjective nature of the focus group and 
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semiformal interviews, although if clergy of other denominations were tested in the four 
formational arenas—formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational 
friendship, and formational limits—the independent, objective results and analysis that 
reflect reality should be similar.   
Data Collection 
This ministry intervention consisted of (1) the initial spiritual formation class, (2) 
the six-week spiritual formation experience, (3) a focus group concluding the six-week 
spiritual formation experience, and 4) semiformal interviews. The voluntary sample 
group of twenty-five Southern Baptist clergy met two times in group form—an initial 
three-hour afternoon spiritual formation class time and a conclusional focus group time at 
the end of their six-week spiritual formation experience. The two sessions were held at a 
neutral site in a conference room at the Baptist Health Medical Center-North Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 
 The composition of the spiritual formation class involved 
? each participant sharing information about himself or herself, 
? a review of what to expect for the first and last sessions, 
? a question and answer time, 
? a clergy demographic questionnaire, 
? a discussion about spiritual formation and what it involves, 
? a didactic time on formational reading and prayer, formational rest, 
formational friendship, and formational limits, and  
? an explanation of handouts and six-week spiritual formation homework. 
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The focus group discussion met after the six-week spiritual formation time. Lastly, each 
clergyperson participated in the semiformal interview time. 
 Data was collected from the following means: (1) a demographic survey, (2) a 
focus group, (3) semiformal interviews, and (4) personal observations and impressions 
gleaned as I conducted the initial class, the focus group, and the interviews. These 
processes of collecting data assisted in assessing and interpreting the knowledge, 
attitudes, and practices of the Southern Baptist clergy who participated in the four-tenet 
spiritual formation design. 
Data Analysis   
 Data analysis in qualitative research coincides with the data collection. The data 
for this ministry intervention was categorized, simplified, and coded into specific 
categories that emerged from the clergy demographic survey, the focus group, and the 
semiformal interviews. The data from the demographic surveys was summarized with 
frequency sharing and descriptive statistics. Within the recorded focus group verbatims 
and semiformal interview verbatim, I watched for and grouped “patterns of thinking or 
behavior,” “words or phrases,” and/or “events that appear with regularity” (Wiersma and 
Jurs 207). 
 Data findings were categorized under each research question with the following 
applicable subheadings. The first findings fell under the first research question heading of 
“Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Southern Baptist Clergy Regarding Spiritual 
Formation PRIOR to the Ministry Intervention” with subheadings reading, “Prior 
Knowledge of Spiritual Formation,” “Prior Attitudes about Spiritual Formation,” and 
“Prior Practice of Spiritual Formation.”  
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The second findings fell under the second research question heading of 
“Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Southern Baptist Clergy Regarding Spiritual 
Formation AFTER the Ministry Intervention” with subheadings reading, “Knowledge of 
Spiritual Formation after the Ministry Intervention,” “Attitudes about Spiritual Formation 
after the Ministry Intervention,” and “Practices of Spiritual Formation after the Ministry 
Intervention.”  
The third findings fell under the third research question heading of “Aspects of 
Ministry Intervention Most Effective in Producing Change” with subheadings reading, 
“Spiritual Formation and Clergy,” “Spiritual Formation and Laity,” “Spiritual Formation 
Influencing Relationship with God,” “Hindrances Concerning Spiritual formation for 
Southern Baptist Clergy and Laity,” “Favorable Clergy Impressions Regarding Their Six-
Week Spiritual Formation Experience,” “Unfavorable Clergy Impressions Regarding 
Their Six-Week Spiritual Formation Experience,” and “Participants’ Verbatim 
Comments on Favorable and Unfavorable Impressions and Observations Regarding 
Spiritual Formation.” 
Ethics 
 This ministry intervention provided the ethical security of (1) data confidentiality, 
(2) privacy of participants (their names, ministry arenas, associated quotes), and (3) 
participants’ written permission to interview and report findings. 
Data Confidentiality and Security 
 This sensitive data of ideas, opinions, and information cannot be shared with any 
other person or entity unless I have written permission from the participants to do so. All 
twenty-five participants granted their permission when signing the permission letter (see 
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Appendix G). The researcher/writer of this ministry intervention is responsible for 
ensuring that the electronic data is stored on two computers—one at my home and one at 
work—both of which are password protected so that other individuals or computers (if 
part of a network) are unable to access files on that computer. The hard-copy data printed 
from the computer is stored in a secure file box kept within my home office. This work 
will not be independently published without the involvement and/or permission of the 
participants.  
Privacy of Participants 
As a matter of standard procedure, all participant names associated with the 
ministry intervention are confidential. All communications with the participants are 
confidential and will not be shared with anyone or with any entity without specific, 
written, consensual agreement, which was given by each participating clergy member. 
Permission to Interview 
 Each interviewee signed a Permission to Use Participant’s Answers and 
Responses in Dissertation sheet, giving consent for the interview and for the reporting of 
the interview, demographic material, and focus group material of each participant (see 
Appendix G). 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
FINDINGS  
 This ministry intervention utilized a sample group of Baptist clergy from four 
ministry specialties—pastors/church staff/evangelist, chaplaincy, denominational 
ministry leaders, and Baptist campus ministers—in order to define and assess their 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation. This sample group of twenty-
five clergy met in an afternoon three-hour class for the project. The class session 
explained what spiritual formation is and is not, explained why spiritual formation is 
important, and defined the four tenets of spiritual formation used in this project. Each 
minister received a spiritual formation handout (see Appendix F) of twenty-three optional 
exercises along the lines of (1) formational reading and prayer, (2) formational rest, (3) 
formational friendship, and (4) formational limits. Participating clergy utilized this 
spiritual formation handout during their six-week spiritual formation period. Upon 
conclusion of that six-week time, the clergy remet in a focus group setting and discussed 
their experiences. Finally, I met with each participating clergy and conducted a semi-
structured interview consisting of seven questions. Additional information surfaced and 
was recorded as conversations advanced beyond those questions.  
The purpose of this delimitative, qualitative, quasi-experimental study was to 
identify the knowledge, attitudes, and practices regarding spiritual formation in the lives 
and ministries of Southern Baptist clergy from the central Arkansas region. Three 
questions guided this ministry intervention: What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do 
Southern Baptist clergy have regarding spiritual formation prior to the ministry 
intervention? What knowledge, attitudes, and practices do Southern Baptist clergy have 
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regarding spiritual formation after the ministry intervention? What aspect(s) of the 
ministry intervention was (were) most effective in producing change? 
Profile of Subjects 
Seventy-nine Southern Baptist clergy received an invitation to participate in this 
spiritual formation ministry intervention. Fifty-four either declined or never responded. 
Those who did affirmatively respond to the ministry intervention invitation included five 
pastors/church staff, ten chaplains, seven denominational ministers, two Baptist campus 
ministers, and one evangelist— equaling twenty-five Southern Baptist clergy 
participants.  
Two months prior to the ministry intervention kick-off date, fifty pastors and/or 
church staff of Southern Baptist churches in the North Pulaski Baptist Association of 
North Little Rock, Arkansas, received invitational letters and stamped return-response 
postcards inviting their participation and involvement. Out of that number, four replied 
“yes” and seven replied “no,” leaving thirty-nine not responding. One pastor later 
dropped out prior to the ministry intervention, leaving three affirmatives. One Southern 
Baptist pastor from the Arkansas Caroline Baptist Association and one church staff pastor 
from the Arkansas Pulaski Baptist Association were invited, and both replied “yes.” 
Seventeen Baptist chaplains received invitations to participate. Thirteen replied “yes,” 
two responded “no,” three never responded, and three affirmatives dropped out later, 
leaving ten chaplain participants. Two of the chaplains are first-year residents from 
Slovakia. The two central Arkansas Baptist campus ministers both replied “yes” to their 
letters of invitation. Eight denominational clergy were invited to participate in this 
ministry intervention, and seven replied “yes,” one replied “no,” and one later dropped 
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out prior to the ministry intervention, leaving seven denominational clergy participants. A 
Southern Baptist part-time evangelist and a retired denominational minister also 
participated in this study. One of the chaplains was also a pastor, giving him the 
advantage of a dual-ministry response.  
The sample group consisted of four ministry sectors: (1) pastors/church 
staff/evangelist, (2) chaplains, (3) denominational ministers, and (4) Baptist campus 
collegiate ministers. As shown in Figure 4.1, six individuals were in the pastor/church 
staff/evangelist ministry arena—three pastors, two church staff, and one part-time 
evangelist. Ten chaplains also participated—two hospice chaplains, seven hospital 
chaplains, and the chaplain over a retirement institution. Seven Arkansas Baptist State 
Convention denominational ministers and two Baptist campus ministers also participated. 
Regarding the composition of males and females, the group consisted of twelve females 
and thirteen males. The following breakdown of the subjects’ ministry areas and gender 
is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Gender and number of ministry participants in four ministry sectors. 
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The age differentiation divides into groups of 18 to 24 years old, 25 to 44 years 
old, 45 to 64 years old, and 65 years old and up as Figure 4.2 shows. Fourteen 
participants (56 percent) fell into the 45 to 64 years old category. Five participants (20 
percent) came from the 65 years old and up category, and four participants (16 percent) 
came out of the 25 to 44 years old category. The least number of participants (2; 8 
percent) were in the 18 to 24 years old category. 
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Figure 4.2. Age differentiation. 
 
 
 
 
 The years of ministry experience of the participants are exhibited in Table 4.1. 
Eight participants (32 percent) fell into the 21 to 30 years of ministry experience. Six 
participants (24 percent) have 6 to 10 years in the ministry. Four participants (16 percent) 
have 31 to 50 years experience in ministry. Three participants (12 percent) have 16 to 20 
years experience. One participant (4 percent) has 11 to 15 years experience, and one other 
participant (4 percent) has 1 to 5 years experience. Two clergy participants (8 percent) 
have 51 to 69 years of ministry experience. The demographic surveys showed that the 
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cumulative years of ministry experience represented by this sample group of Southern 
Baptist clergy is 593 years, meaning the average number of years of ministerial 
experience is 23.7 years.  
 
Table 4.1. Years in the Ministry 
Years in Ministry n 
1-5 1 
6-10 6 
11-15 1 
16-20 3 
21-30 8 
31-50 4 
51-69 2 
 
 
 The participants’ educational backgrounds varied. Figure 4.3 portrays that one 
participant (4 percent) completed high school only. Four participants (6 percent) 
graduated from college only. Seventeen participants (68 percent) have degrees from 
seminary, and three participants (12 percent) have doctoral degrees. 
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Figure 4.3. Educational background with number of participants in each division. 
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Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Southern Baptist Clergy 
Regarding Spiritual Formation PRIOR to the Ministry Intervention 
The clergy were asked several questions in the demographic survey to estimate 
their knowledge, attitudes, and practices of spiritual formation prior to their six-week 
spiritual formation assignment. The clergy demographic profiles supplied the following 
information. 
Prior Knowledge of Spiritual Formation 
The demographic survey asked the participating clergy about their knowledge of 
spiritual formation before the ministry intervention: “How much have you read about 
spiritual formation?” They were instructed on the survey to check one of the following 
choices: 
? I have read many spiritual formation books and/or articles. 
? I have read a few spiritual formation books and/or articles. 
? I have read one or two things on spiritual formation. 
? I have not read anything on spiritual formation. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates that five participants (20 percent) have read many things regarding 
spiritual formation. Thirteen participants (52 percent) have read a few books or articles 
on spiritual formation. Four participants (16 percent) have read one or two articles or 
books, and three participants (12 percent) have not read anything on spiritual formation 
(see Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4. Previous knowledge of spiritual formation prior to ministry intervention. 
 
Prior Attitudes about Spiritual Formation 
 When asked, “Do you see a need for spiritual formation among Southern Baptist 
Clergy?” the participants gave a unanimous, 100 percent “yes.” When asked, “Why or 
why not?” twelve participants (48 percent) believe combating burnout and busyness is the 
number-one reason for needing and applying spiritual formation. Eight participants (33 
percent) believe spiritual formation is necessary in order to deepen their personal 
relationship with God. Five participants (19 percent) said that spiritual formation was 
important to promote in clergy’s lives in order to be a role model for laity (see Figure 
4.5).   
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Figure 4.5. Top three reasons Baptist clergy view spiritual formation beneficial. 
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Following are additional comments from the participants regarding this question. 
? “Clergy constantly deal with peoples’ needs, so clergy need to have alone 
time with God.” 
? “Laity are getting ‘microwave’ messages instead of messages that are “slow 
baked” from clergy today.” 
? “A lot of SBC clergy are ‘running on empty,’ trying to keep up.” 
? “Without spiritual formation, our attention is focused on the job and not 
necessarily a personal relationship.” 
? “We can’t serve well when our well is dry.” 
? “Clergy need this in order to prevent burnout” 
? “We are often too busy doing things for God to worship Him daily.” 
? “Clergy need spiritual formation, yet they are too busy for spiritual growth.” 
? “Many pastors/staff are limited to preaching the gospel to the saved. They are 
not growing, so how can they help others grow?” 
? “Ministers need to lead by example regarding spiritual formation.” 
? “It’s a part of the spiritual walk with God, part of the life of a Christian.” 
? “Too much burnout and no spiritual energy.” 
? “My perception is that too many are functioning on a humanistic level.” 
? “So many are so busy ‘serving the Lord’ that they don’t yearn for a closer 
walk with Him.” 
? “We have a concept that being busy/overcommitted is ‘normal.’” 
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? “Southern Baptist clergy are threatened daily to succumb to a stereotyped, 
narrowly defined church/community leader role. Spiritual formation can be the magnet 
that draws them back to Jesus and His definition of a servant leader.” 
? “If we are not careful, our ministry begins to look more like a job with tasks 
and goals. Our lives lack a Spirit-led, Spirit-filled demeanor about ourselves.” 
? “Practicing spiritual formation is a constant reminder of developing our own 
personal relationship with God, to keep it from being a job.” 
? “I am not deep enough, smart enough, or spiritual enough to make it without a 
daily walk with God.” 
? “Helps reduce burnout/stress among clergy and keeps them energized to lead 
their churches more effectively.” 
? “Spiritual formation is the core to being able to minister and to continue to 
grow in Christ.” 
Prior Practice of Spiritual Formation 
 When asked the demographic question, “Before the ministry intervention, have 
you ever had training in spiritual formation?” Nine participants (36 percent) answered 
“yes.” Eight participants (32 percent) answered “no.” Eight participants (32 percent)  
answered “somewhat.” 
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Figure 4.6. Previous training in spiritual formation. 
 
 
Those who responded “somewhat” to having previous spiritual formational 
training, wrote the following explanations:  
? “Took spiritual formation in seminary.” 
? “Read Don Whitney’s book.” 
? “Had a spiritual director.” 
? “Small group, personal devotions, and supervisory training.” 
? “Group fellowship.” 
? Informal conversations with fellow ministers 
? “Various church programs, much personal study.” 
? “Some discipleship conferences.” 
Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of Southern Baptist Clergy 
Regarding Spiritual Formation AFTER the Ministry Intervention 
The following information was taken from the verbatim material during the Focus 
Group and from the semi-informal interviews. 
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Knowledge of Spiritual Formation after the Ministry Intervention 
 Four tenets of spiritual formation structured the ministry intervention: formational 
reading and prayer, formational rest, formational friendship, and formational limits. 
Knowledge and lack of knowledge of these four spiritual formation tenets was measured 
based on the number of times each tenet was discussed. Figure 4.7 highlights the number 
of times participants referred to and/or discussed each formational tenet during the focus 
group as well as in the individual interviews with each participant. The most discussed 
and best understood spiritual formation tenet of the four was reading and prayer with a 
mention of fifty-four times. Second to that was formational friendship with a mention of 
thirty-five times. Third was formational limits, referred to twenty-eight times. Last was 
formational rest, which was discussed twenty-seven times. 
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Figure 4.7. Spiritual formation tenet most to least discussed among clergy. 
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Attitudes about Spiritual Formation after the Ministry Intervention 
 The summations regarding attitudes of the participants after their six-week 
spiritual formation exercise primarily come from two arenas of response—the focus 
group discussion and the semi-informal interview question, “Is there a particular issue 
that this experience with spiritual formation has brought up in your life?” Additional 
sections within the interviews provided supplementary information regarding the 
participants’ attitudes after their six-week experiment. Figure 4.8 shows the top three 
attitudes or issues that surfaced after their six-week spiritual formational experience.  
 The number-one issue this ministry intervention of spiritual formation brought up 
for the participants was the need for the “permission to relax” coupled with the “grace to 
put the work down.” Participants commented on these needs about work and rest 41 
percent of the time after their six-week formational experience. Many were astounded 
about their need of “permission” and “grace” to rest, to be still, to do nothing, and to set 
aside their work to in order to do that.  
 The number-two issue this ministry intervention raised for the participants was 
the need to address their all-consuming busyness. The need to manage the ever-looming 
to-do lists and responsibilities better were mentioned by 35 percent of the clergy. 
 The number-three issue that resulted from the participants’ six-week spiritual 
formational time was the need to confront personal and spiritual apathy and/or malaise 
with 24 percent of the participants acknowledged their problem of spiritual tiredness and 
staleness. 
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Figure 4.8. Personal attitudes/issues surfaced after the six-week spiritual  
                   formation experience. 
 
   
Following are additional needs and attitudes the participants mentioned resulting 
from their six-week spiritual formational experience. 
? “The church’s expectations of clergy.”  
? “Addiction to approval.” 
? “Reconciling with God why I am so blessed when others aren’t.” 
? “Inauthenticity of today’s Christians and culture.” 
? “Finding meaning in retirement.”   
? “More boldness to speak for the Lord.” 
? “That it’s OK to not do everything as well as somebody else does.” 
? “I’ve been convicted that I need to approach the Bible to obey rather than 
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approach the Bible to understand.” 
Practices of Spiritual Formation after the Ministry Intervention 
 During the semi-informal interview times, each participant was asked, “Regarding 
your experience with formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational 
friendship, and formational limits, which was the most helpful or the easiest to 
implement for you?” Figure 4.9 portrays their responses. As stated earlier in Figure 4.7 
and shown here in Figure 4.9, reading and prayer come in at 52 percent as the most 
helpful and easiest to implement of all the spiritual formation tenets. The rest of the tenets 
get a nod with formational limits at 19 percent, formational friendship at 17 percent, and 
formational rest coming in last with 12 percent.  
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Figure 4.9. Spiritual formation tenet most helpful/easiest to implement. 
 
 
 
 During the semi-informal interview times, each participant was asked, “Which 
was the least helpful or the hardest to implement for you?” Figure 4.10 portrays their 
responses. Regarding what was the least helpful and/or hardest to implement tenet, the 
formational friendship tenet was voiced seventeen times (35 percent of the time), with the 
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formational rest tenet being mentioned sixteen times (33 percent of the time). The 
formational limits tenet was voiced nine times (19 percent of the time) as the least 
helpful, and reading and prayer came in last in this category at 13 percent (six times). 
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Figure 4.10. Spiritual formation tenet least helpful/hardest to implement. 
 
 
 
Aspects of Ministry Intervention Most Effective in Producing Change 
 
This section illustrates the results from this paper’s third research question: “What 
aspect(s) of ministry intervention was (were) most effective in producing change?” 
Change was assessed in the following four areas:   
? spiritual formation with Southern Baptist laity,  
? a deepened walk with Christ,  
? biggest block or hindrance regarding spiritual formation, 
? most favorable and unfavorable impressions regarding spiritual formation. 
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Spiritual Formation and Clergy 
Based on the interview question—“Do you think this (spiritual formation) is 
appropriate to promote with clergy of the Southern Baptist Church? If so, how?”—
twenty-four participants answered with one not responding to this question. 
 Twenty participants (83 percent) answered affirmatively. No one answered in the 
negative, and 4 participants (17 percent) answered conditionally (see Figure 4:11).  
 The conditional answers are as follows: 
? “By using clergy and laity we have a potential false premise, a false distinction 
that is not a part of the New Testament church.” 
? “Whether people will have the time or make the time to really do it, that’s the 
big question.” 
? “It would be a great idea, and good luck with that.” 
? “There will have to be a change in the amount of numerical expectations for 
the pastoral staff if they are going to have time for this. It takes time.” 
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Figure 4.11. Spiritual formation and clergy. 
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Spiritual Formation and Laity 
 
In response to the interview question, “Do you think this would work with laity in 
the Southern Baptist Convention church?” fourteen participants (56 percent) answered a 
resounding yes. Eight participants (32 percent) answered conditionally. Two participants 
said no, and one participant did not answer this question (see Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12. Spiritual formation and laity. 
 
 
 
 The conditional answers are as follows: 
? “I’m not sure that very many people are dedicated to spending that much time 
and energy in committing themselves to doing a lot of this.” 
? “You’d have to flesh [sic] it out more for them. You would have to write it 
such away to create a need.” 
? “Some, not all because if you presented spiritual formation to them, they 
would have no clue what you are talking about.” 
? “Very little people are stressing spiritual growth or formation. Everything else 
is more important.” 
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? “With some laity. There has to be a spiritual call and a faith response to that 
call to having a hunger, a thirst, and a desire concerning the issues and elements of 
spiritual formation.” 
? “It’s like anything we offer. If people would commit themselves to it, it will be 
effective. Otherwise nothing is effective if they won’t commit.” 
? “It would work if the people are open and feel comfortable engaging in 
practices that are unfamiliar to them.” 
? “It will take an education process. I am a pessimist in a way that 70 to 80 to 90 
percent of the people in the pew feel they have done God a favor by being there every 
Sunday.” 
Spiritual Formation Influencing Relationship with God 
 
 In response to the interview question—“Has this experience caused you to deepen 
your walk with Christ?”—sixteen participants (64 percent) answered yes. Seven 
participants (28 percent) answered conditionally. Two participants (8 percent) did not 
answer this question, and no one answered in the negative (see Figure 4.13).  
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Figure 4.13. Spiritual formation influencing relationship with God. 
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 The conditional answers to the interview question—“Has this experience caused 
you to deepen your walk with Christ?”—were as follows: 
?  “I think so even though I was uncomfortable with the aspect of being quiet.” 
? “This has raised a sensitivity to things I’ve known but needed a refresher 
course on.” 
? “I already knew spiritual disciplines when I agreed to be involved in this 
program.” 
? “The answer should be yes, but I wonder if I can quantify that in any way.” 
? “I read some, but I didn’t go through all of the exercises.” 
? “I didn’t do all the exercises, but it helped me see the sovereignty of God.” 
? “Personally I looked at it when I first got back from our first meeting and then 
forgot about it until three or four days before our second meeting.” 
Hindrances Concerning Spiritual Formation for Southern Baptist Clergy and Laity  
 In response to the interview question—“What do you believe is the biggest block 
or hindrance regarding spiritual formation for clergy and laity?”—sixteen participants (60 
percent) answered that the number-one hindrance to practicing spiritual formation is 
busyness. The participants struggled with giving time to doing any of the exercises 
because their schedules were already full to bursting. 
 The second most mentioned hindrance at 26 percent was that of sheer spiritual 
dryness, tiredness, and apathy. The participants experienced difficulty getting excited 
about doing spiritual disciplines because most of their work constantly involves spiritual 
ministry of some sort. The third hindrance, voiced by 12 percent of the participants, was 
the phenomena of Christian culture expectations. Participants expressed that stated and 
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unstated expectations in the Christian culture enslave ministers to people’s 
misunderstanding about days off or time spent just “listening to God” (see Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.14. Hindrances concerning spiritual formation for clergy and laity of the 
Southern Baptist church. 
 
 
 
 Additional participant comments about blocks or hindrances regarding spiritual 
formation among clergy and laity of the Southern Baptist church include the following: 
? “The term spiritual formation has tendencies of Eastern mysticism, even leans 
towards a cult.”  
? “People are tired of doing religious things.” 
? “This requires people to give up many things.” 
? “We think we are fine and that we don’t need to meet with God.” 
? “We say Christ is the number 1 priority, but we don’t live like he is.” 
? “Regarding the rest and silence thing, I want to rest, but I need more structure 
because I’m a structured person.” 
? “Lack of knowledge—people need some guidance and direction of how to 
start and go about spiritual formation for their lives.”  
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? “People who are long-time Christians may need to be more open to changes.” 
? “People in the pew think they have done God a favor by being there every 
Sunday, and then live whatever way they want from there on.” 
? “People have trust issues when change is trying to be initiated.” 
? “Too much dependence/codependence on ministers.” 
? “There’s not a sense where laity have ownership in their faith journey.” 
? “Pastors running the church; instead let the grassroots say where God is 
leading them and then go with it.” 
? “There is too much of a programmatic sense of the church.” 
? “Fear of going deeper, of introspection.” 
? “Not being real with each other, not even with ourselves.” 
? “Legalism, performance mentality, and even a sense of competition (like, who 
can be the fastest on the Bible drill) get in the way of letting the relationship with God be 
the real reward.” 
? “Who really knows how to rest, how to pray?” 
? “It’s so easy to get dry, as much as we are expected to give of ourselves.” 
? “Spiritual formation is unfamiliar terminology.”  
? “The idea that if you stop to rest, you are sinning.” 
? “The church is on the decline in our postmodern world.” 
? “Complacency in our faith.” 
? “Pride, self-reliance.” 
? “Hard to motivate yourself to do this.” 
? “There’s not enough immediate gratification to make me want to do this.” 
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? “Unfamiliar territory.” 
? “Fear of being open, vulnerable, ‘known,’ and judged and rejected by others.”  
Favorable Clergy Impressions Regarding Their Six-Week Spiritual Formation 
Experience 
 Based on the verbatims of the focus group meeting and the twenty-five semi-
informal interviews, Figure 4.15 shows the top four favorable impressions discussed 
among the participants experienced while practicing the four tenets of spiritual formation 
during their six-week experience. 
The formational reading and prayer tenet was affirmed twelve times (30 percent) 
by the participants who gained new discoveries in the Scriptures and in their relationship 
with God. The formational rest exercise received ten positive acknowledgments (26 
percent) regarding how participants gained new awareness about themselves and their 
work as they practiced short times of rest, silence, and solitude. The formational limits 
exercise acquired nine mentions (23 percent) as participants reported encountering a new 
liberation in their life and work when working through the formational limits exercises. A 
surprising sense of autonomy, lack of restrictions, and freedom from guilt was voiced 
eight times (21 percent) among the participants regarding their overall spiritual formation 
experiences. 
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Figure 4.15. Favorable impressions concerning participants’ spiritual formation 
experience. 
 
 
 
UnFavorable Clergy Impressions Regarding Their Six-Week Spiritual Formation 
Experience 
 Based on the verbatims of the focus group meeting and the twenty-five semi-
informal interviews, Figure 4.16 shows the participants’ top four unfavorable impressions 
they experienced while trying to practice the four tenets of spiritual formation during 
their six-week experience. The number-one dislike, which accrued seventeen mentions 
(36 percent) regarding the participants’ six-week spiritual formation experience, was 
trying to find the place, time, and inner stillness for formational rest. A close second, 
which was referred to sixteen times (34 percent), was the participants’ complaint 
regarding their schedules and calendars being too full to add anything else—like 
attempting new spiritual disciplines. Formational friendship was cited eight times (17 
percent) as being more of a disappointing desire than an enriching reality. Formational 
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limits gleaned six unfavorable comments (13 percent) in which participants expressed 
unease about the idealistic proposal to set and oblige formational limits in their ministry 
and lives (see Figure 4.16). 
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Figure 4.16. Unfavorable impressions concerning participants’ spiritual formation 
experience. 
 
 
Participants’ Verbatim Comments on Favorable and Unfavorable Impressions and 
Observations Regarding Spiritual Formation 
  Participants gave insightful impressions and observations regarding the pluses and 
negatives about the mix of spiritual formation with the busyness of their lives and work. 
Appendix H portrays the eighty-two affirmative observations and seventy critical 
observations regarding the participants’ impressions of their six-week spiritual 
formational experience. 
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Summary 
 The study produced some significant findings. 
Spiritual Formation for Clergy  
 Overall, 83 percent of the Southern Baptist clergy in this ministry intervention 
positively supported the idea that spiritual formation is essential for any and all clergy. 
The uncertainty over spiritual formation led 17 percent of the participants to give 
conditional answers regarding their opinion of the importance of spiritual formation.  
Spiritual Formation for Laity  
 Regarding promoting spiritual formation for laity, the participants exhibited some 
reticence with 56 percent supporting spiritual formation for laity, 8 percent stating laity 
would not respond well to this spiritual formational emphasis, and 36 percent of the 
participants giving conditionally positive answers regarding the laity-and-spiritual 
formation question.  
Spiritual Formation Affecting Daily Walk with God  
 A positive 64 percent of the participants reported they experienced a deepened 
walk with God was as a result of the six-week spiritual formation time, and 28 percent of 
the participants gave conditionally positive responses regarding their personal and 
spiritual growth. No one answered that they did not grow spiritually. Two clergy did not 
respond to this question. 
Formational Reading and Prayer—Very Positive  
 Formational reading and prayer was the most appreciated tenet out of the four 
tenets of spiritual formation (formational reading and prayer, formational rest, 
formational friendship, and formational limits). Formational reading and prayer was 
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? the most discussed in the focus group forum and in the semi-informal 
interviews, 
? listed as the easiest to implement spiritual formation tenet of the four, and 
? credited as the most helpful spiritual formation tenet in producing change 
regarding the way clergy approached the Scriptures as well as in the way they 
approached their relationship with God.  
Negatively speaking, two clergy reported that the formational reading and prayer 
took more time to implement than they had to give, which left them feeling frustrated. 
One clergy thought the reading and prayer tenet smacked of Eastern mysticism and 
occultism and viewed the whole idea of spiritual formation as counter-productive to true 
growth and maturity in God.  
The Problem of Formational Friendship  
 The spiritual formation tenet that received the second most reflective discussion 
time in the focus group and during the interviews was formational friendship; yet, in 
contrast, formational friendship garnered the highest vote as the hardest-to-implement 
tenet out of the four. This tenet also gained the number-three most unfavorable 
impression concerning the subjects’ spiritual formation experience. The participants felt 
that putting into practice formational friendship accountability with another individual or 
group is more of a frustrated dream rather than a real possibility due to trust and 
confidentiality issues. 
Busyness—Number-One Problem  
 The problem of busyness took away several “blue ribbons” in the tallies. When 
asked what they considered the number-one benefit of spiritual formation, clergy reported 
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that spiritual formation could enable them to combat and manage the constant busyness 
that leads to burnout. When asked what block or hindrance kept them from appropriating 
spiritual formation during their six-week allotted period, the number-one hindrance was 
busyness with no spare time. One participant stated, “People are too busy to give time to 
this kind of thing.”  
Permission to Relax—Number-One Need  
 When asked what need or issue surfaced because of their six-week spiritual 
formation time, the subjects identified their number-one need as that of “permission to 
relax” and “grace to put the work down.” They recognized this need most clearly through 
participating in formational rest and formational limits. 
The Problem with Formational Rest  
 Formational rest was the second hardest to implement of the four tenets. Actually 
formational rest and formational friendship were nearly tied as the most difficult to 
implement. In unfavorable clergy impressions, formational rest took the number-one 
most unfavorable spot. Clergy reported that trying to find the time and place to practice 
silence and solitude was uncomfortable and difficult. They also reported uneasiness with 
the idea of prayerful listening. 
Formational Limits—A Good Idea 
 Formational limits usually fell close to the middle of most tallies regarding the 
four tenets of spiritual formation, ranking third most favorable among the clergy 
participants. Those who applied the formational limits tenet encountered a new freedom 
in saying no and in prioritizing commitments, yet some who attempted formational limits 
voiced frustration at trying to determine and apply limits in their ministry and lives. 
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Surprising Experience of Freedom and Lack of Guilt  
 Participants vocalized a surprising freedom from guilt they felt regarding their 
ability or inability at accomplishing the formational exercises in the handout. Many 
reported an unexpected sense of no pressure, no guilt, and freedom of choice as they read 
through the handouts and options for spiritual formation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Introduction 
In these days, ruinous quaking and shaking is happening in the world of Christian 
clergy. Grievous headlines such as those pointing to the sex scandals of Ted Haggard or 
the divorce and financial scandal of Randy and Paula White or the Crystal Cathedral 
Church fight between Robert Schuller and his son, Robert, Jr. are just a few of the 
incriminating news stories showing up in newspapers and on TV. As the literature 
espouses and exposes in Chapter 2, this quaking at the leadership level has caused 
significant fractures in secular society’s perception of the church. Duin captures some of 
this fallout among Christianity’s faithful: 
The people opting out of church had been leaders, the most committed…. 
[T]hey simply could not stand to sit and watch the same old game being 
played anymore…. The lack of God is what gets to them, even in our most 
“Spirit-filled” churches…. New fads and programs come and go, but 
mediocrity and lack of God just seem to go on forever. And so quietly, 
sometimes without anyone even noticing, they slowly slip out the doors, 
never to return. (19) 
 
These fractures of mediocrity and lack of God are cracking the church foundation 
resulting in considerable distress, even damage.  
In an attempt to take a look at not only the problem but also at one possible 
prescription for the problem, this ministry intervention guided a small group of twenty-
five Southern Baptist clergy through six weeks of spiritual formation exercises based on 
the four tenets of formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational 
friendship, and formational limits. 
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The Surprising Acceptance of Spiritual Formation among Southern Baptist Clergy 
 The majority of the sample group of clergy participants absolutely affirmed the 
necessity of spiritual formation, especially for their own kind—clergy. Only one 
clergyperson held spiritual formation in contempt, especially the formational reading and 
prayer tenet, yet even the traditional-Baptist-way clergy agreed that spiritual formation is 
essential for today’s clerical troops.  
I have used the word surprising in the subtitle because I was the one surprised. I 
went into the project with a preconceived notion that Southern Baptist clergy would 
reject the idea of spiritual formation due to (1) its historic background in Catholic 
Christianity, (2) the perceived/assumed mystic associations, and (3) the unfamiliar 
practices of solitude, silence, listening prayer, and contemplation in Scripture. However, 
the participants embraced warmly the concept of spiritual formation and were eager to try 
new disciplines that could lead to a deeper level of life with God. Fortunately, DeWaay’s 
rants about spiritual formation being akin to the practice of pagan societies (4) did not 
influence the hearts and minds of this group who were hungry for spiritual growth and 
formation. 
Clergy Perspective on Spiritual Formation for Southern Baptist Laity 
 A majority of the clergy participants felt positive about church members 
practicing spiritual formation. The participants thought laity would benefit from 
intentional spiritual formation but not necessarily along the lines of the four tenets 
presented in this ministry intervention. Other tenets such as intercessory prayer, Bible 
study, service, and life stewardship would be more applicable and doable for laity. 
Hopefully clergy will be careful not to dilute the opportunity and challenge of spiritual 
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formation for laity. MacDonald proposes a radical program towards church and Christian 
renewal. He wonders what would happen should the church suspend all radio and 
television broadcasts, turn off all printing presses, stop asking for money, stop launching 
worldwide crusades, and only worship, think and meditate, repent, and then be open as 
God grants a “new understanding of what the Christian gospel really does call people to 
be and to do” (233). As with most any new program or emphasis propagated in the 
church, if clergy first blaze the trail with their own lives, laity will be able to more 
adequately follow, which Hebrews 12:13 supports— “Mark out a straight path for your 
feet. Then those who follow you, though they are weak and lame, will not stumble and 
fall but will become strong” (NLT). 
Daily Walk with God Affected by Spiritual Formation 
 When answering the semi-formal interview question, “Has this experience caused 
you to deepen your walk with Christ?” the group was unanimous in declaring that some 
part of the six-week spiritual formational event enhanced their personal walk with the 
Lord. This finding agrees with the literature that declares clergy’s problems are not those 
of skill but rather those of spirit (Willimon et al.7).  
 The difficulty with this particular interview question reflects the old joke about 
the child in Sunday school. One Sunday morning the preschool children’s Sunday school 
teacher asked, “What is furry, has sharp teeth, climbs trees, lives in most of our yards, 
and buries nuts for the winter?” All the kids raised their hands, and when the teacher 
picked a little boy, he said, “I think it’s a squirrel, but I know I’m supposed to say Jesus.” 
Similarly, the deepen your walk with Christ interview question may have carried some of 
the same what I’m supposed to say feelings and implications.  
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 Dave Busby, national speaker to high school and collegiate students, says, “We 
have been taught we’re supposed to say the right thing instead of the real thing. I’m 
committed to saying what’s real.” Likewise, what was real for most clergy participants 
was a refreshing new contact with the One to whom they have committed their lives.  
 For some the impact of their spiritual formational efforts reflects change within 
their ministry environments. One clergy utilized the spiritual formational exercises with 
her home group. Another clergy wove his spiritual formational experience into his 
sermon. Another clergy translated some of the formational exercises into a contemplative 
exercise used by his church members during the Maundy Thursday service.  
Formational Reading and Prayer— 
Most Effective among Southern Baptist Clergy Participants 
 Southern Baptists are known to be people of the Word. They preach the Word, 
teach the Word, and center worship services on the Word. Studies by Moore and 
Blackaby have had record numbers of followers because they are trusted as teachers of 
the biblical literacy. Baptists have taught and fought for the literal, inerrant truth of the 
Bible as exemplified in the following statement of W. A. Criswell, one of Southern 
Baptists’ most outspoken preachers:  
We need never equivocate or be apologetic when we stand up to preach 
the message of Christ on the authority of the Word of God. The very tone 
of the Bible is authoritative. It might be supposed that a book dealing with 
spiritual truths, all of which lie beyond the purview of the physical senses, 
would speak with some measure of reserve or uncertainty. But it is the 
opposite in the Bible. There is not an “if,” a “maybe,” or a “hope so” in 
the Bible. A divine book, heavenly inspired, could not speak that way 
concerning truth and salvation, and if it did speak that way it would have 
no message for us. We want no guesses about life and death, heaven and 
hell. We must know and must know certainly. We want authority, and 
there can be no final authority with respect to these questions unless we 
find it in a divine revelation. Therefore, the Book of God, being God’s 
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Word, always says “Yea,” “Amen,” “Thus saith the Lord,” and “Verily 
verily, I say unto you.” If we put an “if” into the Decalogue you lay a 
charge of dynamite under the morality of men and nations. If you put in 
“if” before the story of the manger of Bethlehem you destroy the 
Incarnation in human flesh by a preexistent Christ. If you put an “if” by he 
side of the cross of Calvary you cast doubt upon the hope of the 
forgiveness of our sins. If you put in “if” by the side of the story of the 
empty tomb in Joseph’s garden, our visions of life and immortality vanish 
into thin air. But blessed be God, there are no “if’s” in the Bible. It gives 
no uncertain sound. The trumpet call is clear and plain. The Bible speaks 
as the oracle of God. (137-38) 
 
Criswell believed that the Bible is inerrant and spent seventeen years and eight months 
preaching from Genesis to Revelation attesting to his belief (2). 
 Because prayer and reading are so familiar, many clergy participants reported 
ease, understanding, and usability when they accessed the exercises in the reading/ prayer 
section of their handout for their six-week spiritual formation experience. The traditional 
idea of Scripture reading and prayer cater to tried, trusted, and true spiritual growth tools 
such as apt translation, accurate commentary, investigative exegesis, and prayer that 
“present[s] your requests to God” (Phil. 4:6). In fact, Scripture study and prayer make up 
the bedrock of Christian and church growth. Nevertheless, listening for God in Scripture 
and listening for God in prayer necessitate an adjustment in most clergy’s approach 
towards spiritual growth. Formational reading and prayer require an alteration from one’s 
pursuit of information to formation, from control to submission, from verbiage to 
listening, from head to heart, from accomplishment to abiding, and from producing to 
receiving. As one participant warned, “Reading and prayer is the easiest [tenet of spiritual 
formation] for clergy because they’ve always done that. But if we just stay there, we will 
only form at a certain level.” In other words, if more clergy put formational reading and 
listening prayer into practice, they may find themselves sinking more deeply into the 
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heart of God—becoming, as Mulholland says, not only informed but also transformed by 
his loving Word, printed and living. 
The Problem of Busyness 
 Being busy to the point of exhaustion is an old problem. In Psalm 39:6, the writer 
understands, “We are merely moving shadows, and all our busy rushing ends in nothing.” 
The clergy participants mentioned the problem of busyness throughout their demographic 
surveys, their focus group time, and their interview times. The ever-present tyranny of the 
to-do list weighs heavily, lurking in the background of clergy’s devotional times, study 
times, preparation times, pastoral care times, family time, and personal time. Because of 
this tyranny of busyness, the participants expressed frustration that formational rest could 
not be practiced, formational limits could not be developed, and formational friendship 
could not be nurtured. The literature supports the idea that ministerial busyness distorts 
responsibilities which, in turn, promotes a driven self-sacrificial approach to ministry. 
“At first sight, this seems good pastoral style. It is not. Rather, it reflects enmeshment in 
ministry: one person trying to do everything for everyone. Such a style carries dire 
personal, family, and congregational consequences” (Headley Reframing Your Ministry 
31). 
 Clergy are busy people equipped with the newest time-saving Blackberries or cell 
phones on their belts, computers on their desks and in their briefcases, and Bluetooth 
appendages in their ears. Nevertheless, clergy have not found a device that will help them 
save time and energy for personal time with God. 
 One minister suggested the root problem of busyness is that of mismanaged 
priorities—not prioritizing time with God opens the door to everything else that 
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consumes one’s time, energy, and even one’s soul. Battling this age-old predicament of 
busyness does involve addressing priorities, but the problem goes deeper than rational 
choices about schedules. Westernized Christians are inclined to major on rational 
solutions for spiritual problems, but rationality may not address the deeper need—
spiritual heart surgery. In addition to the x-marks-the-spot salvation experience, the Holy 
Spirit must impassion believers’ hearts. For clergy to win the busyness battle, 
transformation has to begin with priorities, but it cannot stop there. Personal renovation 
goes deeper when battle-weary clergy swap out their attention-divided heart for a God-
focused heart, as Psalm 86:10 instructs, “Teach me your way, O Lord, and I will walk in 
your truth; give me an undivided heart” (Ps. 86:11).  
Number-One Need among Southern Baptist Clergy—To Be Still 
 Frequently when anyone moves closer to God—that is when they put themselves 
into a position to know God better and more intimately—they often get a bonus prize of 
knowing their own self a bit more intimately as well. As clergy concluded this six-week 
experimental spiritual formational time, their most voiced need was that of “permission 
to relax” and “grace to put the work down” without feeling guilty. This need arose after 
clergy sought to apply the formational rest and formational limits disciplines to their lives 
and times. One participant remarked, “The four-hour retreat I did was very refreshing and 
helpful. We are taught that sometimes if you stop to rest, it is a sin. So it’s really great to 
have in print the idea that rest is spiritual formation.”  
 The secular influence of “more is better,” “burnout rather than rust out,” and of 
drivenness infiltrates and permeates our Christian culture. Although a woman or man of 
vision and ambition is admirable, clergy need more mentors and examples of those who 
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believe in hanging up the tackle, brushing down the horse, and allowing some hay-and-
stall time for renewal without guilt that they should be “out there” running around the 
track trying to win one more horse race. 
Formational Friendship—Greatly Desired and Most Difficult to Implement 
 I named this spiritual formation tenet friendship in order to take the sting and 
stigma out of traditional ideas such as accountability partners or Christian accountability 
or support groups. Also, I chose the word friendship to imply and instigate the idea of 
relationship. Accountability without relationship could feel more like standing before a 
firing squad instead of genuinely growing and healing in front of a friend.  
 I witnessed a great interest and a great longing for accountable, formational 
friendship as clergy discussed the desirability of formational friendship. This aspect of 
spiritual formation produced the most dialogue in both the focus group setting and the 
interview setting, yet during the interviews, formational friendship surfaced as the 
hardest-to-implement tenet out of the four.  
 As noted in Chapter 4, one participant grieved about the evasiveness of 
formational friendship for those in the ministry. This discouraged participant felt 
extremely isolated within an immensely demanding ministry and schedule. Only two 
participants in the group had deeply, truly experienced accountable friendship. Outside of 
those two, no one else had an ongoing formational friendship with an individual or group 
where each asked the other hard but life-giving questions of accountability. 
 This formational tenet produced more emotion, longing, and frustration among 
the participants than did any of the other three tenets. Although ministers are surrounded 
by their parishioners, clientele, or others who look up to them, too many times the 
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spiritual leader is forced into a type of solitary confinement due to the nature and 
confidentiality of his or her ministry. The pastor cannot develop accountability 
friendships with his church members. The campus minister cannot confide her inmost 
struggles with her students. The chaplain cannot request that patients and their family 
members listen to his aches and pains. The denominational leader cannot step down from 
the podium and pedestal to be vulnerable and open with those whom she leads. For the 
clergyperson, developing a formational friendship is oftentimes a dilemma of 
responsibility versus relationship. Both are essential and important, yet all too frequently 
relationship building is sacrificed on the altar of conscientiousness and carefulness. 
Jesus modeled formational friendship when he chose the twelve disciples to “be 
with him” in his mission and ministry (Mark 3:14). Being with Jesus was more about 
relational formational transformation and less about ministerial duties, activities, and 
correctness. When Jesus sent the disciples out on their first mission, he made sure to send 
them out together in twos (Mark 6:7). Never was community and togetherness 
compromised in order to accomplish ministry.           
Ever since the creation of the cosmos, God dreamed up this idea of community, of 
partnership. Rabbi Marc Gellman creatively captures this idea of partnership in his 
retelling of the first chapter of Genesis. 
Before there was anything, there was God, a few angels, and a huge 
swirling glob of rocks and water with no place to go. The angels asked 
God, “Why don’t you clean up this mess?” 
So God collected rocks from the huge swirling glob and put them 
together in clumps and said, “Some of these clumps of rocks will be 
planets, and some will be stars, and some of these rocks will be … just 
rocks.” 
Then God collected water from the huge swirling glob and put it 
together in pools of water and said, “Some of these pools of water will be 
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oceans, and some will become clouds, and some of the water will be ... 
just water.” 
Then the angels said, “Well, God, it’s neater now, but is it finished?” 
And God answered: “NOPE!” 
On some of the rocks God placed growing things and creeping things 
and things that only God knows what they are, and when God had done all 
this, the angels asked God, “Is the world finished now?” And God 
answered: “NOPE!” 
God made a man and a woman from some of the water and dust and 
said to them, “I am tired now. Please finish up the world for me—really 
it’s almost done.” But the man and woman said, “We can’t finish the 
world alone! You have the plans, and we are too little.” 
“You are big enough,” God answered them. “But I agree to this. If 
you keep trying to finish the world, I will be your partner.” 
The man and the woman asked, “What’s a partner?” and God 
answered, “A partner is someone you work with on a big thing that neither 
of you can do alone. If you have a partner, it means that you can never 
give up, because your partner is depending on you. On the days you think 
I am not doing enough and on the days I think you are not doing enough, 
even on those days we are still partners and we must not stop trying to 
finish the world. That’s the deal.” And they all agreed to that deal. 
Then the angels asked God, “Is the world finished yet?” and God 
answered, “I don’t know. Go ask my partners.” (1-3) 
 
Partnership with God and with each other has been God’s intention from day one. Even 
in the triune God—the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit— the example of love, relationship, 
and community is embodied. Interestingly, formational friendship is the only spiritual 
discipline out of the four that requires another person. Formational reading and prayer, 
formational rest, and formational limits can all be done individually and privately. 
Formational friendship—the most difficult and frustrating for this clergy group—just 
might be the formational tenet that most closely mirrors the image of God and of his plan 
for his people. 
 Perhaps ministers’ greatest provision and healing will be through the risky work 
of building community, nurturing relationships, and cultivating accountable friendships, 
which agrees with Greggo’s observation that “human connections and communication 
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under grace provide the eye opening revelation regarding righteous living” (158). 
Possibly, formational accountable friendship has the most potential to prevent clergy 
from ministerial, mental, marital, or moral collapse. John Wesley heeded the words of a 
serious churchman when this man declared to Wesley: “Remember you cannot serve him 
[God] alone; you must therefore find companions or make them; the Bible knows nothing 
of solitary religion” (469). Paul says in Philippians 4:13, “I can do everything through 
him who gives me strength.” However, immediately Paul went on to declare in verse 14, 
“Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles.” Like Paul and Wesley, today’s clergy 
also need formational friends who share in the trials and troubles of life and work. 
Formational Rest—Most Needed and Most Uncomfortable 
 As discussed in Chapter 4, busyness and burnout were frequently used words 
during the focus group time as well as during the interviews. To-do lists, agendas, and 
expectations were also frequent mentions among the clergy group. During the semiformal 
interviews, clergy admitted a deep tiredness and weariness, even apathy. More than one 
person addressed getting off the merry-go-round, but, in spite of the clergy participants’ 
yearning to stop the maddening rush of appointments, appeasements, and activities, 36 
percent of them believed formational rest was an uncomfortable and difficult spiritual 
discipline to implement. The thought of being instead of doing is politely accepted but 
ardently discarded. 
 The idea to be more and do less is foreign in the Western Christian culture. The 
Western way of life dictates that personal identity is gained through accomplishment, 
appreciation, and approval. Society’s idea of advancement through activity is counter to 
God’s idea of formation through rest as exemplified in the following Scriptures. 
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? The Formation of Observing Sabbath—“This is what the Lord commanded: 
‘Tomorrow is to be a day of rest, a holy Sabbath to the Lord’” (Exod. 6:23). 
? The Formation of Rest and Repentance—“This is what the Sovereign Lord, 
the Holy One of Israel, says: ‘In repentance and rest is your salvation, in quietness and 
trust is your strength, but you would have none of it’” (Isa. 30:15). 
? The Formation of Waiting—“Those who wait on the Lord Shall renew their 
strength; They shall mount up with wings like eagles, They shall run and not be weary, 
They shall walk and not faint” (Isa. 40:31, NKJ). 
? The Formation of Being Still—“Be still, and know that I am God” (Isa. 
46:10). 
The discipline of formational rest is not a phenomenon of the Catholic Church or of the 
ascetic Christian; rather, it is God’s idea instigated throughout biblical history. 
 Formational rest is stepping away from work and busyness, stopping for a 
designated time, being silent in that time of solitude, and resting and abiding in God. This 
concept of spiritual rest goes against the fiber of the Western culture’s work ethic, against 
the society’s definition for success and prestige, and against the uneasy (even suspicious) 
Protestant view on silence and solitude. Several of the participants in this ministry 
intervention longed to put their work down for a while—without guilt or others’ watchful 
judgments. The same participants voiced significant discomfort with the thought of being 
alone in silence for any length of time. A few participants voiced anxiety regarding what 
could surface about themselves should they allow for times of silence and solitude.  
 Although the participants’ fears, anxieties, and discomforts are understandable, 
the biblical accounts of those who pulled away with God reveal a personal depth and 
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power for living (Jesus in Matt. 4:1-11; 17:1-9 ), an energizing renewal for the ministry 
(Gideon in Judges 6:11-16; Elijah in 1 Kings 19:1-16), and a new sense of vision and 
mission (Paul in Gal. 1:15-18). Whitney promotes the importance of restful silence and 
solitude: “Moses and the Apostle Paul were both transformed through years of virtual 
isolation in a remote wilderness” (Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life 183). In 
practicing formational rest, clergy may encounter a completely new level of identity, 
renewal, vision, mission, and healing for themselves, for the church, and for their 
vocational ministry. 
Formational Limits—Most Intriguing and Most Misunderstood 
 Formational limits comprised the most obscure tenet of the four due to (1) a lack 
of adequate information provided in the participants’ notes (see Appendix E) and (2) a 
shortened time for instruction. None of the participants had read Scazzero’s thoughts on 
receiving the gift of limits (132-51). In addition, the instruction about formational limits 
came at the end of the three-hour spiritual formation class, which motivated me to rush 
through the discipline of limits in order to unleash the clergy from the extended session. 
Because of these factors, I assessed that the participants misapprehended this concept. 
 Identifying, practicing, and even thanking God for limits is an odd idea for most 
people, which Scazzero acknowledges in his book. Although limits is often about setting 
healthy boundaries, Scazzero takes limits to a new level when he asks the reader to 
identify and embrace his or her physical, relational, intellectual, and familial limits and 
see those as God’s gifts to be used in the ministry setting. This kind of talk makes most 
people raise an eyebrow and cock their head in disbelief. Society and upbringing have 
dictated that people should overcome their limitations, rather than accept and work within 
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their limits. Some of the clergy participants perceived limits to be indicators of ineptness, 
malfunction, and failure; therefore, they balked at this exercise, thinking this spiritual 
discipline of limits exposed their fallibilities.   
 However, the idea of assessing, addressing, and applying limits as a spiritual 
discipline has untold, uncharted benefits for clergy. Freedom from others’ expectations, 
prioritizing the health and happiness of a clergy’s family, and regaining a personal sense 
of strength and joy are all plusses for clergy who embrace the gift of limits. Nevertheless, 
ministering out of an understanding of one’s limits will require a retooling of how one 
thinks. Clergy will have to take a long look at what makes them feel and appear 
successful, acceptable, chosen, and validated. Addressing personal limits touches in some 
sacred areas of personhood, such as ego, self-image, and self-worth. In order to embrace 
the gift and discipline of limits, clergy will have to examine what makes them feel whole, 
acceptable, and likeable. If clergy need an overly packed calendar, a teetering stack of 
projects, and a massive amount of needy and dependent people, these indicators may 
reveal the time is ripe to embrace the discipline of formational limits.  
 One of the participants expressed strong feelings about formational limits. “It’s 
part of the culture and part of who I am that I cannot cope with the idea of limits. I did 
not have many friends [growing up] so I felt I needed to achieve something so that I 
could earn their attention. Maybe that’s not enough because right now I don’t experience 
God’s acceptance.” This quote is an insightful explanation of clergy’s difficulty in 
understanding and practicing formational limits. Until clergy believe that God accepts 
and loves them as they are, they cannot accept the design and purpose of applying 
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formational limits. The Apostle Paul’s words to the Corinthians are timely for tired, 
stressed clergy:  
[God] said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made 
perfect in weakness.” Therefore I will boast all the more gladly about my 
weaknesses, so that Christ’s power may rest  on me. That is why, for 
Christ’s sake, I delight in weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in 
persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong. (2 Cor. 
12: 9-10) 
 
Clergy may need to release their exhausting grip on their performance mentality so that 
they can receive all that God has for them inside the margins of his acceptance of who 
they are. 
Freedom in the Process and Journey 
 Repeatedly, in the focus group setting, the interview setting, and in further 
conversations outside of the ministry intervention with the participating clergy, many 
participants spoke with astonishment about their ease and release from guilt over how 
much or how little they accomplished throughout the whole process. As I studied the 
focus group and interview verbatims, I counted eleven times that participants reported 
this feeling of freedom they experienced throughout the initial three-hour class and the 
six-week spiritual formation experimentation time. 
  They communicated a reprieve and relief when reminded that they are not failures 
should they not hear from God. They reported a delight in the promotion of doing less in 
order to hear or receive more from God. They described feelings of refreshment in being 
released from spiritual performance.  
 A remarkable observation is their emphasis on the feeling of freedom from guilt 
when they did not get to all of the exercises. They stated that the presentation during the 
spiritual formation three-hour class and the handout materials they received gave them 
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the flexibility to choose what they would and would not do—without guilt. They did not 
feel the pressure of performance, the pressure of accomplishment, the pressure of 
success, and especially the pressure of judgment. Their decision, their choice, and their 
comfortableness were emphasized in their three-hour class experience as well as in their 
handouts because pressure to produce only eclipses the life-renewing work of the Holy 
Spirit. Most of the participants affirmed that the pressures of performing, producing, 
persona, and position were absent as they explored the various venues of spiritual 
formation. 
Implication of the Study 
 This study is helpful from the perspective that a group of Southern Baptist 
ministers from four different ministry arenas came out of a six-week trial positively 
recommending their investigation, education, and experience of spiritual formation. The 
participants’ positive recommendations could assist to promote a future openness and 
implementation of addressing and teaching spiritual formation for clergy during the 
national and state Southern Baptist Convention meetings. This ministry intervention 
demonstrates that spiritual formation for Southern Baptist clergy is needed, wanted, 
invited, and soul enriching. 
 Of course, this ministry intervention does not erase old stigmas and perceptions 
that Southern Baptist clergy may have, but it does contest those stigmas and perceptions 
with the constructive and life-affirmative comments this clergy group offers (see 
Appendix H). As Whitney teaches, “Think of the Spiritual Disciplines as ways we can 
place ourselves in the path of God’s grace and seek Him much as Bartimaeus and 
Zacchaeus placed themselves in Jesus’ path and sought Him” (Spiritual Disciplines for 
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the Christian Life 19). Whitney carefully unties any tangles of concern regarding spiritual 
formation with his words of grace, admonition, and challenge. 
Limitations of the Study 
 Several probable limitations affect this study. First, such a small number of 
participants (twenty-five) does not allow a larger generalization for the whole group of 
Southern Baptist ministers within the Southern Baptist Convention. Although several 
observations can be drawn from this study pertinent to the problem of lackluster or 
morally bankrupt clergy within the Southern Baptist Convention and beyond, addressing 
the need and desire for spiritual formation among the larger clergy body would need 
greater numbers of participants for truer results and findings. 
 Second, the four different ministry arenas—pastor/church staff/evangelist, 
chaplaincy, denominational ministers, and campus Baptist ministers—allow for 
interesting and different viewpoints but do not give a deep picture of their explicit 
ministry dynamics and needs as relating to the different aspects of spiritual formation. 
Variety is interesting, but a thin spread does not allow for a deep look. For example, 
spiritual formation just for pastors might have some significantly different issues and 
results compared to spiritual formation explicitly for campus ministers or for chaplains. 
Third, as mentioned in Chapter 1, seventy-nine invitations were issued resulting 
in the pared-down group of twenty-five participants. This clergy group turned out to be, 
for the most part, twenty-five of my friends and acquaintances. With the exception of two 
participants, I had been acquainted with each one in previous meetings, committees, 
worship services, or socially. Because of this friendship phenomenon, the possibility 
exists that this group may have wanted to do well for my sake, which could skew the 
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honest responses of some persons. A question lingers as to whether the participants’ 
positive responses to this spiritual formation project were due to their sincere interest in 
trying new things spiritually or to their desire to make this project successful for me, their 
friend. That looming question places a limitation on this ministry intervention’s results 
and findings. 
Fourth, fast-track spiritual formation is a contradiction in terms. Six weeks of 
twenty-three spiritual formation exercise choices sound more like the bustle and hustle of 
doing rather than the stillness of being in order to know God. Just one afternoon of class 
and six weeks of exercises can be antithetical to nurturing a deep quiet open-ended time 
of opportunity for the Holy Spirit to work in the sinews and joints of one’s spirit and soul. 
The limitation of this fast-track experience is like eating steak hurriedly—a thick, sizzling 
Porterhouse and the eater of that steak are both done an injustice if that meal is engulfed 
in a matter of minutes. 
A three-hour afternoon class defining spiritual formation and describing the 
workings of formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational friendship, and 
formational limits is a limitation for several reasons. Three hours is really not adequate 
for learning about such a profound subject in such a diminutive time. To believe people 
can truly learn spiritual formation—the whats, hows, whys, and whens—in three hours 
during an afternoon directly after lunch is comical. Even though I instructed the 
participants from my best understanding of spiritual formation, the influence of my 
perspective, partialities, and opinions on spiritual formation could have led to skewed 
results in the participants’ knowledge, attitudes, and outcomes. Some clergy could not 
differentiate formational reading from informational reading. Some did not comprehend 
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the premise of being when practicing solitude and silence during formational rest. Some 
saw formational limits as personally humiliating rather than professionally and personally 
invigorating. Although the participants had definitive handouts on spiritual formation, the 
findings confirmed that the clergy did not always understand the theory and practice of 
spiritual formation as they attempted their exercises, thus casting a shadow over the 
ministry intervention’s findings.  
Recommendations 
The audience who might benefit from these findings are individual pastors and/or 
church staff who are exploring the idea of incorporating spiritual formation into their 
sermon series, educational programming, small-group process, or their own personal 
lives. The Southern Baptist church congregation could also benefit from some 
information and instruction in spiritual formation, which this project could help to 
inform. When clergy and Christian leaders adopt intentional spiritual formation for their 
own lives, the resulting concentric effect will be noticed throughout the Southern Baptist 
Convention and churches. 
 When alerting clergy of the possible connections between busyness, loss of 
spiritual appetite, and moral failure, this paper’s problem and supportive literature might 
be helpful for the Southern Baptist state and national conventions. Maybe a seminar on 
clergy spiritual formation as a preventative for moral and ministry decay could be held at 
the associational, state, and national meetings of Southern Baptist pastors and ministers. 
 Another target audience who might gain from spiritual formation is the Baptist 
campus minister and his or her students. College campuses are breeding grounds for 
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innovative approaches to learning and growth. The Christian college student could be an 
ideal participant in living out these four tenets of spiritual formation.  
 A last target audience is the seminarian. My work is limited for college or 
seminary courses, but one or two of the ideas, resources, or findings could possibly 
contribute to such a course. 
 Some questions that could be pursued in further research are 
? Why do busyness and burnout often accompany the emotional, spiritual, 
and/or moral breakdowns among clergy? What could happen in the professional and 
personal lives of clergy if they practiced spiritually formational silence and stillness 
before God?  
? What differences could ensue in the spiritual and relational behaviors of 
pastors if they engaged in formational friendship with another or with a group that held 
them accountable to the hard questions Wesley devised and from which others (such as 
Chuck Swindoll) have improvised? Would that type of friendship and accountability 
reduce the isolation feelings, diminish spiritual lax, and lessen moral carelessness?  
? Spiritual formation often is tagged as an individual action, yet Southern 
Baptists are community people. Southern Baptists are people who grow in classes and 
worship services and small-group Bible studies. what if a study on spiritual formation 
was done church-wide? What would happen to a church if the members studied and 
practiced spiritual formation disciplines for six months to a year? What implications 
would that have on church attendance, the Sunday school/Bible study hour, outreach into 
the community and work places, tithing, family life, missions, and the healing and 
wholeness of individual members of the church? 
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Personal Reflections 
 When writing about spiritual formation, I am writing for and about the church. At 
the beginning of this dissertation in Chapter 1, I recounted my conversation with God as 
he figuratively cupped my face in his hands and, aligning my sight with his, informed me 
that the Church, in all its faults and brokenness, is still his idea. Would I get on board, or 
would I be one of the many finger-wagging, nay-saying critics? I got on board. 
 This project is one way for me to participate in God’s mission of healing the 
brokenness of the church. Before the church can offer healing to this world, it first needs 
to come to the Healer.  
In Chapter 2, I endeavored to scan some of the resources that cite the church’s 
delinquency, decline, and even downfall. The citations are ample—too many to be 
contained in this paper. Although I do not agree with the ruthless negations pronounced 
by the church’s detractors, I do admit that the church is ailing chronically and spiritually. 
Unattended chronic sickness can swiftly become critical, requiring multiple protocols for 
healing. This paper’s attempt at addressing the minister’s internal and external life is just 
one of several means or protocols in tackling the spiritual malaise and malady of the 
church. Whitney offers a great prescription for the church who wants to grow: “The 
Spiritual Disciplines … are … channels of God’s transforming grace. As we place 
ourselves in them to seek communion with Christ, His grace flows to us and we are 
changed” (Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life 19). As many of the clergy 
participants vocalized in their discussion times, whatever needs to happen in the laity 
needs to first happen in the clergy.  
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 The trickle-down effect is viewed as the most authentic and effective way in 
promoting church healing, health, and vitality, but, should the church leadership and 
clergy not respond to Jesus’ healing offer, the excitement still exists that something can 
happen in the grassroots of the church. As one participant said, the grassroots is usually 
where most revivals start anyway.  
 Should the grassroots be too reticent for the fire of the Holy Spirit, the dead 
grass—the lowest of the low—may be what Jesus uses to renew and revive his church. 
Those who are dry, exhausted, and empty-handed may be the very ones God alights with 
his Spirit. 
 When announcing the arrival of Jesus, John the Baptist promised, “He will 
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire” (Matt. 3:11b). Spiritual formation is one 
of several embers the triune God can breathe upon to ignite his clergy and church into a 
blaze of holiness and glory.  
 Holy Spirit, come, and start with me. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARTICIPANTS IN  
SPIRITUAL FORMATION FOR SOUTHERN BAPTIST CLERGY 
1. Which of the following best represents your ministry position: 
  Denominational minister 
  Baptist collegiate minister 
  Chaplain 
  Pastor 
  Church Staff Minister 
  Tentmaker/bi-vocational minister 
  Other _____________________________________ 
 
2. How long have you been in your present ministry position?__________________ 
 
3. How many years altogether have you served in the ministry?_________________ 
 
4. What is your age? 
  18-24 years 
  25-44 years 
  45-64 years 
  65 years and over 
 
5. What is your current marital status? 
  Married 
  Single, Never Married 
  Divorced 
  Widowed 
 
6. Which of the following best identifies your education background: 
  Bible school  
  College  
  Seminary or other Master Degree 
  Doctorate Degree 
 
7. Gender: 
  Male 
  Female 
 
8. Check the following that best describes your racial or ethnic background: 
  Asian 
  Black/African American 
  White/Caucasian 
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  Hispanic 
  Other_______________ 
 
9. How do you define spiritual formation?____________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
10. Before the spiritual formation class on September 9, 2008, have you ever had 
training in spiritual formation? 
  Yes (please explain)_____________________________________________ 
  Somewhat (please explain)________________________________________ 
  No 
 
11. How much have you read about spiritual formation? 
  I have read many spiritual formation books and/or articles. 
  I have read a few spiritual formation books and/or articles. 
  I have read one or two things on spiritual formation. 
  I have not read anything on spiritual formation. 
 
12. Do you see a need for spiritual formation among Southern Baptist clergy?  
  Yes     
  No 
Why or why not?____________________________________________________ 
 
 
13. How do you rate yourself on needing spiritual formation and spiritual disciplines 
 in your life and ministry? 
 
Not necessary----------------------------------------------------------------------Extremely Necessary 
 
Why?_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
14.   Do you believe the laity of the church could benefit from practicing spiritual 
 formation/spiritual disciplines? 
 
Not really-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Absolutely 
 
Why?_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Comments? Concerns ? Observations?______________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX B 
 
INVITATIONAL LETTER TO CLERGY PARTICIPANTS IN  
SPIRITUAL FORMATION MINISTRY INTERVENTION 
 
 
 
 
Hello Chris: 
 As you may know, evangelical Christian groups are becoming increasingly aware 
of the value of spiritual formation. Dr. Don Whitney, professor at The Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, is one of Southern Baptists’ main instructors/writers on 
this topic.  
As a fourteen-year chaplain with Baptist Health, I’ve recognized the need for on-
going spiritual formation in my own life. Consequently, I have been working 
on a Doctorate of Ministry in spiritual formation. THAT’S WHY I’M WRITING YOU. 
 
A Clergy Group for an Afternoon  
 First, I need a CLERGY GROUP who are willing to meet for an afternoon 
where I will address the following four tenets of spiritual formation for 
Christian leaders: 
 
Spiritually formational reading and prayer  Spiritually formational 
friendship  
   Spiritually formational rest   Spiritually formational limits 
 
This gathering will be held on TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1:00-4:00 PM at 
BAPTIST HOSPITAL IN NLR , CONFERENCE ROOM 1 ON THE GROUND FLOOR. 
 
Six-Week Trial Time 
 Second, after the meeting is over, clergy participants will leave with directions in 
hand regarding how to apply the above tenets of spiritual formation in their lives. Each 
participant will take six weeks to experiment with these spiritual disciplines.  
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Reconvene for Concluding Focus Group 
Third, after six weeks, the participating clergy will reconvene with me in a short, 
concluding focus group during an agreed-upon date and time. The participants will share 
their insights and observations about their experiences with spiritual formation.  
 
Semiformal Interviews 
 Lastly, I will do a brief, follow-up semiformal interview with each participating 
clergy within the weeks that follow the focus group. For that interview, I will either visit 
with you by phone or in person at your office. All data I report will be confidential—
meaning no names and no churches or ministry areas will be referenced.  
 
Clergy Are Busy . . . 
 I realize no one wants extra meetings added to their calendars, but . . . 
? If you are interested in or curious about Christian spiritual formation 
and 
? If you are looking for a fresh approach for your own spiritual growth . . . 
then this experience may be for you. Please check “YES” or “NO” on the 
enclosed post card and drop it in the mail to me by September 2 
(or just email me). 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to email me at 
kay.hardin@baptist-health.org or call me at my office, 202-3405. 
 
Thank you for considering this invaluable project!  
 
Candace Kay Hardin 
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APPENDIX C  
 
LETTER TO PARTICIPATING CLERGY PRIOR TO FIRST MEETING 
 
 
 
 
 
A DMIN Project for Southern Baptist Clergy of Central Arkansas 
Hello Chris-- 
Thank you, again, for your voluntary participation in: 
“Spiritual Formation for Christian Leaders” 
this Tuesday, September 9, 1:00-4:00 PM in Conference Room # 1 (ground floor), 
Baptist Health Medical Center-North Little Rock. 
I’ve got to tell you that I am: 
1. Excited about your participation in this spiritual-
formation-for-leaders project. 
2. In awe (even reverential fear) of the compilation of 
ministry experience, ministry skills, and spiritual acuity 
that will be in the room. 
3. Anticipating the blessing of God’s presence during our 
time Tuesday and during the ensuing weeks of our 
spiritual formation experience. 
 
 
If you have any last-minute questions, feel free to call me at my office -- 202-3405. 
 
Grateful for you, 
Candace Kay Hardin 
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APPENDIX D 
 
MIDTERM ENCOURGEMENT E-MAIL TO CLERGY  
 
Hello Spiritual Formation People . . . 
 
I can imagine how busy your schedule is during these trying days. I’m guessing you are 
fielding questions, dealing with anxieties, and calming the fears of those you serve as 
well as those who work alongside of you.  
 
These days have definitely had their moments. The political, economic, and social issues 
are fodder for TV, radio, newspaper, and magazine editorials. As I stood in line this 
morning in our hospital cafeteria waiting to pay for my cup of coffee, I began small talk 
with the long-time employee in front of me. “What do you think about all this in the 
news?” I laughingly asked her. She turned around, looked at me, and quietly stated: 
“What keeps coming to mind is the Scripture that says: ‘When these things begin to take 
place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.’” I 
was amazed at her atypical answer, and I thanked her for reminding me what to do in 
scary, anxious times like this. That verse is now pinned up on my quote board in my 
office. 
 
The marrow of Jesus’ words in Luke 21:28 reminds me to keep my eyes on God, not on 
the market or the TV pundits or the economic forecasters. To be honest, I can and do get 
caught up in the hype and hyperbole. I jump in there with the rest of the “water-cooler 
commentators” lamenting the state of things. This employee has helped me refocus my 
heart and mind back on God, regardless of the unpredictable commodity funds. This 
employee has reminded me that my spiritual formation comes from watching for, waiting 
on, and listening to God rather than depending on the latest news updates to be my 
compass. As you can see, I got a lot more than a cup of coffee. 
 
Again I want to say “thank you” for participating in this spiritual formation experiment 
for my DMin. project. I know your time is valuable and is continually vulnerable to 
people like me asking for your help. So thank you for giving me and this project some 
time and attention. May you experience the blessing of God as you press into formational 
reading, formational prayer, formational friendship, and/or formational limits. 
 
If you have any questions or prayer needs, don’t hesitate to email or call. 
 
I’m praying for you. I’m grateful for you. 
Kay 
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APPENDIX E 
 
CLASS NOTES FOR PARTICIPATING CLERGY 9 SEPTEMBER 2008 
 
 
Fast-track Spiritual Formation Class Notes 
for Southern Baptist Clergy 
September 9, 2008 
 “’Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the Law?’ Jesus replied, ‘Love the 
Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is 
the first and greatest commandment. And the second it like it.  
Love your neighbor as yourself’” (Matt. 22:36-39). 
 
As one writer put it, we often teach that which we want to __________. 
 
Mother Teresa called herself a pencil in God’s hand. I’m more like a cardboard file 
folder under God’s arm—five years of doctoral studies into a few hours . . . . 
 
Objectives 
? To have a working definition of Christian spiritual formation 
? To be able to contrast what is and what is not spiritual formation 
? To see the value of spiritual disciplines in enhancing personal spiritual 
growth 
? To understand that the Western mindset can work against spiritual 
formation 
? To understand the roles that prayerful reading and spiritual 
imagination play as we tarry with the Scripture 
? To grasp the essence of listening as relational prayer 
? To recognize the relationship between formational rest and revelation 
? To know that the vitality of the minister is nurtured in accountability 
relationships 
? To comprehend the outcome of joy in ministry as a result of identifying 
and accepting one’s limits 
 
If You Feel Uneasy . . .  
 I will use Dr. Robert Mulholland’s words, in his book Shaped by the Word, when 
he said, “There may be … things … I share with you … which may be disturbing, 
upsetting, or troubling to you. Let me say at the outset this is not my intended purpose or 
goal. But if you do find this happening, I would suggest that perhaps those are the points 
where God is seeking entrance into your life at a deeper level. That disturbance, that 
upsetting element, that troubling idea may be God’s knock upon one of the closed doors 
of your life…. God knocks at those points where he is shut out of our lives and where we 
are imprisoned within, imprisoned by some bondage which does not allow us to be free in 
God’s love and in God’s will for our wholeness in our life with others” (pp. 19-20). 
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Spiritual Formation  
 Spiritual formation, or being spiritually formed, is practicing 
spiritual disciplines in order to draw closer and closer to Jesus who, in 
turn, draws closer to us (James 4:8).  
 
For this project, the definition of spiritual formation breaks out in four descriptive areas: 
formational reading and prayer, formational rest, formational friendship, and formational 
limits. 
Gordon MacDonald—writer, pastor, and survivor of his own personal failure—
adamantly believes that growth and deepening of the spirit, better known as spiritual 
formation, is tantamount to anything else a clergyperson might do for and in the kingdom 
of God. “The forming of the soul that it might be a dwelling place for God is 
the primary work of the Christian leader” (Christianity Today, March 2005, 
“Cultivating the Soul”).  
The cultivation of our spirit can be like digging for the pearl of great price (Matt. 
13:46)—something that takes our energy, our time, and our full attention. 
Spiritual formation is not 
necessarily__________________________________ 
_______________________________________ 
Spiritual formation involves ______________ 
________________________________________________________ 
Spiritual Disciplines—Dr. Don Whitney, Associate Professor of Biblical Spirituality 
at Southern Baptist Seminary, lists why practicing spiritual disciplines towards spiritual 
formation is necessary: 
? Spiritual disciplines are a means to godliness. 
? God expects his followers to practice spiritual disciplines.  
? There is danger in neglecting spiritual disciplines,  
? There is freedom in embracing spiritual disciplines, and  
? All Christians are invited to enjoy spiritual disciplines 
 (Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, Donald Whitney, pp. 17-24). 
Name some spiritual disciplines:_____________________________________________ 
 
 
What’s the big deal about spiritual formation & spiritual disciplines?    
 
         
 
        
 Vs.  
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Formational Reading and Prayer  
 
 
Information vs. ___________________ 
 
Western acculturation vs. ____________________ 
 
Rational/cognitive/critical approach vs. ___________________________________ 
 
Control vs. ____________________ 
 
When we read for formation, we ____________, ________________, and 
_______________. 
 
Respond to what you read more with your ____________ than with your ________. 
 
Listening prayer involves two essential ingredients: __________________ & 
__________________ (When you are writing either a sermon, article, or teaching points, 
that usually requires the same ingredients!)  
Three actions of listening prayer are _______________, _______________, 
________________. Start your formational reading and listening with the question: “Is 
there anything You want to say to me at this time?”  
 
 
Obstacles to formational reading & prayer: 
ò Distractions  
ò Intrusions 
ò Coming with our perceived needs 
ò Lazy expectations/leftovers 
ò Conditioned to study sections instead of savor segments  
ò Conditioned to accumulate thoughts and impressions and applications  
ò   
ò   
 
 
 
(Gratitude to Robert Mullholland’s Shaped by the Word and Ruth Haley Barton’s 
Invitation to Solitude and SilencE: Experiencing God’s Transforming Presence for their 
teachings which have influenced this formational reading and prayer section.) 
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 Things constantly rain down on us . . . Formational Rest
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 You God 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rest = ____________________________ 
“’Be still and know that I am God. I will be exalted among the nations, I will be 
exalted in the earth’” (Ps. 46:10). 
 
Obstacles to formational rest: 
ò  
ò  
ò  
ò  
ò  
 
Formational Friendship  
 
→ “Two are better than one . . . .” (Ecclesiastes 4:9) 
→  Jesus sent them out two by two. (Mark 6:7 and Luke 10:1) 
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→ “Atoms don’t function independently, unrelated to surrounding atom, but together 
they form a cell. Cells are not isolated, but make up tissue. Tissues make up 
organs, and all the organ together form a body. Health. In the smallest part affects 
the well-being of the whole.” (Spiritual Formation for Christian Leaders, Donald 
Demaray & Reginald Johnson, p. 87) 
→ “As clergy we can easily get caught in a cycle of relationships that lock us into 
constantly thinking about the church (or our ministry area)…. We often have 
difficulty finding places where we can get out of role and be seen as ordinary 
human beings rather than as people symbolizing religion.” (Roy M. Oswald, How 
to Build a Support System for Your Ministry, pp. 27-28) 
 
Functions of Formational Friendship 
1. Blankets—Sometimes we feel so broken and vulnerable that we need people 
simply to gather around and protect us from the “cold.” 
2. Sandpaper—There are times we need someone to give us a swift kick in the 
pants, to tell us to knock it off, someone to caring enough to confront us if we are 
engaged in self-destructive behavior. 
3. Authentication—In the midst of the malaise of ministry, this person jolts us back 
into realizing we really are doing things that are important and that are an 
investment in others. 
4. Parachute—“All of us know clergy who have been thoroughly brutalized by a 
congregational situation, and, lacking a support community, remain permanent 
casualties of the church, … [so] there are times when my support network helps 
me see that I am in a lot more trouble than I think I am, and we piece together a 
parachute that I can use to bail out and land on my feel somewhere else.”  
5. Raft—This symbol applies to clergy trying to traverse the rapids of our many 
adult life transitions. Having a friend or a support group “see you through one of 
these adult life transitions is like someone throwing you a rope when you think 
you are about to drown in the choppy sea.” 
(How to Build a Support System for Your Ministry, Roy M. Oswald, pp. 8-9) 
 
 
For the purposes of this project, let’s think in one term that is more descriptive for a 
spiritual friend . . . . a level. . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
What does a level do?    
 
 
We need a level (friend) or a group of levels (friends) who will help us keep our 
spiritual, emotional, physical, relational, and marital bubbles in the middle. 
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Formational Limits      
Jesus is our primary example of working and ministering within His God-set, God-given 
limits. 
 
Matt. 4—In Jesus’ wilderness trial, he experienced temptations to transgress or 
cross over the limits God had placed around him. Instead… 
? He accepted God meeting his needs in God’s timing. 
? He accepted God’s anointing of power and authority in God’s timing. 
? He accepted God’s way of salvation for the world was through his own suffering. 
 
Jesus honored his limits amid people’s enormous needs and expectations. 
? He left Peter’s mother-in-law’s house before all the people were healed. 
? He refused to let certain people follow him (Gadarene demonic who had been 
delivered). 
? He did not run after the crowds when they started dwindling.  
? He was “late” to his friend’s tragic illness and death. 
? He did not go in person to meet needs of people in Europe, Africa, or Asia. 
 
Yet he prayed at the end of his life, “I have … completed the work you gave me to 
do” (John 6:22-71). 
 
In the packet is a list of potential areas in which to discern our God-given limits: 
*personality, *season of life, * life situation, * our emotional, physical, and 
intellectual capacities, * our negative emotions, *age, and * scars and wounds from 
our family past 
 
Our limits turn into gifts and God’s will if we will but acknowledge and minister within 
those limits. 
 
(The Emotionally Health Church, a Strategy for Discipleship that Actually Changes 
Lives, Peter Scazzero, pp. 138-143) 
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APPENDIX F 
 
SIX-WEEK SPIRITUAL FORMATION EXERCISES PACKET 
FOR PARTICIPATING CLERGY 
Spiritual Formation for Southern Baptist Clergy  
 
 This packet is yours to have and to hold from this day forward. No you won’t be 
married to it, but, hopefully, you will “court” some of the exercises which, in turn, may:  
? Stimulate your heart, soul, and mind to love God in new and fresh ways (Matt. 
22:36-39).  
? Create new and fresh ways in which you can receive God’s infinite, intimate, and 
intensive love just for you.  
 
The Way this Works  
 Each area of spiritual formation (i.e., reading and prayer, rest, friendship, and 
limits) will have related quotes from several authors and will have a list of exercises from 
which to choose. At your own pace and discretion, experiment with those exercises 
which interest or intrigue you. Words like “required,” “should,” or “must” are not to play 
a role in this experience. Some of you might “try on” several of these exercises from each 
section. Some of you may experiment with only one exercise per section or one from the 
whole packet, or someone may think up his or her own spiritual formation exercise of 
which to try out. The whole point is that the transformed life comes, not by accident or 
chance, but rather by “hoisting the sails” on our little “life boats” so that we can catch the 
Wind of God’s Holy Spirit in all He wants to do in us and through us. 
 
Timing 
 You have roughly six weeks to experiment with these spiritual disciplines until 
we meet again. I will then ask a few questions in our concluding focus group along the 
lines of what worked, what didn’t, etc. Of course practicing spiritual disciplines is a life-
long journey for us. This six-week, “fast-track spiritual formation” is really antithetical to 
how spiritual formation works, but for the purposes of honoring your busy calendar and 
my dissertation deadlines, let’s press on in our limited time frame and see what God will 
do. 
 
Let’s Begin . . . 
 Because we are a community of clergy who are seeking God together (and who 
are helping me produce and finalize my doctoral degree!), I want to “kick off” with the 
following prayer adapted from Robert Mulholland’s prayers in Shaped by the Word, the 
Power of Scripture in Spiritual Formation (pp. 47, 69): 
 
 “O God, we rejoice as we share together in experimenting with these spiritual 
formation exercises that are a meager part of the deeper context of your presence, your 
purpose, and your power. We want to open ourselves to whatever it is you want to do 
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with us. Open us up at the deep levels of our beings that we might be more and more 
aware of the touches of your grace upon our lives.  
 
 “As busy and tired clergy, we come to you in our incompleteness that you might 
complete us. We come to you in our brokenness that you might make us whole. We come 
to you in our ‘dis-ease’ that you might heal us. Help us to open up the deep places of our 
lives to you, so that you may be able to work in us your purpose and your perfect will for 
our wholeness.  
 
 “As we are on mission to tell the world about Jesus, help us be receptive and 
responsive to whatever you want to do using these pathways of spiritual formation. Stir 
our hearts; stimulate our minds; have your way with us. For all you are going to do, we 
give you praise and thanks, in Jesus’ name. Amen.” 
 
 
 
 
for Christian Leaders 
Some Thoughts on Spiritual Formation  
 
 
 
 
  
“Spiritual growth … is not a theological or ideological continuing education program. It 
is a companionship with Christ on the road to mission. It is the reenactment in your own 
life of the disciples’ experience on the road to Emmaus, as Jesus pauses in timely fashion, 
with you and your peers, to ignite a fire in your hearts, open your minds, and redirect 
your footsteps to follow him into mission. If spirituality does not do that, it is a waste of 
your and God’s time.” (Spiritual Formation for Pastors, Feeding the Fire Within by 
Michael Gemignani, p. x) 
 
 “Spiritual formation is the way of those learning as disciples or apprentices of 
Jesus ‘to do all things I have commanded you,’ within the context of ‘I have been given 
say over everything in heaven and earth:’ and ‘Look, I am with you every minute’ (Matt. 
28:18, 20, AUTHOR’S PARAPHRASE AND TRANSLATION). (Renovation of the Heart in Daily 
Practice, Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson, p.22) 
 
 “While it’s true that ministers grow in godliness in the same way as all other 
Christian, i.e., through the spiritual disciplines, nevertheless, ministers need specialized 
training in spiritual formation. The spirituality of a preacher, according to Paul’s first 
Pastoral Epistle, has a direct bearing on his hearers: ‘Watch your life and doctrine 
closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you will save both yourself and your 
hearers’ (1 Tim. 4:16, NIV). We want … to grow in godliness, i.e. Christlikeness, and to 
do so both as ministers and as individual Christians. This is a bigger task than simply 
establishing a habitual ‘quiet time.’” (the Web site of Donald S. Whitney, “The 
Importance of Spiritual formation in the Training of Ministers” ) 
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 Spiritual discipline is aptly named. The story is told of the disciple who 
questioned his spiritual director as to why he was to go to the beach before dawn and face 
east; he couldn’t cause the sun to rise. No, replied the master, but at least there you will 
be ready when it does rise.” (Pastoral Stress, Sources of Tension, Resources for 
Transformation, Anthony G. Pappas, p.vi) 
 
 
 
Formational Reading & Prayer   
 
Some Quotes… 
 “We have learned that the Spiritual Disciplines are scriptural paths where we may 
expect to encounter the transforming grace of God. The most critical Discipline is the 
intake of God’s Word.” (Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, Donald S. Whitney, 
p. 32) 
 
 “When we are engaged in spiritual reading it is not so much we who read the 
Word as the Word who ‘reads’ us! Hebrews 4:12-13 puts it in powerful if uncomfortable 
language: ‘Indeed, the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged 
sword, piercing until it divides soul from spirit, joints from marrow; it is able to judge the 
thoughts and intentions of the heart.’” (Soul Feast: An Invitation to the Christian 
Spiritual Life, Marjorie J. Thompson, p. 22) 
 
 “The kind of meditation encouraged in the Bible differs from other kinds of 
meditation in several ways. While some advocate a kind of meditation in which you do 
your best to empty your mind, Christian meditation involves filling your mind with God 
and truth … Christian history has always had a place for the sanctified use of our God-
given imagination in meditation; imagination is our servant to help us meditate on things 
that are true (Phil. 4:8).” (Spiritual Disciplines for the Christian Life, Donald S. Whitney, 
p. 47) 
 
 “Today the practice of reading spiritual classics is on the wane. We have more 
leisure today than ever before in history, but many people claim to have no time for 
reading. A spiritual leader cannot use that excuse. John Wesley had a passion for reading, 
and he did so mostly on horseback. Often he rode a horse fifty and sometimes ninety 
miles in a day. His habit was to ride with a volume of science or history or medicine 
propped in the pommel of his saddle, and thus he consumed thousands of books. Beside 
his Greek New Testament, three great books took possession of Wesley’s mind and heart 
during his Oxford days: Imitation of Christ, Holy Living and Dying, and The Serious 
Call…. Wesley told the younger ministers of the Methodist societies to read or get out of 
the ministry!” (Spiritual Leadership: Principles of Excellence for Every Believer, J. 
Oswald Sanders, p.102) 
 
* * * * * * 
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One—Jesus Sees You 
 Read Luke 19:1-10. Jesus was on his way to Jerusalem and was passing through 
Jericho to get there. As a result of Jesus’ walk through Jericho, many people had gathered 
to see him. It could have been like we treat celebrities today—eyeing, pawing, and 
bragging that we saw a “star.” More than likely the roadside was filled with crowds of 
curious people watching and listening for what Jesus might say or do. So it’s no wonder 
that Zacchaeus, being as short as he was, had to climb up into a tree to get a good look at 
Jesus. There was no way he could see Jesus from behind the crowd, and there was 
probably no way the crowd would allow Zacchaeus to get a front row seat. 
 As Jesus proceeded on, he intentionally looked up at Zacchaeus and asked him to 
come down and take Jesus to his house. That wasn’t a good move with the crowd. After 
all, they were the ones who had been cheated and swindled by Zacchaeus the evil tax 
collector. They were the ones who were honest. They were the ones who had made the 
effort to line up alongside the road to welcome Jesus. And He had the audacity to notice 
only one person in the crowd—the hated tax swindler from Rome. Yet Jesus’ simple 
gesture of friendship and love transformed Zacchaeus who promptly announced that 
effective immediately he would give half of his possessions to the poor and would repay 
back four times all those he had cheated. Jesus then declared to Zacchaeus that salvation 
had come to his house and to his life. 
 
 Using your imagination, place yourself there at the scene.Where are you in the 
crowd? What are you feeling when you see some undeserving person get all of God’s 
best? What do you feel when that undeserving person responds with contrition and 
generosity? What emotional or spiritual or personal “baggage” have you brought with 
you as you stand there and watch and listen to Jesus? After Jesus addresses Zacchaeus, he 
then deliberately turns and focuses on you. What does he say to you? What is Jesus’ 
response to your concerns? What is your response? What are the possible repercussions 
you could experience from the crowd around you?  
 
Two—Interruptions  
 Read Mark 2:1-12 about the paralytic and his four friends. Use your imagination 
and place yourself at the scene.  
 Are you standing outside with the overflow crowd? Or are you inside the house 
crushed and crammed by all the crowd of people? If so where? If outside or inside, why 
did you pick that spot?  
 What are you hoping for from Jesus’ preaching? A word of encouragement? 
Enlightenment? Guidance? Healing? Forgiveness?  
 How do you feel when Jesus’ teaching is interrupted by some miracle seekers? 
Why didn’t they wait until he was finished? Why didn’t they wait until he left the house 
where they could catch him outside? Does that frustrate you or not?  
 When Jesus pronounces forgiveness instead of healing the man, how does that 
make you feel? When Jesus confronts the thoughts and inner workings of the religious 
leaders, what do you imagine he would have said to you about your thoughts on the 
whole thing?  
 What would be your reaction if you saw a man’s atrophied legs, which had been 
drawn up under his frail body, begin to straighten out and then fill out with tone and 
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muscle—becoming whole? What feelings happen inside of you as you watch the man 
push himself first to his knees, then to his feet, and finally walk out with his mat in hand? 
 After it’s all over do you file out with the crowd, talking with your friends about 
the incredible thing you have seen? Or do you slip away to a quiet place to sort out your 
thoughts and feelings? Or do you run after Jesus?  
 If you were anybody in this story, would you be more like * one of the religious 
leaders? * one of the general, nondescript crowd? * one of the four friends tearing the 
roof apart? * the paralytic man? * some other person not described in this story? 
 Offer your answers and your questions to God. What have you discovered about 
yourself? About God? Lift up that discovery to God. Is there anything God wants you to 
do? Is there anything that God wants to do for or in you? 
 
Three—Taste and See 
 As you venture further into a journey of spiritual formation, consider your vision 
and plan for the formation of your soul. What do you already know about how God is 
forming your soul? Make some notes about this as you journey through these exercises. 
? Immerse yourself in the words of the New Testament. What new ways could you 
experience Scripture passages to taste and see that God is good? What ways of 
being in the Word (with certain people, using certain methods) help you hear God 
speaking to you? 
? Spiritual formation in Christ is an intentional process. Confess any beliefs you 
might have that spiritual growth will somehow just happen. Consider what God 
has done that has facilitated the most growth in you. How did you cooperate in 
this? 
? Ask God to show you today the small steps in your life that would quietly and 
certainly lead to a greater inner transformation. 
(Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice, Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson, pp. 13-14) 
 
 
Four—Praying the Martin Luther Way 
 The following is taken from Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice (pp. 38-39) 
by Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson.  
 “Like many folks, I would not chose the Ten commandments as my favorite 
Scripture to cozy up with. But I experienced them differently when I experimented with 
Martin Luther’s way of praying called the ‘Four Golden Strands.’ He prayed a verse of 
Scripture in four ways: (1) He asked God to help him apply the verse(s) to himself in as 
many ways as possible. (2) He made appropriate confessions to God based on those 
applications. (3) He then thanked God for anything related to the verse’s truth. (4) He 
offered requests to God regarding the truth of the verse(s).  
 “Since Luther often did this with the Ten Commandments, I decided to give it a 
try as I was hiking one day. Certainly the first two commandments did not apply to me 
because I wasn’t an idol worshipper, but I started with the first one anyway: ‘Thou shalt 
have no other gods before me’ (Exodus 20:3). In the heat and tedium of the steep 
switchbacks of the trail, I saw that I had an enormous god before God. It was my comfort. 
Sure, I served, but I arranged service around getting or doing whatever made me 
comfortable. If circumstances became uncomfortable, I whined to God nonstop. So I 
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confessed this to God and then thanked him for being One who brings peace and security 
in what appears to be uncomfortable circumstances. I asked God to help me trust him for 
my comfort. 
 “Try praying a verse of Scripture using Luther’s ‘Four Golden Strands.’ If 
possible, start with the Ten Commandments and see how long you can stay off your 
knees.” 
 
 
Five—The Confidence of a Centurion 
 Read Matthew 8:5-13. As relayed from Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson’s 
Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice (pp. 41-42), prayerfully participate in the 
following scene. 
 “Someone who had reason to put confidence in himself—and thereby be a lost 
soul—was the centurion in Capernaum. He came to Jesus asking him to heal his servant 
who was suffering terribly. Jesus agreed, but the centurion was so confident in Jesus that 
he said, ‘Lord, I do not deserve to have you come under my roof. But just say the word, 
and my servant will be healed’ (Matt. 8:8). 
 “Stunning his Jewish listeners, Jesus complimented this Gentile by saying his 
faith was greater than that of anyone he’d met in Israel. Jesus then launched into a short 
description of heaven and hell, inverting all their cherished beliefs by saying that many 
would come from east and west (Gentiles!) for the feast in the kingdom of heaven, but 
subjects of the kingdom (Jews who relied on their Jewish identity to enter the kingdom) 
would ‘be thrown outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping and gnashing of 
teeth.’ It’s as if Jesus said, ‘Things are not what they seem. I am the key, and confidence 
in me is what you need.’ 
 “Look at how the centurion presented a picture of the ruined soul’s way forward 
by having complete confidence in Jesus. First put yourself in the place of an on-looking 
disciple. Notice how easily Jesus spoke with a heathen Roman centurion. Allow yourself 
to be appalled by Jesus’ compliment of his faith. 
 “Then read the passage again. This time put yourself in the place of the centurion. 
What is it like to have such confidence in God? Pray about what it would look like if you 
had this kind of confidence.” 
 
Six—The Reward of Silent Listening in Prayer 
 Years ago I (Candace Kay) was at the Oasis Center in Little Rock listening to an 
amazing woman talk about prayer and listening and silence. I had never really practiced 
listening prayer. Most of my praying was petitional, intercessional, and confessional. She 
gave us some handouts and some time and told us to go find an alone spot and practice 
the prayer of listening. I chose to sit in my car because it was the quietest, most private 
place I could be. I got in the car, read the instructions, and promptly woke up some time 
later. I was so embarrassed and ashamed that I had slept. I realize now that sleeping is 
what often happens when we stop the motor (mouth and mind) from running. It often 
happens when we are not used to silence and prayer.  
 Madame Jeanne Guyon (1648-1717) has the following insights about the rewards 
of silence and prayer, or, as she calls it, the prayer of faith and stillness. 
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 “First, as soon as you come into the presence of God, remain in respectful silence 
for a little while. Remain there in His divine presence without being troubled about a 
subject for prayer. Simply enjoy God…. Cease all activity, lest God’s presence is 
diminished by your activity…. Seek nothing from God during these quiet moments 
except to love Him and please Him…. You should be aware of an unusual serenity that 
comes over you in prayer. This … is God communicating His love to you. It is important 
that you cease from self-action and self-exertion in attempting to experience His 
presence. God can act alone. God said to David, ‘Be still and know that I am God’ (Ps. 
46:10). 
 “When an infant draws milk from his mother,… his nourishment begins to flow; 
he then remains quite content without any further effort. This is how we must act in [our 
listening prayer] as the milk of divine grace flows freely. In stillness, take it in. Who 
could believe that gently and without exertion we can receive our nourishment, just as a 
babe receives his milk?”(Experiencing God through Prayer, Jeanne Guyon, pp. 25-26, 
45, 46, 47) 
 
 This symbolic picture is a powerful explanation of what silent prayer is and what 
it means to God and to us when we still ourselves before God.  
 In your next prayer time, begin it with thanks and praise. Then tell the Lord you 
are going to be silent for the next few minutes—worshipping, adoring, and resting in 
Him. Feel free to focus on the beauty of His creation or on a symbol of His love, like the 
cross. Close your silent prayer time by thanking the Lord for being present with you and 
for nourishing you. Write down anything that comes to you during this time. 
 
 
 
 
Formational Rest  
 
 
Some Quotes . . . 
 “I believe silence is the most challenging, the most needed and the least 
experienced spiritual discipline among evangelical Christians today. It is much easier to 
talk about it and read about it than to actually become quiet. We are a very busty, wordsy, 
and heady faith tradition. Yet we are desperate to find ways to open ourselves to our God 
who is beyond all of our human constructs and human agendas. With all of our emphasis 
on theology, cognition, and service—as important as they are—we are starved for 
mystery, to know this God as One who is totally Other and to experience reverence in his 
presence. We are starved for intimacy, to see and feel and know God in the very cells of 
our being. We are starved for rest, to know God beyond what we can do for him. We are 
starved for quiet, to hear the sound of sheer silence that is the presence of God himself.” 
(Invitation to Solitude and Silence:  Experiencing God’s Transforming Presence, Ruth 
Haley Barton, pp. 20-22) 
 
 “Take time alone. Go on a personal retreat. A morning, a day, an overnight 
without an agenda can allow the voice of the Lord to filter through the barricades of 
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busyness.” (Pastoral Stress, Sources of Tension, Resources for Transformation, Anthony 
G. Pappas, p. vi) 
 
 “Because we do not rest, we lose our way…. Poisoned by the hypnotic belief that 
good things come only through unceasing determination and tireless effort, we can never 
truly rest. And for want of rest our lives are in danger.” –Wayne Muller (Invitation to 
Solitude and Silence: Experiencing God’s Transforming Presence, Ruth Haley Barton, p. 
55) 
 “Are you tired? Worn out? Burned out on religion? Come to me. Get away with 
me and you’ll recover your life. I’ll show you how to take a real rest. Walk with me and 
work with me—watch how I do it. Learn the unforced rhythms of grace. I won’t lay 
anything heavy or ill-fitting on you. Keep company with me and you’ll learn to live 
freely and lightly.” (Matt. 11:28-30, The Message Bible) 
 
 “An important source of joy is taking time off so we can return to work with zest, 
enthusiasm, and purpose. The trick is to put experiences of creative substance in those 
periodic time of refreshment.” (Laughter, Joy, and Healing, Donald E. Demaray, p. 219) 
 
* * * * *  
 
One—The Continuum of Rest 
 Reflect on where you fall on the following continuum. 
 
 
Fully energized       Drifting toward       Fully in a state of 
and refreshed  Good tired     dangerous tired       dangerous tired 
 
 
 “As you identify where you are on the continuum, don’t rush to try to solve or fix 
anything; instead, give yourself time and space to notice what is true about you. If you 
are fully energized and refreshed, thank God for the rest and stillness you have on the 
inside and outside of yourself. If the line is marked somewhere other than fully energized, 
invite God into this moment by saying, ‘God, this is what is true about me. What are we 
to do about this?’ 
 “Allow yourself to become aware of God with you in these moments, loving you 
and extending compassion to you. Hear the words of Jesus spoken to you in these 
moments: ‘Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will 
give you rest’ (Matt. 11:28). What is it like to hear these words right now? Do you 
believe it is possible for you to find the rest you need? Tell God what you need, and listen 
for what he wants to say to you now.” (Invitation to Solitude and Silence: Experiencing 
God’s Transforming Presence by Ruth Haley Barton, p. 61) 
 
 
Two—Rest for the Mind and Soul (10-20 minutes) 
 For 10 to 20 minutes, sit with God and offer him your question(s) that has not 
gone away.  
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 “Say the question out loud. Write it down. Tell him how it feels not to have the 
answer, but resist the urge to grasp for answers, to force clarity that isn’t there. Allow 
related issues, concerns and thoughts to present themselves, but don’t dwell on them…. 
Rather than trying to figure anything out or grasp for anything, rest in God’s presence 
with your question. 
 “What is it that you need to know in the stillness that you haven’t been able to 
know in the noisiness and busyness of your mind? What is the “I don’t know” place in 
your life that no amount of thinking and wordiness has been able to touch with any kind 
of answer? 
 “If you notice yourself becoming impatient, ask, Am I willing to be patient with 
this thing that is unsolved in my heart? What would it look like for me to stop working so 
hard on this and trust God to work in his way and his time? 
 “Sit in silence for as long a time as you have allotted. Close your time of silence 
by praying the Lord’s Prayer, allowing the words and phrases to shape your response to 
your question.”  (Invitation to Solitude and Silence, Experiencing God’s Transforming 
Presence by Ruth Haley Barton, p. 76) 
 
 
Three—How I See God (30 to 60 minutes) 
 Soundproof your life (shut the door, take the phone off the hook, put your 
Blackberry on silent, etc.) for thirty minutes to an hour sometime this week and reflect on 
how you see God.  
 “What really comes to mind when you think of God? For many, God is a 
benevolent giant who is too busy for them,… a clever boss who pulls the rug out from 
under them just when they thought they knew what was going on,… a hard-nosed teacher 
who demands much of them.  
 “Give some thought to what ideas drive your images of God. Finish this sentence: 
God is the kind of being who ___________. 
 “Pause and pray. Ask God to show you true images of him. Once you have 
recognized them, consider some new images that represent the true love and goodness of 
God:  
? One who sings over you, quieting you with love. (See Zephaniah 3:17) 
? One who shelters you from chaos under his wings or hides you in a strong tower. 
(See Psalm 91:4; Proverbs 18:10.) 
? A jilted lover who keeps wooing you and calling, ‘return to me.’ (See Jeremiah 
3:6-10) 
? A column of fire guiding you, continually moving in front of you. (See Exodus 
13:21-22)  
 “Consider choosing an image of God to put at the front of your mind as soon as 
you wake in the morning or as you drift to sleep at night.” 
  Thank God for this image he has given you to “see” in your mind and in your 
heart. Spend the closing minutes praising and worshiping God for his greatness, his 
beauty, and his love. (Adapted from Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice, Dallas 
Willard and Jan Johnson, pp. 72-73) 
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Four—A Morning or an Afternoon Retreat (2 to 4 hours) 
 Find a place on your calendar where you take two to four hours during an 
afternoon or a morning to get away from the constant list of things to do. Go to a place 
that represents a get-away spot for you—maybe the Old Mill, maybe a lake, maybe 
Barnes and Noble bookstore, maybe a coffee shop, maybe somewhere like Community 
Bakery, or maybe your own back yard. Get in a comfortable place and begin to relax. 
 Know that God is with you, enjoying you as you are enjoying your surroundings. 
Take several deep breaths, allowing your mind and your body to release some tension 
and regain some peace. Open your mind to God. Open your heart to God. Drink in your 
surroundings whether it be nature or whether it be the smell of fresh coffee and the taste 
of wonderful pastry. Feel free to sketch down words that come to mind, but try not to 
aggressively journal.  
 Once you’ve become settled, open your Bible. Maybe you would like to go to the 
Psalms where the writers opened up their hearts to God. Maybe you would like to peruse 
the places you have underlined in the Epistles. Maybe you could go to John 15 to hear 
Jesus talk about vital spirituality. Be in no hurry; carry no agenda. Have a cold drink or a 
cup of coffee with God, being still and listening in that stillness that only two can share. 
 Crack open that new book or novel you have been excited about reading and 
exploring. Be open to God pointing out things that enliven your spirit as you read. 
  Jesus told the woman at the well that believers worship in spirit and in truth (John 
4:23-24). What does Jesus seem to say to your spirit as you abide with him? What 
happens to your mind, your heart, your soul, or your body as you practice this discipline 
of quiet and rest? In Isaiah 30:15 God told his people, “In repentance and rest is your 
salvation, in quietness and trust is your strength.” How do you sense your salvation is 
nourished in this time of resting with and in the Lord? Does strength seemed to be 
transfusing your soul because of these few hours of quietness?  
 Linger over Isaiah 30:15 in your Bible as you close this time of resting in the 
Lord. Thank the Lord for his company and for any insight he may have given you during 
this time. 
 
Five—24 
 If you’ve watched the television series, 24, you know that each episode is 
presented in real time, depicting a 24-hour period in the life of Jack Bauer (Kiefer 
Sutherland), who works with the United States government fighting domestic threats. 
Like 24, one twenty-four hour day can certainly make or break us in our daily ministries. 
We take days off, sometimes calling them “mental health” days. But can we take a 
“spiritual health” day off as well?  
 First, try calendaring 8 to 12 hours away, clearing all meetings, committees, 
lunches, etc. Truly get out of town. This “out-of-townness” marks the day as different 
and special. Pack up a lunch or grab something on the go. Make sure you have 
comfortable seating wherever you go. Maybe throw one of those “bag” chairs in the 
trunk.  
 Along with your Bible, pack in a book (or two or three for the Attention Deficit 
Disorder people), a journal of some sort, and anything else that could help you focus on 
resting in the Lord. Some people like to sketch; some like to take their camera and 
capture the beauty. Try not to bring things that need to “get done”—writing thank-you 
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notes, balancing a checkbook, paying bills, making the obligatory phone calls, outlining 
that sermon or article on your laptop.  
 From the moment you turned the car on in the morning keep the time separate, 
sacred, and unsolicited by the demands of life. Bring your heart, your needs, your 
concerns, your dreams, and whatever else to God as you bask in his presence.  
 If you like, use the “An Account of Your Soul” exercise below to help you 
examine the health of your soul. At the end of the day, what have you noticed about God? 
What have you noticed about yourself? Offer these things to God and thank him for his 
work in you--seen and unseen, recognized and unrecognized—as you close out this day. 
 Feeling brave? Take this same attitude and non-agenda on the road for 24 to 48 
hours. Maybe your spouse or one of your adult children or a spiritual friend would like to 
do this overnight retreat with you.  
 As you launch out on a longer version of time and rest with God, don’t be 
surprised at how tired you feel the first twelve or so hours. Allow yourself to sleep late, 
take naps. God did some of his best work with Elijah after Elijah had eaten and slept (1 
Kings 19:5-18). As Peter napped by the seaside on top of a roof in the breeze and warmth 
of the sun, God revealed to Peter the life-changing truth that all men and women from all 
nations who fear God and do right are welcome at God’s table (Acts 10:9-35).  
 Slowing down the machinery of your life will feel difficult at first. We can feel 
lost and somewhat exposed if we are not watching our e-mails or Blackberries or TVs or 
talking on the cell phone or working on the next thing. But rest or retreat away with God 
is part of a detoxing process which, at first, can feel difficult, but will result in a sense of 
new release and relief.  
 If this is the case for you, what are some things you would need to detoxify 
yourself of in order to be filled with more of God? At the end of this time, thank God for 
the rest, the renewal, and for any revelations.  
**   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **   **  
“An Account of Your Soul” Exercise 
 Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson, in their book Renovation of the Heart in Daily 
Practice (143-44), encourage us to take an account of our soul, much like the Psalmist 
did. Choose an image from the Psalms below that best describes your soul at present. 
 
? A panting deer who has been running in search of water for a long time 
(42:1) 
? A small creature crouching in the protective shadow of a huge creature 
(57:1) 
? A weary desert traveler (63:1) 
? A desert valley with huge dry cracks opening up (143:6) 
? An ailing patient who stretches out his hands for help yet refuses to be 
comforted when comfort is offered (77:2) 
? Someone who has narrowly escaped death (116:8) 
? A tired mountain climber who has found a solid foothold (94:18-19) 
? A guard on duty all night long (130:6) 
? A wild and crazy musician who even talks to her instruments (108:1) 
? A gourmet dinner (63:5) 
? A weaned child at his mother’s breast—content, not looking for food (131:2) 
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 Consider the image you’ve chosen. What is the cry of your soul based on that 
image? What is needed to help your soul rest in God?  
 Think also of someone close to you, perhaps someone you minister to and hope to 
be a blessing to. Which image fits that person? What is the cry of his or her heart? How 
might you reach out to that person?  
 
 
Six—Enemies and Obstacles  
 It has been said that silence is God’s first language. It is silence and solitude (rest) 
which assists in ushering us into the presence of God. Yet there are enemies which come 
against our attempts at resting and waiting and worshiping in the silence and solitude of 
our daily devotions. There are many things that attempt to wrestle any thoughts of time 
away with God right out of our hearts and minds. 
 Circles the things on the list below which interfere or distract us from silent time 
away with God. 
 
? Busyness 
? Distractions 
? Projects overflowing 
? “Martha-ness” 
? In-control-or-bust 
? God-in-a-box mentality 
? Agenda, programs 
? Expectations of and/or needs of others 
? Apprehension and uneasiness about silence and/or solitude 
? Other___________________________ 
 
John the Baptist called out for the people to prepare the way for the Lord. In preparing 
your way for the Lord to come in his fullness to your life and ministry, ponder what 
blocks you from entering into a quiet rest with God. Offer any blocks to the Lord and ask 
for his help in practicing silence and solitude as you move towards a deeper wholeness in 
Jesus. 
 
Want to Get-Away? Check out these places in central Arkansas. 
? Garven Woodland Gardens in Hot Springs 
? Petit Jean State Park 
? Heber Springs 
 —Red Apple Inn 
 —Greer’s Ferry Lake 
? Lake Catherine State Park 
? Camp Paron (501) 594-5257 
? Ferncliff Camp and Conference Center 
? Ozark Conference Center (800-935-CAMP) (clergy get the first night free) 
? Little Portion Retreat in Eureka Springs (479-253-7379) 
? Coury House Retreat Center in Subiaco (479-934-4411) 
? Blanchard Springs State Park 
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? The House of Prayer (located in the woods beside St. Margaret’s Episcopal 
Church, Little Rock, AR, 821-1311) 
? Second Baptist Church’s Lake Nixon (225-6525) 
? Sue Anthony’s furnished homes for ministers and their families in 
Murfreesboro—FREE (ask for the Ark if it is available) (870-285-2711) 
? Laman Library in NLR 
? The downtown public library 
? The walking lake and Old Mill in NLR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Formational Friendship 
Some Quotes . . . 
 “No one can walk without a guide.” St. Augustine  (Finding a Spiritual Friend, 
Timothy Jones, p. 21) 
 
 “Spiritual companionship in the Christian life is a precious grace. Our journeys 
are not meant to be utterly solitary. Trying to be faithful to God can be a lonely and 
trying path. We need each other. We grow best in community. Saint John of the Cross put 
this truth into an eloquently simple statement four centuries ago: ‘God has so ordained 
things that we grow in faith only through the frail instrumentality of one another.’” (Soul 
Feast: An Invitation to the Christian Spiritual Life, Marjorie J. Thompson, pp. 123-124) 
 
 “Confide your thoughts to a man who, though he lack learning, has studied the 
work of prayer in practice.” Isaac the Syrian   (Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy 
Jones, p. 21) 
 
 “The Christian needs another Christian who speaks God’s Word to him. He needs 
him again and again when he becomes discouraged and uncertain, for by himself he 
cannot help himself without belying the truth.” (Life Together, Dietrich Bonhoeffer p. 23) 
 
“It is a great advantage for us to be able to consult someone who knows us, so that we 
may learn to know ourselves.” Teresa of Avila   (Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy 
Jones, p. 21) 
 
 “A spiritual friend … can build the courage in me that allows me to base my life 
on something more profound than others’ approval. I may become deceived by sin’s 
subtleties, insensitive to its effects. Sometimes I need a prodding voice. Other times an 
encouraging one.” (Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy Jones, p. 37) 
 
 “He becomes the disciple of a fool who sets up to be his own teacher.” Bernard of 
Clairvaux    (Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy Jones, p. 21) 
* * * * *  
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One—A Plan for Change 
 “One of the most prominent leaders in an important segment of Christian life 
‘blew up’ when someone questioned him about the quality of his work. This was 
embarrassing, but it is accepted behavior; in this case, the one who was questioning him 
was chastised. That is a familiar pattern in both Christian and non-Christian power 
structures. What are we to say about the spiritual formation of that leader?… 
 “The sad thing when any individual ‘fails’ is not just what he does but also his 
heart and inner life that are revealed when he does it. We find out who he has been all 
along, what his inner life has been like, and no doubt how he has suffered during the 
years before he was found out. What kind of person has he been on the inside, and what 
has been his relation to God? The effort to change our behavior without inner 
transformation is precisely what we see in the current shallowness of Western 
Christianity…. 
 “When we do things we later regret—especially when we do them publicly or are 
found out in some way—we often forge great intentions to change. It’s possible the 
prominent leader mentioned earlier regretted his actions privately but noticed that it was 
effective when the one who questioned him about it was chastised…. On the other hand, 
perhaps he kicked himself for losing his temper and asked God for the umpteenth time to 
change him. Such regret usually does not change us. 
 “But what if that person met with some folks who loved him, and together they 
devised some simple disciplines to help him stop managing his world with anger and 
contempt…? Perhaps he would go on to become someone who invited questioning, and 
all his endeavors would profit enormously by that.” 
 
 Reflect for a moment on these things. What about yourself would you like to see 
changed? Are there any discrepancies between your public life and your inner life? What 
is your plan for change?  
(Renovation of the Heart in Daily Practice, Dallas Willard and Jan Johnson, pp. 55-56) 
 
 
Two—Finding Your Jethro 
 “We need someone like Moses’ father-in-law who refuses to buy into a glorified 
image that an overcommitted ministry brings. We need someone to lovingly confront us 
with the foolishness of our ways.  
 “A Jethro person provides support,… love, value, and esteem. Sometimes a Jethro 
person is needed to share our successes and joys. At other times, we need our Jethro as a 
caring presence to support us in time of failure and hurt. But at still other times, we need 
a Jethro to challenge our reality, style, biases, and assumptions…. Though this latter 
Jethro function may not be easy to receive, we need it.” 
 
? Make a list of people you might enlist to be your Jethro. 
? Make a list of what would keep you from giving attention to your Jethro. 
? Make a list of why you need or could benefit from a Jethro. 
(Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, pp. 75-76, 80) 
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Three—Pros and Cons on Spiritual/Accountability Friendship 
 “Few things frighten some of us more than revealing our inner selves. Men in our 
culture especially may feel awkward at expressing feelings. They do well ‘shooting the 
breeze,’ but sitting down to explore deep personal themes…? Our hesitancy may have 
theological roots. We who cherish the truth that we have one great high priest as our 
mediator (Heb. 9:15) may fear that turning to others undercuts our dependence on God. 
Consider the questions below.” 
 
? Read Luke 1:5-56. Note the ways in which Mary encouraged Elizabeth. Then note 
the way Elizabeth helped Mary. If God was powerful enough to use an angel to 
communicate the plan to two women, why did they still need each other? 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
   
? List some ways in which you think a spiritual/accountability friend could help you. 
List, for example, some of your greatest needs in your relationship to God. Can 
you think of times you have said to yourself or to another, “I wish I had 
someone to talk to about my struggles” ? 
 
 
 
 
? In the space provided below, list any hesitations or objections that make you wary 
of turning to a spiritual/accountability friend. Compare these to your list of ways 
a spiritual companion could help. Which list seems more compelling? 
 
 
 
(Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy Jones, pp. 39, 40) 
 
 
Four—Beginning to Seek an Accountability/Spiritual Friend 
 
? “Read the story of Samuel’s call in 1 Samuel 3. What might have happened if 
Samuel never heard—or heeded—the advice of his elder Eli? 
 
? “Begin praying … for God to provide the right person to come alongside of you in 
your spiritual journey. Perhaps the prayer could be: ‘Lord, lead me to the person 
who can help me grow in my relationship to you. And give me patience while I 
wait for you to show me your will.’ 
 
? “Pray specifically about names that may come to your awareness in the next 
several days. If no one comes to mind, consider the possibility that while God 
might have someone in mind, the timing is not right. Seek out others who make 
suggestions of able accountability/spiritual friends. 
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? “Find out what you can about the people you are considering from people who 
know them. 
 
? “By talking it over with a spouse or loved one, think clearly about the time 
involved, how often you will meet, and how far you will drive to get together. 
 
? “Unless you feel strong reservations or have found no satisfactory name … take 
the initiative and invite your prospect to be your accountability and spiritual 
friend.”   
(Finding a Spiritual Friend, Timothy Jones, pp. 76-77) 
 
Five—The Big Questions 
 John Wesley’s early Methodist class meetings of the eighteenth century were 
remarkable in terms of seeking spiritual wholeness. Also remarkable was the 
responsibility the group assumed to help each other on their spiritual journeys. John 
Wesley developed group accountability questions that each member was asked by the 
others. Chuck Swindoll offers the following contemporary version of Wesley’s “big 
questions.” 
 
1. Have you been with someone of the opposite sex this week in such a way that 
was inappropriate or could have looked to others that you were using poor 
judgment? 
2. Have you been completely above reproach (and responsible) in all your 
financial dealings this week? 
3. Have you exposed yourself to any sexually explicit material this week? 
4. Have you spent daily time in prayer and the Scriptures this week? 
5. Have you been Christlike in the way you have carried out your job? 
6. Have you spent quality time with your loved ones? 
7. Have you just lied? 
 
Further questions for spiritual/accountability friends to ask each other: 
1. How has God worked in your life since we last met? 
2. Are you attending to the means of grace through prayer, searching the 
Scriptures, practicing a day of rest? 
3. What do you need from God and from me to be true to your spiritual 
commitments? 
4. What burdens do you carry? What support do you need? 
5. What is God saying to you in our time together today? 
 
 Would you dare to ask a fellow believer (with their permission) some of these 
questions for his or her spiritual deepening and maturity? Would you dare allow someone 
to ask these questions of you on a consistent basis? Consider this challenge. Bring it 
before God and see if he directs you to “take up the gauntlet.”  
(Content from the Doctor of Ministry class “Wellness and the Minister,” Asbury 
Theological Seminary, Dr. Michael Powers, 2006) 
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Formational Limits  
 
Some Quotes . . . 
 “Understanding and respecting our boundaries and limits is one of the most 
important character qualities and skills leaders need in order to be long-term lovers of 
God and others.” (The Emotionally Healthy Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That 
Actually Changes Lives, Peter Scazzero, p. 136) 
 
 “Every human being, including you, has limitations. Ministers are not messiah.” 
(Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, p. 25) 
 
 “Emotionally healthy people understand the limits God has given them. They 
joyfully receive the one, two, seven, or ten talents God has so graciously distributed. As a 
result, they are not frenzied and covetous, trying to live a life God never intended.” (The 
Emotionally Healthy Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes Lives, 
Peter Scazzero, p. 132) 
 
  “Jesus did not heal every sick and demonized person…. He did not build a great 
church in Capernaum when he was begged to remain in that city (Mark 1:21-45). He 
refused to let certain people follow him, such as the Gadarene demonic. He prayed all 
night and chose only twelve to be closest to him. Others were undoubtedly disappointed. 
Jesus did not run after the crowds when they defected from him after he delivered a 
difficult teaching about his body and his blood (John 6:22-71).  
 “Jesus did not go in person to meet the needs of everyone in Europe, Africa, Asia, 
or the Americas. Yet he prayed at the end of his life, ‘I have [completed’ the work you 
gave me to do’ (John 17:4).”  
(The Emotionally Healthy Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes 
Lives, Peter Scazzero, p. 140) 
 
 “Herbert J. Freudenberger invented the term ‘burnout’ when he himself 
experienced it…. He defined a burned-out person as ‘someone in a state of fatigue or 
frustration brought about by devotion to a cause, way of life, or relationship that failed to 
produce the expected reward.’” (Experiencing Healing and Wholeness: A Journey of 
Faith, Donald E. Demaray, p.158) 
 
 “Not setting boundaries often leads to numerous other problems such as anxiety, 
depression, anger, panic, and feelings of powerlessness.” (The Emotionally Healthy 
Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes Lives, Peter Scazzero, p. 148) 
 
 “Our Lord’s method is simple—acknowledge your limits and care for your 
needs.” (Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, p. 36) 
 
 “The problem was that God has not given me the abilities and capacities he has 
given those other leaders. I bring other strengths to the task of leadership. My 
unwillingness to accept reality led me down paths that God never intended. For years I 
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attempted to live out a script for my life that was not mine.”  (The Emotionally Healthy 
Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes Lives, Peter Scazzero, p. 138) 
 
* * * * 
 
One—Understanding Limits 
1. What do you think the difference is between a boundary and a wall? 
 
2. What do you think it means for you to live a life that fits your God-given nature? 
Would there be any changes you need to make? 
  
3. Why does it require faith for each of us to submit to God’s boundaries and limits? 
 
4. Why do you think acknowledging and addressing our limits is considered a spiritual 
discipline? What is “spiritual” in acknowledging and addressing our limits? 
 
 
Two—Gifts and Limits Check 
? List your strengths. 
? What are your physical, emotional, and mental abilities? 
? What are the areas where you lack talents and abilities? 
? How does your ministry reflect the presence or absence of these gifts, talents, and 
abilities? 
? List your gifts. 
? Are you devoting time and energy where you are gifted, or are you primarily 
working outside your area of giftedness? 
? Where is your church or ministry area limited because you can’t do everything? 
? Does someone in your congregation or ministry area need your permission to lead? 
(Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, pp. 29, 39) 
 
 
Three—Over-extension Check 
 
Consider these questions: 
? When have I been most overextended? 
? How did I correct the situation? 
? Do I feel overextended when focus really is the problem? 
? What is the relationship between overextension and disorganization? 
? Do I overextend to meet some inner personal need? 
? Who writes my schedule? 
? Do I have an inner script from childhood that causes me to overextend? 
(Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, p. 42)) 
 
Four—Burnout Check 
 “If you presently have three or more of the following symptoms, consider getting 
professional help and make life changes immediately: 
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? Chronic fatigue without a medical reason. 
? Cynicism and hopelessness. 
? Your attitude is “so what?’ 
? You are depressed so you do your work on autopilot. 
? You are impatient and angry with people. 
? Your work performance has slipped so you miss deadlines.  
? You are out of focus about your ministry, marriage, and life. 
? You think you are too strong or too smart to experience burnout.” 
(Achieving Balance in Ministry, Anthony J. Headley, p. 43) 
 
 “Many people who actively serve Christ struggle with doing self-care. Using the 
following chart, rate your self-care—emotionally, physically, spiritually, and 
relationally—on the scale from empty to full. What does this suggest about your 
understanding of limits as a gift?” 
 
Spiritually empty………………………………………………………..Full 
Relationally empty……………………………………………………...Full 
Physically empty………………………………………………………..Full 
Emotionally empty…………………………………………………….. Full 
 
(The Emotionally Healthy Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes 
Lives, Peter Scazzero, p. 208) 
 
 
Five—Learning to Discern My Limitations 
? Evaluate your personality. 
 “Do you get more energy from being with people (extrovert) or from doing tasks 
(introvert)? Are you more spontaneous and creative, or controlled and orderly? Are you 
more easy-going and relaxed, or tense and anxious? 
 
? Evaluate your season of life. 
 “Your season of life is a God-given limit. Ecclesiastes teaches us there is a time or 
season for everything under heaven (Eccl. 3:1-8)…. There are seasons when we need to 
be home with small children. Then these children become teenagers and leave home, 
thrusting us into a different season of life. There are seasons when, because of health 
reasons, our families need us. There are seasons of financial prosperity and times of 
struggle,… times to be intensely studying and preparing,… times for great activity,… 
times to grieve a loss and wait for healing. 
 
 
? Evaluate your life situation. 
 “Your life situation is also a limit. As we age physically, we find our bodies 
cannot do what they used to. When we are young and without much life experience, 
certain doors may remain closed to us. If we have a physical or emotional disability or 
sickness, we may find this keeps us from going down a path we may have planned. If you 
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are married, Paul considers that a limit (1 Cor. 7:32-25)…. A special-needs child or an 
aging parent affects your life course. 
 
 
? Evaluate your emotional, physical, and intellectual capacities.  
 “Your emotional, physical, and intellectual capacities are also a God-given gift. 
Some people need more time to read, pray, and reflect. Others are able to work seventy to 
eighty hour weeks with ease. Others who constantly minister to people day in and day out 
may become lethargic and depressed if they don’t get away for some solitude and silence.  
 
 
? Evaluate your negative emotions. 
 “Anger, depression and rage, for example, often function as oil lights in our lives, 
informing us that something is not right on the inside of the engine of our lives.  
 
 
? Evaluate your scars and wounds from your family and/or your past. 
 “They are also God-given limits and gifts. Radical isn’t it? But if we look for the 
hand of God moving in our family history and in our personal past, even in the most 
painful moments, we will find golden nuggets in that rocky soil. Abuse, neglect, 
abandonment, poverty, oppression and so on may cause us to feel we are ‘behind’ always 
trying to catch up, but God sees that differently. The limits I’ve inherited from my family 
turn out to be gifts once I embrace them. I find myself more dependent on God, more 
sensitive, less judgmental.” 
 
 The bottom line is when we don’t respect God’s limits in our lives, we will often 
find ourselves overextended, stressed, and exhausted because we won’t say “no.” 
 
Under each of these above areas that are bulleted and bolded, list one or two limitations 
God may have placed in your life. How can they serve as a gift? Does acknowledging 
any of these limitations as gifts empower you to say “no”? 
(The Emotionally Healthy Church: A Strategy for Discipleship That Actually Changes 
Lives, Peter Scazzero, pp. 142-43) 
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APPENDIX G 
PERMISSION TO USE PARTICIPANTS’ ANSWERS AND RESPONSES  
IN DISSERTATION 
 
 
Dear Spiritual Formation Clergy Participant, 
 
I am currently in the process of completing my Doctorate of Ministry degree. Part of this 
completion involves recording your feedback from: (1) our Focus Group on October 21, 
2008 and (2) my individual interview meetings with each of you. Your recorded feedback 
will be utilized in “Chapter Four—Findings” and possibly “Chapter Five—Observations” 
of my dissertation.  
 
Please indicate your permission for me to use your feedback in my dissertation “Southern 
Baptist Clergy and Spiritual Formation” by signing the letter where indicated below and 
returning it to me as soon as possible.  
 
Thank you very much. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Candace Kay Hardin 
 
 
 
 
 
PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE USE REQUESTED ABOVE: 
 
Conditions, if any:_________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________   _____________________ 
                     Signature Date 
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APPENDIX H 
PARTICIPANT COMMENTS ON FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE 
IMPRESSIONS REGARDING SPIRITUAL FORMATION 
 
Favorable Impressions and Results Regarding 
Spiritual Formation (82) 
Unfavorable Impressions and Results Regarding 
Spiritual Formation (70) 
 
? The best thing for me was the limits discipline. 
Practicing and observing limits are a spiritual 
thing.  
? Regarding formational limits, this was the first 
time I was clearly forced to think out that it 
was OK not to be able to do some things as 
well as others do, to not have some abilities 
that others have, to not have those things you 
admire in other people. 
? Observing the discipline of limits took some of 
the pressure off. That was very helpful to me. 
? I’ve always felt the tyranny of the to-do list. So 
when it came to formational limits, just to 
give myself permission to relax was great. 
? I’m a novice mandolin player, and so I used to 
feel guilty when I took out time to play. Now 
I feel the permission to do that.  
? The reading and prayer was a breath of fresh 
air. 
? These four spiritual disciplines helped me to 
minister out of the overflow. 
? The reading and prayer meant more to me, at a 
more relaxed pace. I find the Scriptures speak 
more when I’m not looking for something in 
them.  
? What I experienced in the last six weeks is an 
internal change about how I describe my 
relationship with God. Now I realize I want to 
spend time with my friend, Jesus, instead of 
“having to” read my Bible. If I could just 
spend a few minutes with Him—not to 
“check it off”—but rather to have an 
encounter with my friend. 
? There were a couple of times where I found 
myself just sitting having me-and-God time. 
It was great that my eyes were opened to that 
time so that I could just sit and be with God.   
? I like the way it was presented so that you can 
do one or all of the four disciplines. I like the 
recognition and freedom that we are different 
and can do as we feel led. 
? These four tenets of spiritual formation have 
cast some vision for me—to do this as a 
 
? I struggled with drawing limits 
? Regarding the discipline of rest, I tried to find a 
little twenty-thirty minute time to “get-away.” 
I realized that this was becoming another 
thing on the to-do list for me. 
? I had trouble in the disciplines of prayer and 
rest when it came to the activity of silence. 
Just trying to be quiet and shut everything out 
letting that still small voice to speak was hard. 
My mind wanted to race and go to my to-do 
list.  
? This six-week time was bizarre, impossible. I 
obviously discovered I’m not disciplined 
enough to force that time. 
? The concept of taking a retreat somewhere and 
explaining that to the church—well that’s not 
in our makeup. 
? Being still and quiet so that He can get my 
attention—that’s what I struggle with.  
? It’s a challenge and a struggle to find a 
consistent support group; it’s an honest 
challenge with our lives and time. 
? Observing the rest time was impossible. 
? There’s four of us that meet at 7:00 in the 
morning. We pray about personal stuff, pray 
for revival. But we haven’t got around to the 
Chuck Swindoll type of questions. I don’t 
know if I would be able to get to those 
questions, to get that deep, with this group. 
? Just being quiet was hard. 
? I’ve come away feeling frustrated because I 
haven’t been able to really do any of the 
exercises. I’ve made an F in this assignment. 
? There were some things I didn’t get to—half 
day, weekend, two hours. I just can’t shut off 
work. I have too many things piled up. 
? This thing about looking inside me—truth is I’d 
far rather be out doing something for 
somebody else, than for myself. 
? Regarding formational rest, I think most Baptist 
ministers have lost the joy, the affection, even 
the beatitudes. You know the statement—If 
Satan can’t derail us, he’ll make us busy. 
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Favorable Impressions and Results Regarding 
Spiritual Formation (82) 
Unfavorable Impressions and Results Regarding 
Spiritual Formation (70) 
lifestyle, not as a schedule. 
? I set a half day of retreat aside and it made me 
feel so refreshed. I will try to schedule a half 
day maybe twice a year. These things have 
helped me in my struggles. 
? I’ve never looked at spiritual formation in this 
format before. I’ve never looked at the 
freedom of this kind of structure. That was 
helpful. 
? These exercises in practicing the four tenets of 
spiritual formation was really relationship 
based. That was good. 
? The freedom in all the exercises made it more 
inviting for me.  
? The spiritual journey is life, and this spiritual 
formation project had life and had a natural 
feeling to it. 
? This time has reminded me that it’s about just 
walking with God—that’s what’s happening 
in my heart and I’m just loving it.  
? He’s even given me the grace to put down the 
work and it’s OK to take care of me, which 
has been very interesting. This whole issue of 
spiritual formation is almost permission to 
take care of me, in part.  
? One of the things that has come out of all of 
this is that I can’t do it all. I’ve got to sit 
down and breathe every once and a while. I 
need to not put my value in so much what I 
do. 
? About limits, I’ve realized there’s a whole lot 
more that needs to happen outside my 
strength and abilities. What’s been freeing is 
that I don’t feel guilty as much now. 
? I’ve had so many people tell me that flexibility 
is the key to ministry. I bought into that so 
much that I almost became a slave to people’s 
agenda. Now I’m drawing some limits. 
? The laity does need more instruction in spiritual 
formation.  
? The face-to-face contact, the phone 
conversation, the relationship with a person, a 
real live person—that’s the impetus that will 
keep spiritual formation going for me. I need 
that accountability to keep me going, to make 
sure it’s on my radar screen, make sure I’m 
not going to push it aside. 
? We need to be reminded of spiritual formation. 
Life gets busy and we push it aside, even 
push ourselves aside. We sacrifice ourselves. 
? That accountability part needs to be translated 
over into the church—whether that is 
friendship, an e-mail, a blog, or whatever.  
When we slow down we feel insignificant. 
  That is because we are bankrupt in who we are. 
? Expectations are the biggest block to spiritual 
formation for the minister. For example, 
people might think that ministers are lazy if 
we set limits. “What do you mean you are 
taking a day off?” 
? None of these tenets were enjoyable for me. 
? The tenet I find most challenging is 
friendship—identifying and establishing a 
relationship with someone or with people that 
I feel like I can trust. In the past I got burned. 
The very ones I thought I could trust, I 
learned I couldn’t. 
? Spiritual formation was achieved years ago 
through our Discipleship Training program. 
Now churches open up a catalogue, look, and 
decide what material looks good—meaning 
there isn’t any strategy to what our churches 
are offering. The way our churches do 
spiritual formation nowadays is that it just 
falls to what’s the latest thing in the market 
and who’s the latest person getting attention.  
? The biggest hindrance to spiritual formation is a 
lack of willingness, a lack of commitment. 
We are a postmodern world, and the church is 
on the decline. 
? Finding the time to do this is so hard. We all 
have such busy schedules.  
? Some ministers are going to be fake; they won’t 
be comfortable in saying, “This is what I need 
in my life.” They won’t be real with 
themselves, and this is where some ministers 
can get themselves in trouble. 
? Rest and limits are needing a balance in my 
life. I still have not received a peace about 
this because it’s connected to my personality 
type. 
? I cannot cope with the idea of limits—it’s part 
of the culture and part of who I am. 
? Spiritual formation would work with some but 
not all laity. The best way to teach the laity 
about spiritual formation is through their 
seeing the impact it makes on the clergy 
themselves. If it hasn’t made a difference in 
the clergy’s life, presenting it to the laity will 
be useless. 
? Prayer is the least thing we spend time doing 
and the most needed. If we are serious about 
something without praying about it, I don’t 
see how we will accomplish much. 
? If spiritual formation was presented to Southern 
Baptist clergy in a larger context, you’d need 
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? Silence—We as a convention as kingdom 
workers would be more effective if we 
practiced the art of silence—slowing down, 
listening 
? The four tenets and the exercise opportunities 
presented were nonthreatening. I didn’t feel 
guilty about what I didn’t do.  
? I really loved the directions in solitude. 
? I think there are a lot of church members who 
are at a spot to be challenged to go deeper 
into spiritual formation. 
? You know there’s Master Life and 
Experiencing God; but when you put the book 
away it’s over. Most of us are ready to move 
on into spiritual formation. 
? I think we should start training clergy in 
seminary about spiritual formation and let it 
be a part of their ministry and training, so that 
it would have a trickle down effect. 
? I did the four-hour retreat. It was very doable 
for me, more than maybe a weekend. 
? I appreciate being a part of this spiritual 
formation exercise because we are taught that 
sometimes if you stop to rest, it’s a sin. So it’s 
really great to have in print the idea that rest 
is spiritual formation. 
? I enjoyed trying on limits because I have that 
ever-present to-do list. 
?  When I did settle down, the Lord brought 
something to my mind that blessed me—you 
know, “be still and know that I am God.” If 
we keep our end of the bargain, He keeps his 
end of the bargain. 
? I think spiritual formation would really 
energize church leaders, help the clergy, and 
do the same thing for church members. 
? Reading, prayer, and rest were good even 
though I was uncomfortable with the aspect 
of being quiet. 
? This made me closer to the Lord and helped me 
get a little more discipline with my quiet time 
and devotional life. 
? I’m taking from this experience an initial 
exposure of this concept and the whole 
discipline. I even bought Donald Whitney’s 
book on spiritual formation. 
? In response to the rest, my wife and I are 
getting away for three nights, so that is great. 
 
 
 
 
a male “front person.” I think it would be a 
hard sell coming from a female.  
? Everyone struggles with the whole 
accountability group thing. It’s a matter of 
trust. 
? Regarding formational friendship, most guys 
have nobody. Guys are too competitive. 
There’s no way I’m going to tell anyone I 
know what I’m going through because it will 
come back to bite me.  
? Southern Baptists don’t know the 
terminology—“spiritual formation.” This is a 
block for many people. 
? Clergy and laity need education and guidance 
about how to do spiritual formation. 
? Regarding formational friendship, I keep my 
cards close to the vest. I have a lot of good 
friends in church, but I don’t’ feel free to be 
that kind of open with the members of my 
flock. 
? I don’t really open up or be transparent with 
anybody except the Lord. 
? Spiritual formation is obviously good and 
helpful, but like a lot of good and helpful 
things, it’s hard to motivate yourself. Maybe 
there’s not enough immediate gratification to 
make me realize that hey if I go a week 
without any of these practices will that really 
make a big deal, and I think it doesn’t. That 
could make the drop-out rate really high. 
? I had some hesitancy with the tenet of rest—
solitude and silence. It seemed a little too 
mystical in a way. That’s not a Baptist way. 
? In our church we follow a bulletin and don’t 
have any silence. 
? It was hard for me as a pastor to find time to 
devote to spiritual formation. Everybody is so 
busy—church staff as well as the 
congregation. 
? Only a small percentage of the laity would do 
this. Finding time is hard. 
? It’s very difficult for me to just be quiet and 
listen for the Lord, Listen for the Holy Spirit. 
I have some health challenges; so when I sit 
still, all this stuff comes to mind. 
? I’m not sure that very many people are 
dedicated to spending that much time and 
energy committing themselves to doing a lot 
of this spiritual formation stuff.  
? Reading and prayer were the least enjoyable for 
me. I was really surprised about that because, 
out of the four, I would have said that the 
reading and praying would benefit me most. 
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? This time has magnified the need that we all 
have for a really close friend. And you know 
that’s something I need. To have a friend I 
can really open up to and he to me—to be 
each other’s Barnabas and encourage one 
another. 
? I believe laity in Southern Baptist churches are 
hungry for this type of spirituality.  
? I have a new depth of realization about 
becoming more spiritually oriented sense all 
of this was presented six weeks ago. The 
fervency of my prayer is more. 
? I’m not sure I would have gone to another level 
of depth about spiritual maturity. I guess you 
could say it’s sort of like a wake-up call. 
? The limits exercise was helpful to me; I think 
that it focused some things in my mind.  
? This six weeks has shown me that this spiritual 
formation and spiritual disciplines can 
become more a part of my day.  
? This was exceptionally meaningful for me and 
my friend as far as getting us refocused in an 
accountability relationship.  
? The greatest potential with it working is with 
the under-40 crowd. The 20-40-year-olds are 
a more relating group of people and would 
enjoy it and understand it more. 
? If you present spiritual formation as a plan or a 
method, you’ve gone against the purpose. It’s 
not a step, a prescription. It’s a way of life. 
? The biggest change that this spiritual formation 
time did for me was in the way that I view 
God—not seeing God as the Great Judge, or 
seeing Him as someone as whose favor I have 
to gain. Instead, I saw Him as someone who I 
enjoy and long to be with.  
? It’s so easy to get dry, as much as we are 
expected to give and give and give of 
ourselves. It doesn’t take all that much for us 
to be dry. The best I have is gone quickly. If I 
don’t have a foundational relationship, a real 
true give-and-take relationship with Christ, I 
won’t be any good to anybody. 
? Your focus points (the four tenets) have some 
uniqueness that’s not found in some other 
classes of spiritual discipline. 
? People are looking for balance in life, and I 
think you’ve targeted four areas (tenets) 
people could grow by; these are not just felt 
needs, they connect with an audience. 
 
 
But there was a lot of that that made me 
uncomfortable.  
? At some point we begin to imagineer with the 
reading exercises provided. And when you 
consider things in light of the Word of God, it 
starts to get confusing. In other words, am I 
confusing my imagination for God speaking? 
? We don’t hear God speak through the 
imagination; we hear God speak through His 
Word. 
? The line of distinction for me is that anything 
we do that is Bible related, can we do this—
that is using our imagination in thinking about 
God’s Word—for the unregenerate? For 
someone who is unregenerate, this 
imagination stuff can be more detrimental 
than helpful. 
? The reading and prayer exercises required the 
use of imagination, which has a distinct flavor 
of Eastern mysticism. 
? The term spiritual formation has some 
tendencies towards Eastern mysticism, even 
towards a cult and the occult.  
? I struggled with the time element—giving 
enough time every day or throughout the 
week to doing the exercises in the reading 
section. 
? I think the people over 40 would have a bigger 
struggle with spiritual formation. They just 
wouldn’t understand it. 
? Some are more geared to spiritual formation 
than others. Some are more doers. Others are 
more thinkers. This experience is more for 
thinking. 
? We are fragmented society—meaning the time 
demands and the pace of life are almost 
impossible to become still and quiet. People 
have trouble slowing down to practice 
meaningful spiritual disciplines. 
? Spiritual formation and spiritual disciplines are 
unfamiliar territory for many.  
? In Slovakia, the men (Baptist clergy) are 
missing mentors—people who are 
experienced. But where would you look for 
such a man? They are all burned out and busy 
or concentrating on their work. 
? People just don’t feel like doing this. They are 
tired of that. They are busy. 
? About rest, time is an issue for me as far as 
finding time to rest, but it would be incredibly 
enjoyable if I could. 
? My tendency is to be a doer, and it’s really hard 
for me not to do. Regarding the rest and 
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? I think clergy need this. We’re supposed to be 
the professionals and have it all together. But 
I think this targets what most men and women 
who struggle in ministry. We have not 
become masters in this. 
? Regarding formational friendship, it is good to 
have somebody to call and ask very directly 
to each other, “Are you falling this way or 
that way?” It’s good to have somebody to call 
you and ask if you are on the bottom. 
? Spending time in the word and answering 
questions helped me learn more about myself 
and where I am in my life right now.  
? This helped me pause and listen to God. It gave 
me a real opportunity to stop and reassess.  
? These six weeks have certainly caused me to 
read my Bible even more than I was and to 
think more about what I’m reading. 
? To grasp spiritual formation there has to be a 
means of sharing it in such a way that it’s not 
a program. I would think mentorship would 
be probably the most effective way of passing 
it on, sharing it, and demonstrating it. 
? I believe the practice of the presence of the 
Lord in everything will become more of a 
part of my life and walk. Where everything is 
done reaching for God’s presence. 
? This experience drew me in closer to the Lord. 
? We have a lot of folks in the church who are 
plateaued at a point. They think that this is as 
far as they can go and grow spiritually. I’m 
looking at how to present this spiritual 
formation in a teaching and preaching format 
to guide them and help them grow. 
? I think for ministers it’s essential. This personal 
walk with Christ—you can’t ignore that or 
you’ll hit the wall.  
? This has revealed how independent I am and 
how much I need to practice what I preach in 
letting others come inside my circle—the 
vulnerability of saying to others, “I need to 
you to listen right now.”  
? This spiritual formation is not the same ole 
same ole stuff. This is something new. 
? The reading and prayer allows the Scriptures 
and God to talk to you—to not go looking, to 
be still, to stop talking. Just read and see what 
happens.  
? I took your material and shared it with my two 
prayer partners and they were enriched and 
challenged by it.  
? I think spiritual formation could transform the 
ministry of our churches if it was really 
silence thing—I want to rest, but I need more 
structure because I’m a structured person. 
? The Bible says be still and know; it’s hard for 
me to be still. 
? Sometimes it does come up a lot in churches—
“that’s not the way we do things.”  
? The friendship part—I’ve struggled with this 
because I’m so private.  
? The idea of taking a day retreat or a weekend is 
a good idea, but I’ve never been able to do it. 
A pastor friend does his prayer retreats in a 
cabin. I’ve been a little frustrated because he 
leaves his family behind. He also leaves his 
cell phone in the glove compartment in his 
truck. That intrigues me. Sometimes he does 
that for a whole week. I would struggle with 
that. I don’t do solitude for long times well.  
? The partnership thing (formational 
friendship)—I struggle doing it. I enjoy being 
that for somebody else. Doing it myself is 
exhausting, to be honest. It forces me out of 
my comfort zone. 
? Spiritual formation might be over the heads of 
some people. 
? The most challenging was attempting to rest. I 
was not successful at all trying to sit still and 
be quiet and hear the Lord. 
? There will have to be a change in the amount of 
numerical expectations for the church staff if 
they are going to have time for spiritual 
formation. It takes time.   
? Something else has to give. You can’t have 
your same schedule and add spiritual 
formation, too. 
? Training has to happen in two directions—the 
congregation and the staff—JUST for 
spiritual formation to happen in the clergy. 
? The rest thing I didn’t do too well on. I went to 
the beach thinking I could have some spiritual 
rest, not doing anything work related. I ended 
up taking care of work things from the beach 
after all—making calls for three straight days, 
checking my email. So I didn’t do so well on 
the rest part—but that’s nothing new for me. 
? Some Southern Baptist clergy shy away from 
anything that seems a little too mystical, too 
unknown. 
? Most clergy don’t do this spiritual formation 
stuff. They work around it, but don’t work at 
it. Most of us can do our jobs and our 
ministries without a spiritual bone in our 
body—especially after a while. 
? Something that was tough for me was 
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applied. 
? The reading and prayer is the easiest for most 
clergy because they’ve always done that. But 
if we just stay there we will only form at a 
certain level. 
? I started praying in the morning in the car. I 
have a twenty-minute commute. That works 
best for me when I don’t have anything else 
on my mind. 
? If you don’t have enough spiritual 
development, then you will default with 
cliché answers. That’s why we need spiritual 
formation. 
? The four ways we could approach our time with 
God—each of those I thought was ingenious 
in hitting on particular areas that we all need. 
It was like we had the “Neapolitan” approach 
to spiritual formation.  
? For me the reading and prayer were what really 
spoke to me. I started praying the Word a lot 
more. 
? I think this would be good for laity because 
there are many laypeople in the church who 
are hungry. A lot of them do ministry—
deacons, teachers, etc.—and they are carrying 
out the everyday grind of the church. 
? I think clergy desperately need this because 
sometimes we care more about what other 
people think about us, rather than what God 
thinks about us. 
? If we buck spiritual formation, we’re hurting 
ourselves and the people we’re trying to 
minister to. We’re cheating them from what 
God wants to give them through us. 
? This reminded me to look at Scripture in a more 
intimate and personal way. I haven’t viewed 
Scripture like that in a while.  
? This time forced me to confront my own 
spiritual laziness and my tendency to drift 
into passivity in my spiritual walk. 
? Spiritual formation would be a breath of fresh 
air for the laity of the SBC. It would be grace. 
? I think this would absolutely help clergy 
because a major reason we are losing 
ministers is due to breakdowns, morality 
issues, and staying in and not being effective. 
It’s either a do-or-die thing spiritually. Either 
you start going deeper or you spiritually start 
to decline. 
? The price I pay when I don’t do spiritual 
formation is burnout and bad attitudes. 
evaluating myself in the formational limits. 
I’m one of these people who can list all day 
long the negatives and how that hurts the 
ministry.  
? Formational limits was most challenging, and 
therefore, the least pleasant. That required 
denial of self, which is sometimes very 
difficult and can be painful. 
? The biggest negative is the trap I’ve found 
myself in—being too busy.  
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